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RÉSUMÉ 
C'est la première fois qu ' une étude propose de décrire et d ' analyser la variation 
linguistique à Reykjavik, en Islande. L ' étude regarde la variation dans la production 
de fricatives dentales sous-jacentes dans le cadre de la sociolinguistique variationniste 
quantitative. 
L ' islandais est traditionnellement présenté comme étant une langue stable et 
homogène, contrairement à l' hypothèse variationniste selon laquelle toute langue 
montre des signes de la variation sociale. 
L ' étude explore d ' abord les causes possibles de cette impression d'homogénéité, en 
se référençant tant à l' histoire soc iale de l' Islande qu ' aux études dialectales 
précédentes. Néanmoins, il semble que les adolescents habitant dans l' ouest de la 
ville favorisent plus fréquemment les formes prescriptives standards, lors de tests de 
jugements grammaticaux, que leurs homologues du reste de l' ile. L'anal yse de la 
variation dans la production de fricatives dentales Uusqu'à ce jour non-spécifiée) 
comme variable dépendante est motivée par des observations issues d ' études 
antérieures. Ces études ont signalé notamment l ' élision générale et le voisement 
stylistique de fricatives dentales dans l' attaque initiale et dans la coda en fin de mot. 
Les résultats de cette étude soutiennent dans une ce1taine mesure la position 
traditionaliste, car, panni les facteurs sociaux les plus souvent recensés, seuls l' âge et 
l' âge en interaction avec le sexe sont significatifs pour l' effacement des fricatives 
dentales en islandais. Les facteurs sociaux tels que la classe sociale, le lieu de 
résidence et le niveau d ' éducation n'ont pas eu d ' effets significatifs dans l'analyse 
statistique. 
Les facteurs linguistiques permettent de déterminer qu ' il y a des contraintes 
linguistiques dans la variation de la variable dépendante dans l' usage vernaculaire. 
L ' étude monte en effet une relation entre l' effacement et le voisement des fricatives 
dentales dans les extrémités des mots. Les résultats de cette étude indiquent que le 
facteur le plus important pour l' effacement est la position syllabique. Les fricatives 
dentales ont plus tendance à être effacées ou voisées en fin de mot qu 'en début de 
mot. 
Mots-clés: Variation et changement linguistique, sociolinguistique, l' islandais 
vernaculaire 
ABSTRACT 
This study is the first to describe and analyse the state of linguistic variation in the 
speech community of Reykjavik, Iceland, with respect to variation in production of 
underlying dental fricatives and using a quantitative, variationist sociolingui stic 
framework. 
The Icelandic language is traditionally portrayed as stable and homogenous, in 
contradiction of the underlying hypothesis of most research in variationist 
sociolinguistics that alllânguages include social variation. As improbable as it may 
seem, this study largely upholds the traditionalist position, showing that only age and 
its interaction with sex are relevant social factors in Jcelandic fricative deletion 
patterns. Other social factors related to class, location and education showed no 
significant effect in statistical analyses. 
The study begins by looking at the motivation for this perception ofhomogeneity, 
with references to the social history of the island as weil as previous dialectal studies. 
Nevertheless, teenagers from the western part of the city seem to adhere to a greater 
extent to standard prescriptive grammar (as determined through grammatical 
judgement tests) than their counterparts in the rest of the country. The use of variation 
in dental fricatives as a dependent variable, a previously undescribed variable context, 
is supported by indications in previous descriptive works, which note a stylistic 
deletion of dental fricatives , and oftheir stylistic voicing in ward initial onsets and 
ward final codas. 
In addition to examining social factors , this study also investigates the grammatical 
factors that condition the deletion and voicing of dental fricatives in Icelandic, 
showing, for the first time the relationship between deletion and voicing. This 
research indicates that the most significant factor in Icelandic fricative deletion and 
voicing variation is syllable and ward position, with more deletion/voicing at the end 
as compared to the beginning ofwords. 
Keywords: Language variation and change, sociolinguistics, vernacular Icelandic 
INTRODUCTION 
Traditionally, Icelandic has a popular reputation as a stable and homogenous 
language (e.g. Karlsson, 2004; Leonard, 2011), whereas variationist sociolinguistics 
typically assumes that every language must have (structured) variability so asto 
fulfill its social functions (Milroy & Gordon, 2003 , p. 4). This homogeneity bas been 
attributed to the central role that language plays in the construction oflcelandic 
identity, both in the sociohistorical context, as weil as in the efforts of201h century 
language purists to control the language (c.f.l>orgeirsd6ttir & Skulason, 2014). This 
view has also found sorne linguistic support in dialect studies, which have shown a 
progressive leve! ling of known dialectal markers/ indicators (l>rainsson & Arnason, 
1984, 1992), leaving the language with little obvious social variation. 
This general perception has yet to be empirically tested , as "work based on standard 
sociolinguistic fieldwork and methodology is practically non-existent" in Iceland (F. 
Frioriksson, 2008, p. 111). 1 Nevertheless, there have been sorne indications ofthe 
existence of social variation in lcelandic. For example, grammatical judgement tests 
have hinted at a divide within Reykjavik, the capital of the island , delimiting the 
western part of the city from the rest of the country (Maling & Sigwj6nsd6ttir, 2002; 
Svavarsd6tti r, 1982; Svavarsd6ttir, Palsson, & Tho ri indsson, 1984 ). This variation 
has not been statistically confirmed in vernacular language due to the 
morphosyntactic nature of the dependent variables used and the ma11ner of the ir 
elicitation (i.e. there are too few tokens from spontaneous speech) (F. Frioriksson , 
2008). Tt would thus appear to be ofsome interest to study this supposed social 
1 As it was deemed non-pettinent due to a perceived lack of socio-economic and sociolinguistic 
variation (Pâlsson & Durrenberger, 1992, p. 304 ; Svavarsd6ttir, Paatola, & Sandey, 2010, p. 56). 
division using a phonological variable, which , according to Arnason (2011), is 
reputedly subject to stylistic variation . 
2 
The present study is based on data extracted from a corpus of33 socio-linguistic 
interviews with native speakers oflcelandic. By examining the production of dental 
fricatives in Iceland, this study tests the hypothesis that lcelandic shows normal signs 
of sociolinguistic variation . As such, it is the first attempt to analyse the 
sociolinguistic situation in Iceland using a variationist framework (e.g. , through 
quantitative statistical analysis of natural istic speech data) . 
Chapter 1 provides an overview of previous work on language variation in lceland, 
providing context for the discussion of the need for a reliable dependent variable to 
diagnose the presence or absence of sociolinguistic variation. lt is proposed that 
discrete variation in the production (and deletion) ofvoiced and voiceless dental 
fricatives , [8] and [ô] 2, and the voicing of the dental fricative in initial onset and final 
coda positions adequately fulfills this function. Chapter 2 explains the 
methodological underpinnings of the study. The naturali stic speech output of native 
speakers ofJcelandic, which serves as data for this study, were extracted from 
sociolinguistic interviews, and are coded for a number of internai (linguistic) and 
extemal (social) factors . Chapter 3 presents the results of statistical analyses of data 
from the study. 
Finally, Chapter 4 presents a discussion and analyses ofthese findings. Study results 
demonstrate the usefulness of dental fricatives as a dependent variable for the study 
oflcelandic. Specifically, the variation is structured by statistically significant 
language internai constraints, in particular syllable position, with word final dental 
fricatives deleting and voicing more than word initial dental fricatives. There are also 
some effects of language externat constraints that provide tentative support for the 
hypothesis that there is a sociolinguistic boundary within Reykjavik. These social 
2 [8] as in ' thing' and [6] as in ' thi s' 
effects are nevertheless minimal, other than an overall significant correlation with 
age. 
3 
CHAPTERI 
ICELANDIC V ARIA TI ON 
This chapter explains various difficulties involved in doing a sociolinguistic study on 
Icelandic. It provides a briefoverview ofthe sociohistorical context ofReykjavik and 
it di scusses the ideological place of language within the national identity. The chapter 
also looks at previous studies touching on language variation in Iceland, in particular 
a possible sociolinguistic boundary within Reykjavik. 
section 1.1: the community 
The Icelandic community amounts to around 
320,000 individuals3 with sorne 207,000 
individuals living in the greater Reykjavik area4, of 
whom 124,000 live in the municipality of 
Reykjavik itselë. 
The city experienced a period of eastward 
expansion during the 20th century, with new 
Figure 0.1 Map ofJceland with 
position of Rey kjavik pointed out 
neighborhoods being built progress ive( y towards the east but with little densification 
of aider western neighborhoods. A river marks a natural, geographie boundary 
between the eastern and western parts of the city, with about half ofthe population 
3 www. hagstofan.i s statistics retrieved l l/04/20 13. 
4 ln total there are sorne 240,000 li ving wi thin a maximum of 45 min . drive from the center of 
Reykjavik 
5 The steady migratory influx into Reykjavik during the 20'h century (Bernharôsson, 1998, p. 9) might 
qualify the city for "dialectal swamping" (e.g. Labov, 2007, p. 381) as far as the concept can be 
applied to Icelandic, going from 3% of the population in 1870 (F. Friôriksson, 2008, p. 42) to 38% 
(excluding the bedroom communities surrounding it) in 2013. This question li es outside the scope of 
the present study, but mi ght nevertheless affect the results. 
5 
living in the eastern suburbs. The youngest neighbourhood in the western patt is only 
sl ightly older th an the oldest neighbourhood east of the river. 
The fact that highly qualified jobs in lceland are concentrated in and around 
Reykjavik has meant that those who moved to the city for their education had a 
tendency to stay (Bernharosson, 1998, p. 339). Nevertheless, compared to cities in 
Scandinavian and Western European countries, Reykjavik is a city of mixed 
neighborhoods, with few socio-economic differences (Bernharosson, 1998, p. 261 ),6 
and the situation in Reykjavik and in Iceland in general , can thus be said to be socio-
culturally homogeneous. 
F. Frioriksson (2008, pp. 79-80) states that the "stability of the Icelandic language" is 
considered to be the center oflcelandic identity. Palsson and Durrenberger (1992, pp. 
303-305) remark that an individua1 is " Icelandic to the extent that he or she speaks 
pure Icelandic" and that non-standard variation in Icelandic is perceived as a syki, ' a 
disease ' (in the case of (morpho-)syntactic variations) or as sound error (hlj6ôvilla) in 
the case of non-standard phonological variants. Because class variation is seen as a 
contradiction to the Icelandic identity of a homogenous nation, non-standard variation 
has been perceived as a sign of"deficiency" ofthe individual (and not as related to 
class or other social factors) (Palsson & Durrenberger, 1992, pp. 30 1-306). In sum, 
there has not been any allowance for non-standard variation in the traditional national 
discourse of Iceland , and non standard deviations have generally been pushed out of 
use.
7 
Nation-building endeavours in Iceland during the late 19111 and early 20111 century 
revolved around the importance of language for the national identity, which is 
6 Despite this relative socio-economic homogeneity, it must be noted that parts of the eastern part do 
have an image ofbeing of a lower socio-economical status, as one neighborhood in the east in 
patticular, Fellahverfi, has a higher than average share of low income famili es (Bernharosson, 1998, p. 
262). 
7 For discussion on the near dissapearence of the best known hlj6ôvil/a see Arnbjornsd6ttir (2006) . 
6 
founded on the literary heritage of the 1 i 11 and 13th century sagas (Karlsson, 2004, p. 
7; Palsson & Durrenberger, 1992, p. 303). The idea that the Sagas can be read with 
ease and without any special instruction by the lay native speaker oflcelandic is 
general! y accepted and follows directly from the idea that Icelandic is a 
diachronically stable language (F. Frioriksson, 2008; Karlsson, 2004) where dialectal 
differences are virtually non-existent (Karlsson , 2004, p. 7; Leonard , 2011). 
section 1.2: linguistic homogeneity? 
Despite a perceived lack of variation in Icelandic due to social factors, there are 
nevet1heless known cases of variation on the basis of geographie region , hencefor1h 
cal led dialects. The Icelandic language has become phonologically more homogenous 
and most of the attested dialectal distinctions ofthe middle ofthe 20th century are 
said to have more or Jess disappeared. This is discussed in this subsection. 
Guofinnsson (1950), in his extensive phonological sut·vey, split Iceland roughly into 
three different phonological isogloss zones, a northern part, a southern part and in-
betweens in parts of the east and west coasts. People in Reykjavik used ali variations 
of each given variable, wh ile people in the north and south near categorically favour 
the variant associated with their region from each variant pair, making them relatively 
internally homogenous (Guofinnsson , 1950, p. 153). 
I>rainsson & Arnason (1984, 1992) sought to produce a comprehensive descriptive 
account of the Icelandic dialects, but also wanted to study change in real and apparent 
time. Of the phonological variables that Guofinnsson had identified , most were 
disappearing by the ti me of I>rainsson and Arnason's study, except th ose of northern 
Iceland (Gunnlaugsson, 1987). Other studies (F. Friàriksson, 2008; Maling & 
Sigurj6nsd6ttir, 2002; Svavarsd6ttir, 1982) have focused on morphosyntactic change. 
These studies of phonological variables, where they have taken other social factors 
into account, have not revealed any robust effects. Y et as Tagliamonte observes 
social influences should be easily detected when scrutinizing speech (2012, p. 177). 
Socio linguists conducting research in the variationist paradigm expect a language to 
"vary systematically according to sty le and socioeconomic status" (Rickford & 
Eckert, 2001, p. 18) in a way that is " linguistically insignificant but socially 
significant" (Chambers, 2002, p. 3).8 Scholars working on Jcelandic have felt that "a 
variation in usage is a prerequi site for a sociolinguistic analysis to be of interest" 
(Svavarsd6ttir et al., 201 0, p. 52), and have therefore sought other interests, as no 
social variation had been acknowledged in vernacular Icelandic. 
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However, Svavarsd6ttir ( 1982; 1984), in her grammaticality judgement test for 
children regarding quirky case subject verbs,9 did find a response difference that 
correlated with the region where the children lived (with Reykjavik having a more 
standard response than the rest of the country) and this response also correlated to the 
educational leve! and the employment of the father. In pa11icular, children from a 
more educated home were more likel y to choose the standard variant than the non-
standard construction (1982, p. 45) . Thus, Svavarsd6ttir's study was the first to show 
a correlation in Icelandic between variation and an aspect of social class, i.e. 
educat ional leve! , on a grammaticality judgement test. 
It can be argued that Nowenstein (20 12) seems to substantiate the influence of 
education for quirky case verbs. In a grammatical judgement test, simple sentence 
structures (similar to the examples used in textbooks against the non-standard 
8 A linguistic variable in a variation ist study is expected to correlate with a set of constraining, 
independent variables. According to Tagliamonte, these are "the features associated with the variation. 
They can be externa l to the grammar [i.e. external /social factors], out in the world, relating to aspects 
of the social context, situation, community setting, or register. They can also be internai to the 
grammar [i.e. internai/grammatical factors] , relating to the lingui stic environment such as the 
grammatica l category ofthe word, the type ofsubject in the clause, or its function" (Tagliamonte, 
20 12, p. 7). 
9 For further information regarding verbs with quirky case subj ects, where the subject takes Accusative 
or Dative case instead of Nominative, see for example Eythorsson (200 1 ). 
version) had a more standard response rate than sentence structures that were 
uncommon in textbooks. 10 This can be interpreted as a learnt reflex. 
With this in mind , it has been suggested that this socio-economic variation and the 
differences between Reykjavik and the rest of country are related to the fact that the 
general leve! of education in Iceland is at its highest in western Reykjavik and in 
sorne of its neighbouring municipalities (which primarily serve as bedroom 
1 
communities of the capital city), white it is lower in Reykjavik's eastern part and 
elsewhere in the country (F . Frioriksson, 2008, p. 123). 
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Maling and Sigurj6nsd6ttir (2002), testing teenagers ' acceptance rate for an emerging 
syntactic phenomenon, 11 found that there was a difference in acceptability rate for the 
new construction with respect to the factors of geography, education and age. The 
innovative form was almost categorically rejected by ali of the adult controls 
irrespective of place of residence. Y et it was accepted by the majority ofteenagers 
from ali over the country (especially whose parents had little formai education), 
except those from western Reykjavik. The di stinction appears to show an interaction 
between geographical and educational factors. Teenagers in western Reykjavik, 
whose parents had little format education, bad lesser tolerance for the non-standard 
innovat ive fmm than teenagers elsewhere, even those whose parents had university 
degrees. 
Thi s suggests that the variation in acceptance rates on grammatical judgement tests 
cannot simply be explained by educational levet as was previously suggested . Rather, 
these results hint at an interaction between geographical- and educational-factors 
10 The pa1ticipants were for example more li kely to choose the standard case (accusative) for the 
subject of the verb langar, 'want', if it was a second persan singular pronoun pu, 'you', th an for the 
complex nominal phrase /Jess ir s!œmmtilegu strcikar, ' these fun boys' (Nowenstein, 2012, p. 46) 
11 The ' new impersonal ' or ' new passive' syntactical structure wh ich allows sentences like: 
Paô var lamiô st:Ulkuna klessu 
it(EXPL) was hit-neut.sg. the.girl-f.sg.ACC m a.mess 
'The gi rl was badly beaten' 
(Maling & Sigurj6nsd6ttir, 2002, p. 98) 
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within Reykjavik, separating the Western region from the rest of the country. 
Importantly, these di fferences have been partially supported in a later study on natural 
language output, but they have not been statistically confirmed, due to their rarity in 
spontaneous speech (F. Friôriksson, 2008, pp. 199, 206) . 
In order to empiricall y test the existence of an emerging lingui stic divide between the 
western part of Reykjavik and the rest ofthe country, it is necessary to identify a 
dependent variable whi ch occurs frequently enough in spontaneous speech asto 
provide a sufficient sample of naturall y produced tokens for stati stical analysis. 
I>rainsson and Arnason's study provides some interesting phonologicalleads. They 
identified sorne recurrent reduction mechani sms which they connect to rapid speech, 
in particular, the elision of fr icatives, nasals and even syllables and the assimilation of 
nasa ls (I>rainsson & Arnason, 1992, p . 100, and 1984, p. 128). Specifically, 
considering ali fricative deletions together, they found a s ignificant correlation 
between age and deletion across apparent time, w ith the likelihood of deletion 
increas in g as age of informants decreased (1984, p. 129). 
Furthermore, in a stud y of the acquisition oflcelandic as a second language w ith a 
main focus on phonological acquisition (Havarôarson, 2012), it was demonstrated 
that the two native info rmants, used as a control group, shared the same approximate 
deletion rate for dental fr icat ives of roughly 20 percent. The variation was also shown 
to be context-dependent, as the dental fricative deletion is favo ured word finally , 12 
but particularly when followed by a consonant-initial word as in the following 
example: 
12 A word can have one or more syll ables. A syll ab le necessaril y contai ns a vowel in its rhyme 
(position) and maximal! y an onset, rhyme and coda; with consonants in the preceding onset, and 
fo ll owing coda positions . For further information regarding phonological sy llable construction see for 
example Brousseau and Nikiema (200 1, pp. 120- 136). This study looks at dental fricatives and the 
different constraints and variation they show in the onset and coda positions. Jt also distinguishes 
between word -internal positions and word-initi a l and word-final positions, for reasons which are listed 
later in this chapter. The denominations onset position/coda position and onset/coda are used 
interchangeably. 
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1) Aofara: [aà.fara] 13 VS. (a.fara]'to go' 
The dental fricatives are frequently found in function words in Icelandic. For 
example, ao, [aà] (which acts as a conjunction, an infinite particle and preposition 
' to ' ) is the second most frequent ward in Icelandic and pao, (8a8] , (which serves as a 
pronoun and adverb, ' it, that ' ) is the fourth. 14 This means that they can be fou nd in 
very frequent words, as weil as in infrequent items, giving a robust sample oftokens 
for the purpose of statistical analysis . This, together with the already observed 
styli stic tendency for deletion, suggests variation in production of dental fricatives 
may serve as a promising variable for a variationist sociolingu ist ic study. 
section 1.3: dental fricatives 
There are two dental fricatives in lcelandic, voiced [à] and voiceless [8]. These dental 
fricat ives, due to their complimentary distribution and apparent neutralization , are 
considered allophones in lcelandic (Àrnason, 2011 , p. 107). Their general distribution 
is th at initial on sets are voiceless, e.g. pari (8a:.ri] ' seaweed', (Ârnason , 2011, p. 161 ) 
whilst ward internai codas can be voiced, e.g . stoova [stœà.va] 'to stop ', or voiceless, 
e.g. maokur (ma8.kYf] ' maggot ', depending on whether the following phoneme is a 
vo iceless consonant or not (Ârnason, 2011 , p. 165). No voice less fricatives occur in 
word-internal onsets, .(e.g. taoa [t11a:.àa] ' hay ' (*[tha:.8a]) (Àrnason , 2011 , p . 167)), 
except in composite words,( e.g. skjalapyoandi [sk 11ja:.la:.8i:.àaQ.di] ' document 
trans later'), where the phonemic boundary between the two lexemes is maintained. 
The effect that position within the lexical unit has is easi ly observable in the post-
lex ical devoicing of ward final fri catives th at is activated before a pause (Ârnason, 
20ll , p. 237) 
13 This study uses the IPA system for phonological transcriptions. Each sound is represented by one 
symbol in the IPA system. This study a da pts the usage of a period, [.] , to separa te syllables and a 
colon, [:], to mark a long vowel. 
14 http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Wiktiona rv :F reg uency lists/Icelandi c wordl ist accessed Il /04/2013 
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2) Bj6oa [pjou:.oa] 'to offer' bauo [pcey:8] ' offered' 
(Ârnason, 20 11 , p. 1 07) 
The distribution can be shawn as follows: 
Table 0.1 Complementary distribution of dental fricatives 
/8/ là/ 
# C,V v v 
- -
C,V # v C[+Voiced] 
- -
C,V C[-Voiced] c v 
- -
There are some post-lexical rules in vernacular Icelandic that are of importance for 
this study. Arnason mentions the tendency for intervocalic voiced fricatives (e.g. taoa 
[t" a:.oa] 'type of hay ') to weaken to approximants (e.g. [t" a:. Qa]/[t" a:.i-]) or simply 
to be deleted ( e.g. [t" a:.a]/[t 11a:]) (20 11 , p. 169). The voiced fricative seems to be Jess 
affected when in ward-internai coda-position as in veoja [ vco.ja] ' ta bet ' (Ârnason , 
2011 , p. 170). 
This lenition process can also be observed in word initial onsets, where the voiceless 
dental fricative can sometimes undergo a debuccalization to [h] as weil as full 
deletion (A rnason, 2011 , p. 294). 
3) Pao er bara pao [8a8 .er.pa:ra.8a8] ' it ' sjust like this' 
Becomes pa 'bara 'oa [ha:.para.ha.] 
The connection between vo icing of dental fricatives and position within the lexical 
unit is also apparent when looking at resyllabification processes, which are frequent 
---------~ - --
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in spoken Icelandic. One effect of resyllabification is that a word final consonant can 
form the onset of a following syllable that does not have an onset: 
4) " .. . f er i boZio a kvoldin [' fcr.i.'pou:II8.au. ' k11 vreltin] ' goes to bed at night' 
Becomes [' fc:.ri. 'pou :IJ.ôau. ' kh vreltin] 
(Àrnason, 20ll , p.l47) 
In this case, the final coda of b6lià, ' bed' , becomes the on set of a, 'at'. The dental 
fricative becomes voiced in the process as it is treated as an internai onset instead of 
as a ward-final coda. 
There is a similar effect when looking specifically at pronouns. Arnason notes 
that pronouns in lce landic can be cliticized (Àrnason, 2011 , p. 263). As the clitication 
hasan effect on the syllable position, making the ward-initial onset word internai , 
this entails a voicing of an otherwise voiceless denta l fricative when in ward-initial 
onset position . This is important as a good portion ofpronouns and adverbs in 
Jcelandic have a [8] in the on set position, e.g. par [8a: r] ' there' ' ]Je ir [8ei: rJ ' they'. 
5) Eru peir farnir? [e.ru.8eir.far.nir] ' Are they gone? ' 
Becomes [ e.ru.ôeir-far-nir] 
This voicing ofvoiceless dental fricatives is stylistic, related to faster, more slurred 
speech (Àrnason , 2011 , p. 293). Stylistic vari ation, as bas been mentioned , should 
show effects of social factors. This argues for the inclusion of this variable in the 
study, i.e. stylistic voicing ofvoiceless dental fricatives in word initial onsets and 
word fin a l codas. 
ln sum, dental fricatives show variation related to style, which is promising for 
sociolinguistic investi gation . There is botha general deletion effect and a voicing 
effect ofword initial onset and final coda positions. 
section 1.4: summary 
Icelandic is traditionally perceived to be a stab le language with little or no variation 
related to status, social class or other easily recognizab le social factors. 
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Previously studied morphosyntactic variables in lceland ic have not produced 
statistically robust results for the task of describing and explaining variation in a 
sociol inguist ic context due to the paucity of tokens in natural (non-el icited) data ( e.g. 
F. Friôriksson, 2008). To render them viable would require more extensive linguistic 
corpora than is feasible for a study of this size. No study has looked specifically at a 
phonological dependent variable for a sociolinguistic study on Icelandic, even though 
as Arnason notes: "the phonological history [of lcelandic] is more interesting [than 
the grammatical one] s ince more has happened over time in the phonology than in the 
morpho-syntax" (20 11 , p. 4), and that phonological variation is often seen as the main 
tool in hierarchisation of langue use (e.g. Gadet, 1997, p. 78). The main reason for 
this has been the apparent lack of phonological variation in vernacular Icelandic 
given that historically known features of dialectal variation have ali but disappeared, 
rendering them unsuitable for a study of cutTent linguist ic practices. 
Denta l fricatives have not been the subject of any previous lingui stic studies of 
lcelandic, nor do they play an apparent role when nat ive speakers evaluate spoken 
lce landic. However, it has been shown that dental fr icatives do have the potential to 
show structured variation based on interna i, lingui stic, factors in the vernacular 
language. Context dependent voicing as weil as deletion, both ofwhich can be related 
to style, may also vary in relation to external, social, factors. 
Their use fits weil into the general sociolinguistic framework for studying a speech 
community, as previous research has often focused on such deletion/variation 
processes, as for example the (ing) variable in English (Labov, 1973) or the coda /s/ 
deletion in Spanish (Erker, 2012). 
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This study proposes to examine variation in the production of dental fricatives with 
the aim of investigating: a) the indications of a lingu.istic boundary shown in previous 
judgement tests, distancing the western pa11 of Reykjavik from the rest of the 
population ; and by extension b) whether the expected variation in dental fricatives is 
a robust enough variable to merit further attention. It tests the hypothesis that dental 
fricatives show linguistic constraints in vernacular Icelandic and that the Icelandic 
speech community shows typical socially-driven variation in their use. 
CHAPTERII 
METHODOLOGY 
This chapter outlines the methodological constraints fo r a quantitative study on the 
Icelandic speech community us ing variation in the production of dental fricatives as a 
sociolinguistic variable. It starts w ith the constitution of the corpus, the methodology 
used to recruit the informants and the context from where the tokens are extracted . 
This is fo llowed by the method used for identi fyi ng possible tokens and the criteria 
for the classification of the apparent surface forms. The chapter th en looks at the 
independent variables, internai and externat to language, used in analysing and 
describing the community and finishes with a short summary. 
section 2.1: criteria for the corpus 
section 2. 1.1 : recruitment of informants 
Data for this stud y were derived from a corpus consisting of recordin gs of standard 
sociolinguistic interv iews conducted in Icelandic during the summer of2013 (e.g. 
Labov, 1973, 1984; Tagliamonte, 2006, 20 12). The corpus sample was constructed 
using a variant of the ' friend-of-a-friend ' approach for recru iting infonnants, where 
the researcher is put in contact w ith a possib le informant by an acquaintance of the 
latter. Milroy (1987, p. 53) claims that this creates a personallink for the informant to 
the researcher, making him more likely to accept to participate in the study, and to 
use a less formai style of language, predominant! y uninhibited language producti on. 
It also gives the researcher an enhanced control over the constituency of a corpus as 
opposed to the random samp ling method, as it is possible to select informants who 
best fit the research criteria. 
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The Reykjavik area was sp lit into east and west at the E lliôaar river in line with 
previous indications of a possible boundary within the community (F. Friôriksson, 
2008; Maling & Sigutj6nsd6ttir, 2002). Futthermore, in order to test whether the 
western part behaved differently from the rest of the country, a smaller control group 
from outside ofthe 
greater Reykjavik 
area was created. 
During sampling, 
preference was 
shown for informants 
who had grown up in 
the same sector 
(Reykjavik east, west or Figure O.J Map of Reykjavik split into West and East with approximatc founding of cach ncigbourhood 
outside of the greater Reykjavfk-area) as they lived in. This was possible for ali but 
the older informants in eastern Reykjavik (as the area had not been developed unti l 
the 1960s). 
The corpus is balanced for sex, since sex has been shown to be an influential 
conditioning factor across sociolinguistic studies (e.g. Eckert & Rickford, 2001; 
Labov, 1973). Age is another factor typically identified as affecting variation in 
sociolinguistic studies (e.g. Sankoff & Blondeau, 2007) and as such, age was built 
into the sample design for the corpus. To ensure a consistent age spread in ali area-
groups, the corpus was split into three discrete age groups, 18-35, 36-55 and 56-80 
years old. Finally, in order to minimize the effect of the individual on the corpus, two 
informants from each cri teri on were recruited. The corpus therefore consists of a total 
of33 informants with Jcelandic as their first language, 17 males and 16 females , w ith 
24 informants from Reykj avik and 9 from outside of the greater Reykjavik area. 15 
Table 2.1 shows the distribution of the corpus. 
Table 0.1 Distribution of informants according to age group, area of res idence and sex 
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Western Reykjavik Eastern Reykjavik Countryside Total 
Age Male Female Male Female Male Female 
16-35 2 2 2 2 1 1 10 
36-55 2 2 2 2 2 1 11 
56-80 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 12 
Total 6 6 6 6 5 4 33 
Initial contact with the informants was made by a recruiter acting on behalf of the 
researcher (usually a mutual acquaintance of theirs and the researcher) , seeking 
permission for the researcher to contact them about possibly participating in a study. 
The recruiter presented the study as a one of social changes in Iceland since the 
middle of the 20111 century, specifically the way these can be seen in the everyday 
interactions and language used by Icelanders. 
This emphasis on language use, attitudes, perception , etc., in the social environment 
of the informants was reiterated when the researcher then contacted the possible 
informants. This approach was inspired by the methodology of studies in Belfast 
(Milroy & Gordon, 2003, pp. 75-76) and Toronto (e.g. Tagliamonte, 2012), where, in 
order to minimize the effects of th e observer 's paradox, the researchers portrayed the 
language as one of many factors under study (which strictly speaking, it is 16). As in 
Belfast, this " rather vague account sat isfied and stimulated the interest of most 
15 The control group Jacks three informants due to an inherent construction problem. Most of the 
control informants recruited were agri culturally based, from a sma ll county were most young people 
leave to seek ed ucation, and pursue careers or opportunities e lsewhere. The social network of the 
county did not provide enough young informants that fit the criterions of the study to atta in the number 
oftwo informants per age group per sex. 
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" [ •.. ]language can be mentioned as one of many aspects of the study- an accurate description in 
view of the ro le that social information plays in sociolinguistic analys i ." (Mi lroy & Gordon, 2003, p. 
80) 
people" (Milroy & Gordon, 2003, p. 77). Ali ofthose that agreed to be contacted by 
the researcher accepted to participate in the study. 
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Permission to record the interviews was requested for ease of analysis. Ail informants 
accepted to be recorded . The interviews were recorded using a tripod-mounted Zoom 
Hl portable mini digital stereo recorder, at 1 6-bit/96 kHz quality, on an automatic 
record leve! , adjusting the volume according to whether the informant spoke soft! y or 
loudly. The recorder was placed in sight of the informant, so asto minimize any 
disparities between interviews related to difference in formai/informai speech due to 
the recorder and in order to maximize quality of the recording for phonetic analysis . 
section 2.1.2: interviews 
The interviews were based on an interview schema adopted from Tagliamonte 
(2006). The interviews were conducted individually at a place that was familiar to the 
informant, usually at the informant's home, in order to make them fee! at ease. The 
interview started with an open-ended discussion, based on the interview schema (a 
list of subject matters covered by the interviews, including example questions, is 
given in Appendix A), of about 30 to 45 minutes. This part ofthe interview was used 
to collect demographie information about the informant, e.g. age, education , family 
history, etc. Thus the casual discussion was directed towards growing up in lceland , 
family history, etc. , where anecdotal stories were elicited in order to gather informai 
speech. This was usually done without aid from the interview schema as discussions 
related to the demograph ic information generated in most cases enough output, as it 
did in Belfast (Milroy & Gordon, 2003, p. 76). This was then followed by a formai 
questionnaire (see Appendix B) of about 20 to 30 minutes that was specifically 
pertaining to language, language attitudes, perception oflcelandic as a stable 
language, etc. The informants were finally asked to mark on a map the parts of 
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Reykjavik where they would prefer to live and where they would the !east like to live, 
accompanied with a discussion about their preferences. 
The formality of the language questionnaire was emphasized both at the beginning of 
the interview, as weil as at the end of the informai part, beginning of the formai 
questionnaire. The clear distinction made between the two p01iions was intentional, 
as one ofthe aims ofthe study is to confirm ifthere was any stylistic difference in 
relation to the attention paid to speech. As the informants were made aware that a 
formai questionnaire about language followed the informai discussion it was hoped 
that they would subsequently concentrate more on their output during the formai 
questionnaire, white they would relax their attention to their output during in the 
informai discussion. 
section 2.2: coding 
Token extraction was conducted using two separate sections from the interviews, 
from the informai discussion and from the responses to the formai questionnaire. The 
tokens for the informai discussion were taken from 10 minutes into the recording and 
onwards in order to minimize the effect of the observer's paradox (e.g. Labov, 1973). 
The second interval began with the answer to the first question in the formai 
questionnaire. Earlier studies have shown that the effect of the observer ' s paradox 
diminishes about 5 minutes into the interview. By excluding the first 10 minutes, the 
corpus should representas informai a language as is attainable under the 
circumstances of a sociolinguistic interview. lt was hoped , by extracting from the 
very beginning of the formai questionnaire, that the informants would be forced back 
into a formai language context, paying more attention to what they were saying. 
The tokens were extracted and coded manually. Information about the linguistic and 
social context relevant to describing the factors constraining the variation were coded 
for statistical analysis , this included internai factors, i.e. linguistic constraints, as weil 
-- - ·------ -------------·--·--
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as external factors , social constraints. Tokens for the study were extracted auditorily, 
with each token verified visually on a spectrogram through the PRAA T acoustic 
analys is software package (Boersma & Weenink, 20 13). The internai factors pertinent 
to describing the var iation, wh ich wi ll be described further in the next subsection , 
were ward type, pronunciation , position in the syll ab le, preceding and fo ll owing 
environment, and type ofword used. Standard social factors incorporated into the 
analysis included age, sex, and status. Add itionally, severa! factors deemed relevant 
to the speech community oflceland were also included , su ch as area of res idency 
within the city and how long the informant's family bad lived in the city. 
section 2.2. 1: instrumentally based auditory identification oftokens 
Erker points out th at" 'perceptual coding ', by definition, is dependent on perceptions 
ofresearchers, each with her or his own socio linguistic background" . This creates 
problems when it cames to studying speech production as "the expectations and 
experience of li steners and also linguistic factors such as surrou nding phonetic 
context can significantly affect perceptual categorization of speech sounds" (2012, 
pp. 28-29). Because of this , Erker argues for the use of quantifiable methods when 
coding speech producûon, using the physical properties of the acoustic signal, as 
described through the computational characteristics the phonemes displayed in a 
soundwave and spectrogram, to identify tokens. 
Milroy and Gordon point out that a di screte, quantifiable difference in the acoustic 
signal does not necessarily fulfill a function for a member of the speech community, 
even if it can be measured. They emphas ise the impottance of "establishing that the 
differences identified by the analyst are in fact the same ones that are relied upon by 
members of the speech community" (Mil roy & Gordon, 2003, pp. 150-151 ). E rker is 
aware of this as he makes a point of referrin g to speech production and not speech 
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perception in his arguments. Thi s means that the linguistic capital 17 (i.e. the cu ltural 
status it gives the speaker) invested in the use, or omission, of a particular variant of a 
specifie variable in the speech of a given informant, is not under study in Erker ' s 
approach. He is studying the form ofthe linguistic output, irrespective ofhow it is 
perceived. 
An important contribution of instrumental identification and coding is its role in 
improving the consistency of the research methodology (see Erker, 2012, p. 48) and 
the replicability of instrumental coding. Milroy and Gordon admit that this is where 
auditory identification oftokens leaves much to be desired. The researcher must, in 
order to minimize the risk of inconsistency in the coding process, either increase the 
number oftokens used for analysis , so asto minimize the effect of incorrect 
identification, or use multiple coders for the same set of data so asto verify 
consistency in coding (Milroy & Gordon, 2003, p . 151 ). Both of these methods 
require extra ti me in contrast to the instrumental approach, as the acoustic 
measurements derived from the sound wave remain constant. Thus, extracting and 
coding of phonetic data through instrumental identification and measurement is 
arguably preferable for the study of phonological variables due to potential ti me 
saving, as weil as the inherent consistency of the instrumental approach. 
The study of dental fricatives poses a number of challenges which must be factored 
into a s~udy of dental fricatives. Fricatives in general do not have a consistent noise 
spectrum in natural speech due to variance related to the phonetic environment (Mann 
& Repp, 1980, p. 213). However, they do have a " continuous acoustic output 
throughout (the] production" (Zhao, 2010, p. 2010).ln hi s review ofthe acoustic 
properties of fricatives , Erker cites th at they can be identified in spectrograms by 
"aperiodic energy in a mid-high frequency ran ge that extends throughout the ir 
17 For an introduction to the construct of the linguistic marketplace and the role of language in the 
symbo lic power an individual can wield see for example Gogolin (2001) . 
production", and that voiced fricatives a lso exhibit vertical striations indicative of 
voicing (Erker, 2012, p. 50). 
Figure 0.2 Example of dental fi·i cative confirmation in PRAA T 
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With this in mind, it is possible to establish principles for a coherent token extraction 
protocol consistent with Labov ' s principle of accountability (1984). lnitially, ali 
pronounced lexical items predicted to contain a dental fr icative according to standard 
pronunciation were identified asper Erker (20 12, p. 39). Subsequently, tokens 
meeting the criteria for exclusion that are discussed below were excluded. Valid 
tokens were coded into discrete categories (asper File-Muriel (2010, p. 6)) with 
respect to the surface form they appeared in. Tokens were verified for either the 
presence ofvoicing striations for examples of /6/, or for aperiodic energy in the mid-
high frequency range for examples of /8/. If neither of these acoustic signatures, nor 
any of the non-standard variants (voiceless glottal fricative /h/, stop-like 
pronunciations /t 11 /,Id 11 /, etc.) then the token was coded as deleted. Phonetically 
pronounced tokens were coded for the surface form they appeared in. Voiced and 
voiceless dental fricatives , /6/ and /8/, were coded separately and ali non-standard 
ways of pronouncing were coded as a class, contrastive with both voiced and 
voiceless dental fricatives . 
Tab le 0.2 Categories for cod ing of variable 'Pronunciation' 
Pronunciation là/ 
/8/ 
0 
Other productions (/h, t, tn /, etc.) 
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Deferring to the princip le of accountability, it is necessary to exclude sorne tokens 
from the corpus. This must be done in a consistent manner, specifically with respect 
to syllable reduction. Syllable reductions are common in Icelandic. The last vowel of 
a word is for example often deleted if followed directly by another word (e.g. , the 
phonetic reduction process of apocope): 
6) Farou ekki [far.ou.e khi] ' don 't go' 
Becomesfar6 'ekki [far.oe.khi] 
(Karlsson, 2004, p . 16), 
This creates a resyllabification resulting from merger of the adjoining syllables. A 
similar process is enacted in prosodically weak, word-internal syllables. 
7) Miovikudagur [miO.vi.kY.ta '.yur] ' Wednesday' 
Becomes mio 'g'dagur [mlo.kta' .yur] 
(Àrnason , 201 1, p. 294). 
Tagliamonte emphasizes that syllable reduction processes are " likely to be under the 
influence of independent processes of grammaticalization" (Tagliamonte, 2012, p. 
197). This suggests that there is another deletion process taking place at the levet of 
the syllable, and not of the phoneme. This is therefore a process that is beyond the 
scope of this study. 18 
With this in mind the following guidelines were created: 
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Words where syllable reduction affected the token syllable were excluded 
(maour [ma: .our] - *ma' r [mar] ' man, one (pronoun) ' ). Ifthe syllable 
reduction did not directly affect the token syllable (svolitio [svo.li.t11Io]-
soldio [sol. t11Ià] ' little bit' ), or the syllable reduction (asper footnote 16) was 
a part of a cliticization process (jara paoan [fa: .ra.ea.àaQ] - far 'aoan 
[far.a.oaQ] ' go from there ' ), then the token was kept. 
Words that were not clearly audible were excluded. Reasons for lack of 
audibility could be background interference, mumbling or rapid 
pronunciation, bad quality ofrecording, etc. (Milroy & Gordon, 2003, p. 162) 
Due to problems of separating the previous phoneme from the second (Mann 
& Repp, 1980, p. 222; Tagliamonte, 2012, p. 196), tokens followed by a 
fricative were excluded . 
section 2.2.2: internai variables 
This section deta ils which linguistic constraints are addressed in this study. Tokens 
were coded for word category, number of syllables in the word, the position of the 
phoneme in the word, preceding and following environment and lexical frequency. 
The morphological category of the word has been shown to have an effect in 
phonemic deletion processes (Erker, 2012; Tagliamonte, 2012, p. 181) and in 
deviation from standard pronunciation (Wieling, Nerbonne, & Baayen, 201 1). The 
tokens were for this reason coded for the function of the word category; lexical words 
18 Arnason nevertheless argues that the deletion of a word final syllable in front of a phonologically 
cliticized pronominal and adverbial forms without an onset follows on the deletion of the onset 
(Àrnason, 2011 , p. 263) . This he relates to stem final vowel deletion in front of a suffix vowel. 
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were coded by category as noun , verb, adjective and numbers, wh ile function words 
were coded together as a class. Due to the preponderance of pronouns in the corpus, 
they were ultimately coded separately. 
Table 0.3 Categories fo r coding of variable 'Syntactic category' 
Syntactic category No un 
Verb 
Adjective 
Pronoun 
Numbers 
Other function words 
Erker notes that /s/ in Spanish is known to weaken in polysyllabic words (Erker, 
2012, pp. 15-16). This has been linked to the amount of information each phoneme 
needs to carry for lexical access, i.e.the more phonemes in a word, the less necessity 
to pronounce them ali in order to access the information the word contains (File-
Muriel , 2010, p. 14). lt could therefore be hypothesized that dental fricatives would 
show a more pronounced tendency to be deleted in longer words. Hence, the tokens 
were coded for number of syllables in the word. Words with more than 3 syllables (a 
total of 58 tokens) were treated as a single category. 
Table 0.4 Categories for coding of variable 'Number of syllables' 
Number of syllables 1 syllable 
2 syllables 
3 syllables 
4-7 syllables 
Given the importance of position of the dental fricative in the word for bath deletion 
and for voicing, as discussed in Section 1.3 .1 above, syllable position was al so coded 
for as an independent variable: 
Table 0.5 Categories for coding of variable 'Syllable pos ition' 
Syllable position Simple Onset 
Complex onset 
Word initial onset 
Complex word initial onset 
Coda 
Word fina l coda 
Complex coda 
The phonological environ ment of a token has been shown by previous studies to 
affect variation for phonological variables ( e.g. Bybee, 2002). Consonants were 
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coded as either voiced or voiceless in keeping with the objective of this study to 
examine voicing of underlyingly voiceless dental fricatives. Tokens with a fricative in 
the following segment were excluded , as discussed in section 2.2.1. , but not tokens 
with a fricative in the preceding segment. Fricatives were therefore coded separately 
when they appeared in the preceding environment. 
Tagliamonte raises a question about which environment to examine, the underlying 
phonological context or the surface phonetic environment (Tagliamonte, 2012, p . 
201). ln her study on /tl Id/ deletion in English Tagliamonte coded for bath but 
assumed that the underlying context conditioned the deletion. This problem affects , 
for example, utterances where function words are omitted in vemacular speech 
(particularly aô) which are required by standard grammar (ég hugsa aô égfari ekki i 
sk6lann - ég hugsa 0 égfari ekki i sk6lann ' 1 think I won' t go to school ' ). This 
means th at a judgement must be made asto wh ether the underlying form of the 
sentence contained those words or not, a decision which is arguably subjective and 
arbitrary without any data to motivate the choice. Introduction of underlying syntactic 
forms meant a subjective interpretation of what underlying fonns the informants 
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were usin g, introducing a poss ible bias into the study. This study, fo r thi s reason, uses 
the surface fonn for analys is, excluding tokens in which the informant has del eted the 
whole word: 
Table 0.6 Categories for cod ing o r variable 'Preceding environment' 
Preced ing environment Vo iced fricative 
Voiceless fr icative 
Vowel 
Other voiced consonants 
Other vo iceless consonants 
Pause 
The coding fo r following environment follows on the same reasoning as fo r the 
preceding env ironment, except that fri cati ves were excluded as was noted in Section 
2.2 .1 : 
Table 0.7 Categories fo r coding of variable 'Fo llowing environment' 
Foll o~r in g environment Vowel 
Voiced consonants (exc luding fricatives) 
Vo iceless consonants (excluding fricatives) 
Pause 
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The effect of lex ical frequency on sound change is controversial. 19 However, lexical 
frequency does seem to serve an amplification role, for example, for use of pronoun 
(Erker & Guy, 2012, p. 527) or deletion ofword final /t/,/d/ consonants in English 
(Bybee, 2002, p. 278). Bybee cl ai ms th at processes of phonetic change seem to affect 
hi gh-frequency lex ical items earlier than lower-frequency words (e.g. Bybee, 2002, 
pp. 270-271). The datais therefore coded with this in mind , with word forms with a 
greater portion than one percent of total tokens considered to be frequent. This 
number is justified in section 2.2.2.1 below. 
Table 0.8 Categories for coding of variable 'Frequency' 
Frequency Frequent(> 1% of corpus) 
Infrequent ( <1% of corpus) 
section 2.2.2. 1 :two samples 
The task of disentangling lexical frequency effects presents a further methodological 
problem, as highlighted by Milroy and Gordon. lmposing token count cut-offs for 
each lex ical item extracted for in the data of each informant included in a data sample 
may impact the researcher's ability to understand subtle complexities of the language 
internai context. If no li mit is set, however, then a lack of diversity in the 
phonological context might hinder a fuller understanding of the social context ofthe 
variation. As Milroy and Gordon observe, " it may be difficult to disentangle 
19 Though Labov (e.g. 1994) argues that lexica l freq uency do es not have mu ch of an impact on 
variation, advocates for the sign ificance of lex ical fi·equency effects have been growing in number 
recently . 1t bas been argued that lexical fi·equency effects are Jess readily apparent in spontaneous 
speech (what Labov ter ms the "vernacular") "due to the near-exclusion of lexemes that belong to the 
lower range of the freque ncy sca le"(File-Muriel , 2010, p. 2). Lack of consensus asto whether lexica l 
frequency plays a significant role in language variation and change may stem from the complexity of 
the phenomenon. High frequency seems to have different effects on phonological and morphological 
variab les. Thus it appears to favour phonetic changes but disfavour grammatica l ones (Bybee, 2001, p. 
12; Er ker & Guy, 2012, p. 528). 
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phono logical from lexical patterns if the poo l of data is dominated by a limited 
number ofwords" (Milroy & Gordon , 2003, p. 163). The methodology of this study, 
attempts to strike a balance between these two methodological positions. 
lt has been stated that a minimum of 30 tokens is needed for a robust multivariate 
statisti cal analysis (M il roy & Gordon, 2003, p. 1 64), but this low number poses a 
prob lem when looking at the effect of lexical freq uency due to the disproportionate 
frequency of the most common words in the sample. The onl ine corpus of modern 
Iceland ic, islenskur orôasj6àu/0 offers in sight into the lexical frequency problem. 
The 15 most common word forms in the speech data of the informants included in the 
study sample account for 10 percent of the islenskur oràasj6àur-corpu s. However, 
the se 15 word fonns account for over 70 percent of the val id tokens in the sample if 
no freq uency restrictions are imposed. Thus, ift he obj ective is to obtain 
approximately 30 tokens per informant for both the ' frequent' and ' infrequent ' groups 
(irrespective of speaking style), then a limit of 60 tokens (30 ' frequent ' and 30 
'infrequent' ) per informant is too restr ictive. 
Following Erker and Guy (2012), an additional sample fro m the dataset (henceforth 
Sample A), designed to account for this req uirement for a hi gher token cou nt, was 
included in arder to perform a separate, parallel analys is .. External social factors such 
as area of residence or sex of the informant were judged as not relevant to analysis of 
Sample A as it was included strictly to test for lexica l frequency effects on deletion of 
dental fricatives. Therefore only the 12 male informants from Reykjavik were 
sam p ied , beginning at the same point in the interviews as fo r the lower token count 
sam ple, hencefot1h Sample B, (which tberefore pat1ially sampled the same tokens). A 
total of 140 tokens was extracted from informant, 100 from the informai discussion 
and 40 from responses lo the formai questionnaire, for a total of 1680 tokens. 
20The fslenskur orôasj6ôur corpus forms a part ofthe Leipzig Corpora Co llection. His an extensive 
online corpus ofwr itten lcelandic, with 545 million words and 6.7 million di ffe rent ward forms . Found 
at http://wortschatz.uni-lei pzig.de/ws isl/ 
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Style is a language-external , social factor. The frequency count dataset, Sample A, 
does not have to account for it. However, in hopes of more accu rate l y representing 
the actuallexical frequency, a portion of the tokens from Sample A was nevertheless 
extracted from the formai questionnaire in order to ensure greater diversity in the 
topics under discussion. 
This dataset serves as a base for a raw frequency count. The number of times each 
lexical unit (e.g. , the standard, dictionary citation form of the word) appears in the 
dataset is divided by the total number oftokens in Sample A . This percentage then 
serves as the measure of lexical frequency . Erker and Guy argue for a relative! y high 
threshold for the high frequency criteria, as they find more robust effects where 
inclusion in the group of frequent items is more restrictive (Erker & Guy, 2012, p. 
550). Following their argumentation, a single lexical unit had ta account for more 
than one percent of the tokens in Sample A in order to qualify as frequent. 
Constructing this subset of the data ta account for lexical frequency means that there 
is no need to analyze frequency in the larger sample. The whole dataset was therefore 
samp led (Sample B) with a maximum limit oftwo occurrences per lexical item (ward 
surface form) , per informant, per speaking style, resulting in a count of 60 tokens per 
informant, or a total of 1980 ta kens. This sample was designed to permit analysis of 
the social constraints and to increase diversity in ward fonns used. This restriction 
was imposed to offset effects ofhigh frequency ward forms as weil as minimizing the 
aleatory effects of unique occurrences of a \iVOrd. This means th at, for example, pu 
[eu:] 'you (2p. sg. nominative)' and pig [Eliy] 'you (2p . sg. accusative)' are treated as 
separate ward forms as they have different phonetic forms , despite the fact that they 
represent the same morpheme. Following the same logic, the homonyms viô [viEl] 
' by', viô [viEl] ' we (nominative)' and viô [vie] 'wood (accusative)' are treated as 
different ward fonns even if they have the same phonetic form, as they represent 
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di fferent morphemes that serve di ffe rent grammatical purposes? 1 The two samples, 
Sample A and B, are taken from the same points intime w ithin the interviews which 
means that there is a considerable overlap in tokens between them. The two samples 
w ithin the dataset are illustrated in table 2.9. 
Table 0.9 Caracteristics ofSample A and Sample B 
Sample A: Lexical Frequency Sample B: Restricted Frequency 
Only male Reykjavik informants (12) Ali informants (33) 
Western & Eastern Reykj av ik Western & Eastern Reykjavik & Country 
140 tokens per informant ( lOO & 40) 60 tokens per informant (30 & 30) 
Total tokens in corpus 1680 Tota l tokens in corpus 1980 
Ail valid occurrences per word form A restr iction of max 2 occurrences per 
allowed word fonn per interv iew portion 
The frequ ency of dental fr icatives in spoken 1celandic means that extracting an 
adequate number oftokens was not problematic. It was generally possible to collect 
the 30 tokens for Sample B fro m each p01tion of the socio lingui stic interviews from 
around 3 minutes of spoken language, e.g., there were aro und 10 val id occurrences 
per minute. This number was achieved while taking into account the restrictions and 
exc lusions adopted for this study. 
section 2.2.3: external variables 
This section details the externat, socia l constraints that the dataset was coded for: age, 
sex of the informant, occupation, education , hous in g, how long the fam il y of the 
informant has lived in Reykjavik, the area the informant grew up in , where the 
in forma nt currentl y lives, and fina ll y, the patt of the interview the token was taken 
2 1 NB.They were counted as the same word fo rm when calculating the lexical frequency. 
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from , (i.e. from the informai discussion about life in Iceland, or from the more formai 
language questionnaire). 
Age and sex are obvious choices for independent variables, as these factors were 
instrumenta l to the design of the corpus, as discussed in Section 2.1.1. Age is a 
significant factor for analysis in variationist sociolinguistic studies, (e.g. Sankoff & 
Blondeau, 2007; Thibault, 1997) whether in relation to age-grading or as an 
indication of a change in progress. Age is used as a continuous variable ranging from 
18 to 74. Sex of informant has consistently been shawn in the literature to have 
significant effects on language variation and change (e.g. Eckert & Rickford, 2001 ; 
J-Iolmquist, 1985 ; Labov, 1973):22 
Table 0.10 Categories for coding of variable 'Sex' 
1 Male 
Tt has been noted that social class is not al ways appropriate as an analytical tool due 
to the implications of gradiency that it evokes (Mil roy & Gordon , 2003 , p. 43). 
However, where it can be adopted to the society under study it often does show an 
effect on the variable that is studied (Gadet, 1997). As such, it can be used as a way to 
"mode! the socioeconomic hierarchy of a community" rather thanas a portrait of 
identifiable socia l classes in the society (Tagliamonte, 2012, p. 25). 
It has been noted that occupation is the most imp01tant component of social class 
(Ash , 2002, p. 419) and that this facet of class can be substituted for a more complex, 
compound construction of social classas an independent variable. This study 
22 Correlati ons fo und with sex are often better understood when looking at gendered identiti es (e.g. 
Bucholtz, 1999). In thi s 1 ine of thought, using ' gender ' as a dependent vari able wou id give more 
nuanced results (e.g. Eckert, 2008) than ' sex ' . This derives from the fact that 'sex ' is an easily 
identifiable biological tra it, whereas 'gender' is a more nuanced, sociall y constructed phenomenon that 
takes into account a more careful analysis of each informant's indi vidual ident ity . everthe less, thi s 
requires a more in depth study of the informants than a survey study of th is k.ind cai1Jlot easily atta in . 
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therefore adopts occupation as an independent variable representing the dimension of 
social class. A six point socioeconomic status scale is adopted as a mode! for the 
occupation variab le. Thi s scale was created to by Bjôrnsson, Edelstein , and Kreppner 
(1977) to account for the social structure of the lcelandic society and was used in a 
previous linguistic study in Jceland (Thorlindsson , 1987): 
Table 0.11 Categories for coding of variable 'Occupation' 
Occupation 1 Non-skilled manual workers, i.e. , day laborers, sa il ors, tax i drivers, 
unskilled foremen , pensioners, and persons on social welfare 
2 Skilled manual workers and artisans. 
3 Non-skilled clerical workers . 
4 Technical workers, lower managerial workers, and elementary 
teachers. 
5 Independent business proprietors, directors and managers in 
business and industry. 
6 Professionals with academie education; teachers at upper levels of 
high schoo ls and the university leve! ; hi gher officiais in central 
and local government). 
(adopted from Thorlindsson, 1987, p. 702) 
As previous research on Icelandic morphosyntax has shown a dependency on 
education (Svavarsd6ttir et a l. , 1984 inter alia) , it will be retained as an independent 
variable for this study. The following classification used by Maling and 
Sigurj6nsd6ttir will be adopted: 
Table 0.12 Categories for coding of variable 'Education' 
Education 1 Compul sory education (1 Oth grade) 
r---r---~--~--------~--~~~rr-----------------------~ 
2 14 years of schooling (menntask6!FJ andjourneyman' s certificate) 
3 Un iversity leve! 
(adopted from Maling & SigUij6nsd6ttir, 2002, p. 1 15) 
23 A non-compulsory four-year program required for studies at a University that is roughly equi va lent 
to the junior co li ege Cégep system in Quebec. 
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Municipal authorities in Reykjavik have actively encouraged homeownersh ip 
(Bernharàsson, 1998) and have done little to promote a healthy rentai market within 
the city (Bernharàsson, 2000). Hence, the type of lodgi ngs an individua l can afford 
will typically reflect that person 's income (and social standing). In a supposedly 
homogenous society, this might give access to quantifiable evidence of social 
differences that might not otherwise be readily apparent. The weighted score 
attributed to each neighbourhood is derived from the median priee per square meter 
offloor space for apartments in each neighbourhood as published in the National 
Registry of lee land. 
Table 0.13 Categories for coding of variable 'Housing' 
Housing Neighbourhood l Low value nei ghbourhood 
2 Middle value ne ighbourhood 
3 High value neighbourhood 
Type 1 High ri se, etc 
2 Townhouse, 2-3 apartments, etc 
3 Vil las 
lt has been observed that Reykjavik is a city built by, and for, in-migrants (e.g. G. 
Friàriksson, 1991a; G. Friàriksson, 1991b). The children of in-migrants, born in 
Reykjavik, are likely to display difference in the use of sociolinguistic markers than 
their parents (possibly through leveling of the first generation's regional variations) 
(Kerswill & Williams, 2000). The dataset is therefore coded for the number of 
generations that the informant 's family has resided in Reykjavik. The duration of stay 
was determined as the first ancestor of the informant to relocate to Reykjavik, the 
informant, a parent or a grandparent (or older): 
Table 0.14 Categories for cod i.ng of variable 'Length of stay in Reykjavik' 
Family stay 1 F irst generation 
2 Second generation 
3 Third generation or longer 
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The dataset is a Iso coded for place of upbringing, wh ether the info rmant grew up in 
the western p art of Reykjavik, the eastern part, or in the country, or whether they 
moved around between areas. Thi s is done in recogniti on of the hypothesis that the 
c ity straddles a probable linguist ic boundary (Maling & Sigutj6nsd6tti r, 2002). A li nk 
bas also been established between the variant learned in youth and the re laxed 
informa i, vernacu lar variant spoken when adul t (Labov, 1973). If an informant spent 
a considerable amount oftime each year away from home whi lst growi ng up (e.g. 
stayed with grand parents on a fa rm over the sum mer, etc.), then data from that 
speaker was coded as "m ixed" : 
Table 0.15 Categories for coding of variable 'Upbringing' 
Upbringin g West 
East 
Rest oflceland 
M i x 
Data were also coded for the actua l place of residence of the informant at the t i me the 
interviews were conducted. One of the a i ms of thi s study is to confirm whether the 
two parts of the c ity behave lingui st icall y in a s imil ar way or not. As stated in section 
2. 1.2, geographical variation has been hinted at in previous stud ies (F. Friàriksson , 
2008; Maling & Sigurj6nsd6ttir, 2002) . 
Table 0. 16 Categories for coding of variable 'Area of Residence' 
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Finally, the tokens were coded for whether they came from the informai discussion or 
from responses to the formai questionnaire as stylistic variation is a fundamental 
tenant of sociolinguistic variation (Auger, 1997). Style has been defined as "intra-
speaker variation that is not directly attributable to performance factors (in the strict 
sense) orto factors within the linguistic system" (Rickford & Eckert, 2001, p . 2), and 
"shared patterns of style-shifting" have been seen as central to establishing 
constituency within a speech community (Rickford & Eckert, 2001 , p. 1 0). An 
informai style is considered to be unchecked language production, e.g., vernacular 
speech register. This is where the question of the observer's paradox (Labov, 1973) 
and the sociolinguist 's desire to observe unchecked language production, i .. e. what is 
used within first-tier social networks, come to the fore. 24 
The observer's paradox points to the difficulty of accessing an informant 's informai 
speech register during a sociolinguistic interview, as the presence of a recording 
deviee and the somewhat inauthentic speech context of the interview has a tendency 
to make people self-conscious about how they are speaking. lt is hoped that the 
friend-of-a-friend approach should give the researcher a better chance of observing 
unchecked , vernacular language, as this represents his having been admitted to the 
second-tiers social network of the informant, and th us somewhat d istanced from the 
role of the observer (F. Friôriksson, 2008, p. 151 ). 
The study looks at the variation used in two distinct portions of a sociolinguistic 
interview. lt considers the more relaxed discuss ion about various su bjects as being 
representative of an informai style, wh ile the answers to a specifie fixed questi onnaire 
24 This discrete distinction between standard (supralocal) and non-standard language (local) is a 
simplification that leaves much to be desired. Objections, su ch as the counter-effect of group dynamics 
on readily recognizab le outside observation (Mi lroy & Gordon, 2003, p. 67) and the s impli stic view of 
"a single sociolinguistic dimension of non-standard to standard" (Mi !roy & Gordon, 2003, pp. 157-
158) cast doubt on the existence of this dichotomy of vernacular (informai) and standard (formai) 
language use. 
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about language to representa more careful speaking style. This distinction is used as 
an indication ofhow Icelandic is used in everyday interactions in Iceland. 
Table 0.17 Categories for coding of variable 'Style' 
1 Style 1 Jnfmmal 
Formai 
section 2.3: summary 
This chapter addressed the recruitment of informants. The sampling method, the 
friend-of-a-friend approach , was justified as fitting due to the ease of operation and 
the enhanced accessibility to the vernacular when using it. The chapter then treated 
how to code the corpus and what to code. The use of instrumentait y based auditory 
identification of tokens was j ustified due to the consistency of the approach as weil as 
the ease of operation due to its statistical nature. The factors that will be used for the 
analysis, internallinguistic variables as weil as externat social variables, were 
explained and justified with allusions to previous sociolinguist ic studies and previous 
studies oficelandic. 
CHAPTER 1II 
RESULTS 
This chapter examines the effect of the independent variables, chosen for this study 
and detailed in Chapter 2, on the general deletion rate of dental fricatives in Icelandic 
and on their stylistic voicing at the beginning and at the end ofwords. The chapter 
statts with the constraints for the general deletion process of dental fricatives, and 
goes on to look at the voicing of dental fricatives in word initial onset and word final 
coda positions. It concludes by synthesizing the results. 
Tagliarnonte (20 12, p . 136) observes th at it can be problematic to read statistical 
models if they include more than six independent variables. Independent variables 
were therefore restricted to a maximum of 6 factor groups per statistical run. The 
statistical analysis was done in R (Team, 2014) using mixed effects logistic 
regression with informant marked as a random intercept (asper Tagliamonte, 2012, p. 
141) and with age treated as a continuous variable. These steps provide "statistical 
validation that the linguistic factors are significant over and above the effect of 
individual" and that it is possible to "be more confident in the statistical significance 
of age and occupation" (Tagliamonte, 2012, p. 143) Supplementary statistics and 
analyses were done using the Rbrul-package (Johnson, 2009) in R. Supplementary 
ANOVAs, linear regressions, and T-tests were done in SAS for the externat factor 
groups.25 Each analysis was done with a binary dependent variable, either deletion vs. 
production or voiced vs. voiceless. Statistical tables (i.e. mixed effects logistic 
25 Using a mixed effect logistic regression to study the external factors proved impracticable due to the 
small number of informants. lnstead, they had to be analysed using ANOY A, T -test and linear 
regression depending on which independent. variable was under study. A hi gher number of info rmants 
wou ld need to be recruited to mitigate this problem. 
regression tables, etc), can be found in Appendix C and Appendix D, and cross 
tabulations in Appendix E. 
section 3.1: deletion 
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Tokens involving deletion amou nt to almost half of ail available tokens, or 802 
tokens out of 167926 in Sample A and 968 out of 1979 in Sample B. Figure 3.1 shows 
the distribution of the tokens used for this ana1ysis in the two sam pies, including 
phonetically nul! tokens, voiced and voiceless dental fricatives , and other manners of 
articulation. This section looks at the distribution oftokens involving deletion and 
which factors do or do not govern its distribution. The two samples, A and B, do not 
show a significantly different variation in deletion rates overall (Chi-square p = 
0.68318). The analysis , unless stated otherwise, will be based on the numbers from 
Sample A when it concerns the internai independent factors as it was specifically 
created to account for the internai variable of lexical frequency. 
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Figure 0.1 Distribution of production in the two samples 
• deleted 
• other 
• /8/ 
Sample B 
26 One token was excluded as the informant stopped before fini shing the word and changed hi s 
pronunciation. 
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section 3.1.1: internai variables for deletion 
section 3.1.1.1: deletion and Syntactic category 
As has already been mentioned, function words make up a significant portion of the 
two samples. In Sample A we see that they amount to 78 percent of total tokens, but 
this num ber goes down to 67.51 percent in Sample B, where restriction on number of 
tokens per item was applied. This means that there are on average 30 lexical tokens 
per informant in Sample A, even though lexical words only comprise represent 22 
percent oftokens in the sample. The choice of increasing tokens per informant up to 
140 from 60 when looking at the effect of lexical frequency is justified from this 
perspective. 
The question might be posed asto whether this difference in proportions of lexical 
and function words in the two sam pies (with a higher proportion of lexical items in 
sample B) affects the deletion rate between the two samples, for example, do nouns 
show a higher deletion rate in Sample A than in Sample B? The difference in deletion 
rates between the two sam pies within each category is not statistically significant, and 
the results for both samples should therefore indicate the same effects. 
Looking at the deletion rate within each category in Sample A (figure 3.2) , we see 
th at use of a phonetically overt variant is preferred in most cases, except wh en it 
comes to adjectives and nouns.27 
27 Appendix D, Univariate results for internai factor groups 1.1.2. 
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Figure 0.2 Deletion and retention in different word categories 
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• deletion 
• retention 
verb 
The trend is made clearer wh en this is regarded as the opposition of function words 
(pronouns, numbers and other functors) versus lexical words (adjectives, nouns and 
verbs). Dental fricatives on the whole have a lower tendency to be deleted in function 
words than in lexical words as can be seen in figure 3.3. This trend was selected as 
significant at p = 0.00336 in Sample A and increases up top= 0.00001 in Sample B. 
800 
600 
400 • deletion 
• retention 200 
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functional lexica l 
Figure 0.3 Deletion and retention in functional and lexical words 
section 3.1.1.2: deletion and frequency 
The fact that lexical words have a higher tendency to deJete the dental fricative than 
functional words is a bit surprising. The literature on lexical frequency mentions the 
relative frequency offunction words in relation to lexical words (Erker & Guy, 2012, 
p. 531) and the fact that frequent items have in general a higher tendency to del ete 
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phonemes than infi·equent ones. So it would be expected that hi gher frequency word 
forms should show a higher tendency for delet ion, whi ch is the opposite ofwhat we 
see here. 
There are 318 different word fo rms in Sample A, and 62% of them, or 198, appear 
only once.28 In total there are only 23 word forms that account for more than 10 
tokens each and only 15 that account each for more than one percent of the sample?9 
These 15 word forms are li sted in Table 3.1. They account in total for 63.75 percent 
of the total token count for Sample A. 
28 With a restriction of a maximum oftwo occurrences per word form in Sample B, the count goes up 
to 462 individual word fo nns, with a ta il of307 mono-token word fo rms (66 ,5 percent of lex ical 
items), whi ch th us serves as an argu ment in favour of the restriction in the interest of diversify ing the 
token base. 
29 There are a few things that need to be noted in this context. These words, as expected, are ali 
functiona l words. The most freq uent lex ical word in the corpus is the noun maôur ' man' with 8 
occurrences, accounting for 0.48 percent oftokens in Sample A. But maôur is a particular case, as it 
taking on the functional category of 1 p. plural inclusive, similar to mann in Danish or on in French, 
and could therefore be inte rpreted as a function word . The most frequent verb form is the irregular 
verb veriô ' be (imperative plural or past participle)', a Iso wi th e ight tokens. Irregular verbs have been 
noted for thei r relative frequency. The first lexica l noun is m6ôir ' mother ' with six tokens and the first 
regular verb /Jw:fti ' have to past l 51 , 2"d and 3rd sg. This might indicate a possible co-linearity of 
frequency and lex ical and functi onal categori es and might introduce an effect into the ana lysis that is 
not present in the data (Tagliamo nte, 20 12, p. 130). 
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Table 0. 1 Distribution of deletion and retention in the frequent vocabulruy 
Word form N % Deletion% 
l>ao(initial /8/) 'Th at' 271 16,13% 17,71% 
l>ao (final /8/) 'Th at' 166 9,88% 91 ,57% 
A à 'To ' 139 8,27% 83 ,45% 
l>etta 'This ' 82 4,88% 57,32% 
I>a 'Then, they (accusative) ' 77 4,58% 7,79% 
l>arna 'There ' 61 3,63% 29,51% 
l>vf 'Because ' 48 2,86% 6,25% 
Pannig ' So ' 37 2,20% 5,41% 
E itthvao ' Something' 33 1,96% 81 ,82% 
I>u ' Y ou ' 33 1,96% 27,27% 
Via 'We, by' 31 1,85% 87,10% 
Eoa ' Or' 26 1,55% 34,62% 
Meo ' With ' 25 1,49% 76,00% 
l>egar 'When ' 24 1,43% 0% 
Pau 'They' 18 1,07% 11 ,11% 
Sample A shows that if a word is more frequent, then it has a lower rate of deletion 
(Chi-square p=0.00517) than if it were Jess frequent (figure 3.4). This seems counter-
intuitive given that it has been hypothesized that frequency should increase the rate of 
phonetic deletion. 
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80,00% +----------------------
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Figure 0.4 Del tion ru1d retention in frequent aiJd in frequent words 
• deletion 
• retention 
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A closer look at each of the most frequent words gives a pattial explanation for these 
results. Pannig, for example, has a deletion rate of 5,41 percent for the dental 
fricative wh ile via, hasan overall deletion rate of 81.82 percent. This opposing trend 
is weil illustrated in pao, where the denta l fricative in word initial onset position has a 
de letion rate of 17.71 percent while the word final coda position has a deletion rate of 
91.57%. This hints at the importance of position in the syllable on dental fricative 
deletion . Thi s indeed seems to be the case as the frequent and infrequent groups do 
not have the same distribution between syllable positions (p = 0.0000). lnfrequent 
words in the corpus are more likely to have a dental fricative in an internai onset 
position while frequent words are most likely to have a dental fricative variant in an 
initia l onset and word final coda position. Figure 3.5 shows how they are distributed. 
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Figure 0.5 DistTibut ion of rrequent and infrequent words into syllable positions 
section 3.1.1.3: deletion and syllable position 
• infrequent 
• frequent 
Word initial onset and word final coda tokens constitute the bulk ofthe dataset, 
account ing for some 80 percent of the total token count. There are few tokens with 
complex codas or onsets, accounting for onl y 13 tokens in total. As a result, these 
tokens have been merged with the ir respective simple counterparts for ease of 
analysis . The distribution oftokens in Sample A according to syllable posit ion is 
shown in figure 3.6: 
complex 
coda;25 
complex 
coda;2 
total 
complex 
on set 
• complex onset 
• initial onset 
• coda 
• complex initial onset 
• ward final coda 
• complex coda 
Figure 0.6 Total distribution oftokens into di ffe rent pos itions in the syllab le 
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There is a clear tendency for dental fricatives in word initial onsets to disfavour 
deletion as opposed to in word internai onsets (p < 0.0000), as weil as a tendency for 
dental fricatives in word final position to favour deletion as opposed to in word 
internai position (p < 0.0000 ) . Dental fricatives in word internai coda also have a 
somewhat lower predisposition to be deleted as opposed to the word internai onset 
position , though this trend was not statistically significant (p = 0.1455). This suggests 
that dental fricative deletion is related to syllabic position as there is a higher 
probability of deletion in coda position than in onsets and as dental fricatives are 
more likely to be deleted \~>.rord internally than in word initial onsets. 
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Figure 0.7 Di stribution of del !ion and retention in di ffe rent syllable positions 
• deletion 
• retention 
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With this in mind, it is possible to rev isit the previous question of the effect of lexical 
frequency on dental fricative deletion. A pattern does appear to emerge (figure 3.8) 
when the lexical frequency is examined with respect to syllable position. Lexical 
frequency does correlate s ignificantly with deletion rate in word final coda position (p 
= 0.00023). Frequent words have a slightly lower rate of dental fricative deletion in 
word initial on set position , but this trend does not meet the threshold of statistical 
significance (p = 0.42233). The relationship between the rate of deletion and internai 
position seems to be more amb iguous in nature, with infreq uently occurring lexical 
items favouring deletion while frequently occurring items disfavour deletion (p = 
0.00419). No conclusive general izations may be drawn from these observations with 
respect to the effect of lexical freq uency on the rate of deletion in word internai 
positions given that there is only one frequent word with a dental fricative in word 
internai onset position, eôa 'or'. 
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Figure 0.8 Deletion percentage related to frequency for fina l coda and initial and internai onsets 
section 3.1.1.4: deletion and preceding and following environment 
Vowels constitute the most frequently attested segment type in the preceding 
environrnent factor group, as seen in figure 3.9 be low. Only voiced fricatives and 
pauses in preceding environment significantly disfavour dental fricative deletion (p = 
0.00744 and p = 0.00000 respectivel y). Univari ate analysis ofthe preceding 
environment factor group suggests that a preceding vowel favours fricative deletion 
(p = 0.0000), but this effect disappears from the multivariate analysis. 
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Figure 0.9 Deletion variation re lated to preceding environment 
Analogously to the preceding environment factor group, vowels are a lso the dominant 
segment type attested for the following environment, accounting for 79.20 percent of 
tokens. A following pause disfavours deletion (p = 0.0000), as does a following 
vowel (p = 0.0241 ), but a following consonant (other than the excluded fricatives) 
favours the deletion variant, as is shown in figure 3.1 O. 
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Figure 0. 10 Deletion ratio re lated to fo llowing environ ment 
vowel 
• deletion 
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Continuing the discussion ofreported effects for preceding and following 
env ironment, the context that most strongly favours dental fricative deletion is a 
preceding vowel and a following voiceless consonant (other than fricatives). 
However, these results need to be taken with certain caveats as fricatives were 
excluded from the following environment. The scope ofthese effects is further 
limited due to the amalgamation of positions in the syl lab le. The importance of 
sy llable position has already been mentioned. 
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A more nuanced picture cornes into focus by attending to the role played by word-
initial onset and word-final coda position . It cornes as no surprise that vowels are 
found near categorically following initial onsets (figure 3. 11 ), and there is therefore 
little practica l value to including them in the analysis. On the other hand , there is a 
more robust variation in the preceding environment ofword ini tial onsets. Deletion is 
likeliest to occur when following a voiceless consonant, fricatives and others, and 
voiced consonants other than fricatives (figure 3.12). Pauses disfavour deletion, and a 
preceding vowel has a tendency to decrease the like lihood of a deletion. 
voiced consonant voiceless 
consonant 
pause vowe l 
Figure 0. 11 Del et ion related to following environment of dental fricative in initial on set 
• deletion 
• retention 
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Figure 0.12 Deletion related to preceding environment of dental fr icati vees in initial onset 
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• deletion 
• retention 
With respect to deletion of dental fricatives in final coda position, preceding 
environment position is most freq uently occupied by vowels, which account for 519 
tokens out of528 ofthe tokens. There is more variation in the following environment 
position, but still a great tendency to find vowels in following environment as shown 
in figure 3.13. If a word final dental fricative is fol lowed by a pause, th en it 
disfavours deletion at a higher rate than ifit is followed by a consonant30 or a vowel 
(both p = 0.0000). A word final dental fricative is more likely to be deleted if it is 
followed by a consonant than by a vowel (p = 0.00042). 
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Figure 0.13 Del et ion ratio of dental fricatives in final coda in relation with fo llowing env ironment 
• deletion 
• retention 
30 NB. As before, fTicatives are excluded rrom following environment and these resu lts must be 
interpreted with that in mind. 
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Section 3.1.1 .5: deletion and number of syllables in the word 
Longer words have a greater tendency to favour deletion of dental fricatives than 
monosyllabic words (p = 0.0002 for disyllabic and p = 0.0000 for polysyllabic words) 
as can be noted in figu re 3.14. 
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Figure O. 14 Deletion and retention in re lation to number of syllables in a word 
section 3. 1.1 .6: resuming interna i factors for deletion 
retention 
deletion 
8 
The deletion of dental fricatives is clearly structured by internai factors that seem to 
feed into each other. Initial onsets disfavour deletion while word final coda favours it. 
The trend for dental fricatives in word medial position fa lls between these two 
extremes. These distributional facts about the dataset have direct implications for 
analysis of the other internai factors given that nearly half of the tokens in the corpus 
are found in an initial onset position. The most frequ entl y attested words also tend to 
be shorter, either mono- or disyllabic while infrequent words have up to seven 
syllables. As a consequence, these words comprise a hi gher portion of the tokens in 
the initial onset position, which disfavours deletion. Hence there is a negati ve 
correlation between a word ' s frequency and the rate of de letion ; as the most frequent 
words disfavour deletion. Lexical words favour deletion more than function words, 
since the latter are more frequ ent than the former. 
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section 3.1.2: external factors for deletion 
section 3 .1.2.1: deletion and age 
The study sample has a reasonably even age distribution, with little overlap between 
informants with respect to year ofbirth. The youngest informants are 18 years old and 
the oldest informant is 74, giving the study a span of 56 years in apparent ti me. 
Results of statistical analysis show a c lear negative correlation (p = 0.0001) with 
respect to the effect of age on dental fricative deletion, as seen in figure 3.15. 
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Figure 0.1 5 Deletion percentage related to age. Tendency for deletion decreases as age increases. 
section 3 .1.2.2: deletion and area 
Deletion of dental fricatives seems to be widespread in Iceland. Regarding the three 
areas under study, western and eastern Reykj avik and the rest of the country, there is 
no statistica lly significant variation to be found (ANOVA p = 0.8183) with similar 
trends across ali three populations. 
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The picture appears more nuanced when trends for informants from these three areas 
are viewed by age cohort. Older groups behave sim il arly one to another, that is 
informants in the age range 36-55 behave similarly in the three areas, and informants 
56-74 years of age behave sim ilarly. The youngest cohort from western Reykjavik 
shows a statistica lly different rate in delet ion (figure 3.1 6) compared to the you ngest 
groups from eastern Reykjavik (Ch i square p = 0.00494) and from the rest of the 
country. The yo ungest cohort fro m western Reykjavik had a significantly greater 
tendency to deJete the dental fricatives. It must be kept in mind that the average age 
of the youngest group in western Reykjavik is 22.25 years while it is 26.25 years in 
eastern Reykj avik. This could mean that tbese numbers do not necessarily show the 
wbole picture. 
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Figure 0.16 Deletion percentage for age groups in the three areas 
section 3. 1:2.3: deletion and sex 
There is no signifi cant difference in the rate of denta l fr icat ive deletion with respect 
to speaker sex (t-test p = 0.8247). However, wben each sex is examined by age group, 
a sign ificant difference for speakers from the age group 36-55 (figure 3.17); men of 
this age cohort favour dental fricative deletion (chi-square p = 0.00284) at a higher 
rate than women. 
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Figure 0.1 7 Deletion percentage for the di fferent age groups of men and women 
section 3.1.2.4: deletion and education 
- female/0/ 
- male/0/ 
Results suggest that education does not have a statistically significant effect on the 
rate of dental fricative deletion (t-test p = 0.3199). 
section 3.1.2.5: deletion and occupation 
Results suggest that occupation does not have a statistically significant effect on the 
rate of dental fricative deletion (Kruskal-Wallis p = 0.5752). 
section 3.1.2.6: deletion and origins 
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Results suggest that origin of the informant does not have a statistically significant 
effect on the rate of dental fricative deletion (Kruskal-Wallis p = 0.3580). However, it 
should be noted th at a clear majority of the informants from Reykjavik were second 
generation residents, totaling 18 out of24 infonnants fi·om the city. With respect to 
first and third generat ion city dwell ers, there were only three informants for each 
group respectively within the study ' s sample. 
section 3.1.2.7: deletion and upbringing 
Upbri nging does not have a statistically signifi cant effect on deletion of dental 
fricatives (Kruska l-Wallis p = 0.8153). 
section 3 .1.2.8: deletion and housing 
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Housing does not have a statistically significant effect on deletion of dental fricatives 
(Kruskal-Walli s p = 0.3173). 
section 3.1 .2.9: deletion and style 
Resu lts with respect to style were mixed, displaying a number of complex, interacting 
effects. There is a statistically significant effect for sty le in Sample A, with 
informants tending to omit the dental fricatives at higher rates in the more formai 
context. This difference is significant at p = 0.0015 for Sample A, but the effect 
disappears in Sample B (e.g., when a token-type restriction is imposed). This may be 
due to a lexical frequency effect owing to the overall tendency for a lower deletion 
rate in the most frequent words. It is possible that this style effect is due to an 
increased use of rare words in a more formai context. 
Taking a closer look at Samp le A, it is evident that individual word forms are on the 
whole proportionally as frequent in the forma i and informai context, with no 
significant difference between the two, except for the functional word aô. If aô is 
excluded from analys is, there is a noticeable decrease in the rate of dental fricative 
deletion, though the difference between the ana lyses of Sample A with and without 
ao is not statistically significant. This trend is enhanced when excluding ali frequent 
word forms from Sample A which !oses statistical significance for the sty li stic 
variation at that point (p = 0.512). 
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There is an important stipulation to this result which must, however, be made here. It 
is possible that this effect for style is an artifact of the study's data extraction 
methodology, specifically the unbalanced data extraction from the two interv iew 
contexts. In Sample A, function words amount to almost 85 percent of the formai 
tokens. ln contrast, function words account for 75 percent oftokens from the informai 
interview context, with frequent words accounting for 68 percent and 62 percent 
respective! y of the total counts. This suggests th at there are propotiionally fewer 
words in the more formai context that delete the dental fricative. Sample B had an 
equal number oftokens from the two interview portions and did not show any 
statistically significant difference to the variation observed between the formai and 
informai portions ofthe interview. 
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Figure 0.18 Deletion percentage in Sarnple A and B and in subsamples of A 
• Formai /0/ 
• Informai /0/ 
As was reported earlier the effect of lexical frequency is related to syllable position. 
This suggests that it is necessary to examine dental fricative deletion rates in different 
syllable positions separately. Distinct differences in behaviour are observable 
between the two main positions, initial onset and final coda. Interestingly, there is a 
s ignificant difference in the rate of deletion in word initial on sets (p = 0.00185) 
bel:\.Yeen the two portions of the interviews, but not in final coda position. 
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Figure 0.19 Variation in deletion in initial onset and fin al coda in form ai and informai contexts 
section 3 .2.1 .1 0: resuming external factors for deletion 
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Language-externat factors seem to have little influence on dental fricative deletion 
with one clear exception, the age of the informant. The rate of deletion increases as 
the age ofthe informant decreases. There are sorne indications that area of residence 
hasan influence on the youngest informants in Reykjavik, but this could also be an 
artifact of the design of the corpus given th at the youngest age group in western 
Reykjavik had a lower average age than the youngest age group in eastern Reykjavik. 
The middle aged informants also displayed a significant correlation between the rate 
of deletion and informant sex, with males favouring deletion. Style shows sorne 
mixed results, with a possible effect on variation for style with a higher rate of 
de letion in sorne instances in the forma i portion of the interviews than in the informai 
portion . Other social factors showed no statistically significant effect on variation. 
section 3.2: voicing 
As seen in Figure 3.20, there is robust variation in the tokens that are produced, with 
a predominance ofvoiced dental fricatives over voiceless dental fricatives. There are 
also attestations of a number of other non-standard variants recorded , particularly the 
voiceless glottal fricative /h/, but also a handful of dental stops. These differing 
pronunciations are categorised as ' other' in figure 3.20. They are excluded from the 
following analysis as they are most likely governed by different constraints than 
VOICII1g. 
• /0/ 
• ;a; 
• other 
• /8/ 
Figure 0.20 Manifestations of dental fricatives 
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As was indicated in Chapter 1, voicing of the dental fricatives was sensitive to 
syllable position as word initial onsets and word final codas should be voiceless with 
word internai dental fricatives should be voiced, barring some exceptions. However, a 
more relaxed speech style often creates a change in environment, patticularly due to 
the cliticization ofpronouns, which impacts the phonological environment. This 
change means that the dental fricatives found at the beginning and at the end ofwords 
become word internai. This change in syllable position should entai! a voicing of the 
dental fricative in question. Thus, it may be inferred that there should be variation in 
production with respect to the target sounds position in a syllable. 
section 3.2.1: syllable position 
The distribution of variants within each syllable position is markedly different, as is 
shown in figure 3.21. There are only 27 internai coda tokens, none of which contain a 
voiceless variant, and only nine internai onset tokens contained a voiceless variant. 
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These two internai positions are excluded from further analysis due to Jack oftokens 
and Jack ofvariation. Section 3.2 examines the effect of style on voicing in initial 
onset and final coda positions. 
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Figure 0.2 1 Number of tokens in Sample A depending on syllable position 
• /0/ 
• /à/ 
• other 
• /8/ 
final coda 
There is a clear difference in the rate of voicing of dental fricatives in an initial onset 
or final coda, as can be seen in figure 3.22, with voicing Jess likely to occur in initial 
onset position than in final codas (p = 0.0000). Recall that initial onsets and final 
codas have different effects on the rate of dental fricative deletion. In Section 3.1 , 
results indicated that dental fricatives in initial onsets have a much higher tendency 
for retention of the dental fricative wh ile dental fricatives in final coda position were 
more likely to be deleted. It was also demonstrated that the phonological context was 
not the same for initial onsets and final codas. This argues for the separate treatment 
of the two syllable positions in the analysis which follows. 
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Figure 0.22 Voicing in initial onset and final coda 
section 3.2.2: word initial onset 
section 3.2.2 .1 : onset voicing and phonological environment 
The precedin g phonological environment has a definite effect on the voic ing of initial 
onsets (p = 0.000). Voiceless ' other consonants' and pauses in the preceding segment 
clearly disfavour voicing, while the presence ofvoiced consonants (fricatives and 
other), voiceless fr icatives, and vowels in preceding segm~nt favour dental fr icative 
voic ing (figure 3.23). 
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Figure 0.23 Distribution ofvoicing in initial onset according to preceding environment 
vowel 
In contrast, no statistical effect was found between the content ofthe following 
segment and the rate of dental fricative voicing, though this is likely due to the fact 
that vowels dominate the following phonological environment. 
section 3.2.2.2: onset voicing and frequency 
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Frequency of a word form does not have a statistically significant effect on voicing of 
dental fricatives in initial onsets. 
section 3 .2.2.3: on set voicing and syntactic category 
Results indicate that the syntactic category of the word where the dental fricative 
occurs hasan effect on the voicing (p = 0.0265). Nouns and adjectives categorically 
disfavour vo icing as a li tokens are voiceless (figure 3.24). ln words of other 
categories, underl yingly voiceless dental fricatives had a tendency to be voiced. 
These results should be taken with caution due to the small number of lexical words 
in the sample. 
adjective pronoun noun other numbers verbs 
functional 
word 
Figure 0.24 Distribution of voicing in initial onset according to word class 
a /o/ 
• /8/ 
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section 3.2.2.4 : onset vo icing and number ofsy llables 
In both Sample A and Sample B, pronounced denta l fricatives in ini tia l on set pos ition 
are onl y found in mono- and disy ll abi c words. Results indicate that the number of 
syllables in the word does not have a statist ica lly s ignificant effect on vo icing of 
dental fri catives in initi a l onsets. 
section 3 .2.2.5: summary of intern ai facto rs on initi al on set 
Yoicing of dental fricatives in an ini tial onset pos ition corre lates significantly w ith 
the preceding phonologie environment. Denta l fricatives tend to be vo iceless w hen 
preceded by a vo iceless consonant (other than fricatives) or a pause and vo iced w hen 
preceded by vo iced consonants, vo iceless fricatives and vowels. Neither word 
freq uency nor the number of sy ll ables per word has a signifi cant effect on vo icing. 
The d istinction between functional and lexical words may have an effect, but thi s 
co uld not be confirmed due to the paucity of lexical tokens. 
section 3.2.2.6: onset vo icing and age 
Age does not have a stati stica ll y s ign ificant effect on voicing of dental fr icatives in 
init ial onsets . 
section 3.2.2.7: onset voicing and sex 
Results of a uni varia te stat istica l analys is indicate that the sex of an info rmant has a 
sign ificant effect on vo icing in initial onset pos ition w ith men favo uring vo ic ing more 
than women (p = 0.00323). This effect disappears, however, in the mu ltivariate 
analysis. 
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Figure 0.25 Patterns of voicing in initial onset according to sex 
men 
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Results indicate significant differences in the rate ofvoicing by members ofboth 
sexes when examined by age groups (figure 3.26). The oldest age cohort does not 
indicate any statistically significant differences in the rate of dental fricative voicing 
between the sexes (p = 0.6699). However, in bath the youngest and the middle age 
cohorts,women use sign ificantly more voiceless dental fricatives , but there is no 
sign ificant difference in the rate at which informants ofthese age cohorts use the 
voiced dental fricat ive. 
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Figu re 0.26 Patterns of voicing in injtial onset according to age and sex 
section 3.2.2.8: onset voicing and ed ucation 
Ed ucation does not have a statistically significant effect on voicing of dental 
fricatives in initial onsets. 
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section 3.2.2.9: onset voicing and occupation 
Results indicate that occupation has a significant effect on dental fricative voicing as 
informants of occupation category five favour the voiced variant (p = 0.00743) . It 
seems likely that this is interference as there are only two informants in occupation 
category five. 
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Figure 0.27 Patterns ofvoicing in initial onset according to occupation 
section 3.2.2.1 0: on set voicing and housing 
Cat 5 Cat 6 
rOo/ 
• /8/ 
Housin g does not have a stati stically significant effect on voicing of dental fricatives 
in initial onsets. 
section 3.2.2.11: onset voicing and origins 
Origins of the informant do not have a stat isticall y significant effect on voicing of 
dental fricatives in ini tial onsets. 
section 3.2.2.1 2: onset voicing and upbringing 
Results indicate a stat isti ca lly significant effect on voicing of dental fricatives in 
initial on set position for the upbringing of the speaker (p = 0.00308). Informants who 
grew up in the Eastern paL1 of Reykjavik most strongly favoured voiced dental 
fricatives , followed by informants raised in the western part of the city. Informants 
who grew up in the country most strongly disfavoured voicing. 
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F igure 0.28 Patterns ofvoicing in initial onset according to upbringing 
section 3.2.2.13 : onset voicing and area 
- /ô/ 
- /8/ 
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Results indicate an effect for area of residence on voicing(p = 0.0000), with 
informants from eastern Reykjavik showing a higher rate ofvoiced dental fricatives 
than informants from western Reykjavik. Informants from outside of Reykjavik most 
strongly disfavoured the use of the voiced dental fricative variant (figure 3.29) . 
Western Eastern 
Figure 0.29 Patterns of vo icing in initi al on set according to Area 
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Figure 0.30 Patterns of voicing in initial onset according to age and area 
section 3.2.2.14: onset voicing and style 
Style does not have a statistically significant effect on voicing of dental fricatives in 
initial onsets. 
section 3.2.2.15: summary of external factors on initial onset 
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Results show little evidence of significant effects for external factors on dental 
fricative voicing in initial onset position. No effect was observable for most factors, 
including age, education, housing, origin and style. Occupation, place of upbringing 
and area of residence, show sorne significant variation. This variation might 
nevertheless be an artefact of the design of the corpus. The oldest age group showed 
no statistically significant differences related to sex while results for the youngest and 
middle age groups indicate that men favour voicing to a greater extent than women. 
This seems to be related to deletion . Women produce significantly more voiceless 
tokens in initial onset position (and as can be recalled , men deleted more tokens) , but 
the two groups produced about the same amount ofvoiced denta l fricatives in initial 
onset position. 
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section 3.2.3: word fin al coda 
section 3.2.3 .1 : coda voic ing and phonological environment 
There is not enough var iation when it comes to the preceding environment of dental 
fricatives in final coda pos ition to permit a statistical analysis as there are only three 
tokens in which the preceding segment environment is occupied by something other 
than a vowel. Dental fricatives in final coda position are voiced near categorically 
when followed by a vowel but the variation is more robust when followed by a pause. 
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Figure 0.31 Patterns ofvoicing in fi nal coda accoridng to following environment 
section 3.2.3.2: coda voicing and freq uency 
• loi 
• 181 
The frequency of a word hasan impact on the voicing of the final coda. Mo re 
frequent words favour vo icing of the final dental fricati ve. 
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Figure 0.32 Pattern ofvoicing in final coda according to frequency ofword 
section 3.2.3.3: coda voicing and syntactic category 
• /ô/ 
a /8/ 
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Syntactic category of a word does not have a statistically significant effect on voicing 
of dental fricatives in a final coda position. 
section 3.2.3.4: coda voicing and number of syllables 
The number ofsyllables a word contains does not have a statistically significant 
effect on voicing of dental fricatives in final coda position. 
·section 3.2.3.5: summary of internai factors on final coda 
Results indicate that the contents of the following phonological environment have a 
s ignificant effect on voicing of dental fr icatives in word final coda position. A 
following vowel favours voicing but a fo!!owing pause neither favours nor disfavours 
it. Word frequency also cotTelates s ignifi cantly w ith voicing as the most frequent 
words favour voicing at hi gher rates than infrequently occurring words. Neither 
syntactic category nor number of syllab!es bas an effect. 
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section 3.2.3.6: coda voicing and age 
Age does not have a statistically significant effect on voicing of dental fricatives in a 
final coda position. 
section 3.2.3.7: coda voicing and sex 
Sex does not have a statistically significant effect on voicing of dental fricatives in a 
final coda position (p = O. 1 0461 ). 
section 3.2.3.8: coda voicing and education 
Education does not have a statistically significant effect on voicing of dental 
fricatives in a final coda position. 
section 3.2.3.9: coda voicing and occupation 
Occupation does not have a statistically significant effect on voicing of dental 
fricatives in a final coda position. 
section 3.2.3.10: coda voicing and housing 
Housing does not have a statistically significant effect on voicing of dental fricatives 
in a final coda position. 
section 3.2.3.1 1: coda voicin·g and origins 
Origins do not have a statistically significant effect on voicing of dental fricatives in a 
final coda position. 
------------~----~--
----------- --------------------------
section 3.2.3.12: coda voicing and upbringing 
The place where the informant was raised does not have a statistically significant 
effect on voicing of dental fricatives in a final coda position. 
section 3.2.3.13: coda voicing and area 
Area of residence does not have a statistically significant effect on voicing of dental 
fricatives in a final coda position. 
section 3.2.3.14: coda voicing and style 
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Style does not have a statistically significant effect on voicing of dental fricatives in a 
final coda position. 
section 3.2.3.15: summary of internat factors on final coda 
None of the external factors has a statistically significant effect on voicing of dental 
fricatives in word final coda position. 
section 3.3: summary 
This chapter examined results of statistical effects constraining the deletion and 
voicing of dental fricatives in initial onset and final coda positions. With respect to 
language internai factors affecting dental fricative deletion, it was shown that 
function words favour deletion whilst lexical words disfavour it. Jnfrequent words 
had an overall higher tendency for deletion than frequ ent words, an apparently 
contradictory effect. This was related to the fact th at frequ ent tokens (which were ali 
function words) tended to be found in initial onsets or fina l codas, while tokens in 
infrequent words had a higher tendency to be in a word internai position. 
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Sy ll able position was shawn to have a strong effect on the deletion process with 
dental fricatives in initial onset disfavouring deletion wh ile denta l fricatives in 
internai onset and final coda positions favo ured it. The effect of position within the 
syll able was enhanced by lexical frequency. Jt was also shawn that the phono logica l 
environment surrounding the dental fr icatives has an effect on the deletian rate. A 
preceding vowel favours deletion, wh ile a fo llowing vowel di sfavours dental fricative 
deletion. 
With respect to the effects of external factors on dental fr icative deletion , it was 
shawn that age has a clear effect, w ith the probability of deletion increas ing as age 
decreases . The informant's area of res idency does not appear to have a s ignificant 
effect on the probability of deletion, with the exception that the you ngest group of 
informants from western Reykjavik seems to slightly favour deletion over their 
counterparts from other areas. Other traditional external social factors did not show 
any stati stically significant effects on dental fricative deletion . 
The chapter also reported results showing that dental fr icatives behave differently 
when it cornes to vo icing in word ini tial onsets vs. word final codas. Word initial 
onsets di sfavour deletion and voicing. Word final codas largely favour deletion while 
also favo uring voicing to a lesser degree. An informant's upbringing appears to have 
an effect on initial onset voicing as does sex of the informant. Informants from 
eastern Reykjavik tend to favo ur voicing s lightly more than those from western 
Reykjavik and from the country. There are no other factors showing a signi ficant 
influence on dental fricative voicing in the dataset. 
CHAPTERIV 
DISCUSSION 
This chapter discusses the findings of the previous chapter in the context of the 
research goals and questions of the study. Specifically, it addresses the following 
research questions rnotivating the study: a) whether dental fricative variation is a 
robust enough to validate its use as the dependent variable in a quantitative 
sociolinguistic study ofvernacular Icelandic and b) whether results ofthis study 
support the existence of a dialect boundary in Icelandic, as reported by earlier 
grarnrnaticality judgernent test studies. To this end, these results should ideally show 
a structured heterogeneity in the use of the dependent variable, i.e. variation that can 
be shown to have a statistically significant link to independent variables which 
constrain the variation (including language internai factors and language external 
social factors) th us validating the use of dental fricatives as a dependent variable. The 
following chapter revisits sorne of the results presented in the previous chapter in 
greater depth with respect to the study ' s research questions. 
The chapter begins by exarnining the language internai factor groups in the interest of 
deterrnining whether the variation is linguistically structured. Tt then looks at the 
language external social factors and puts these results in the context ofthe research 
hypotheses underlying the study, e.g. the Icelandic speech cornrnunity exhibits 
socially constrained variation in their vernacular spoken language. Having reviewed 
the findings of the statistical analysis the chapter then recalls sorne rnethodological 
problerns encountered during the study. Finally, sorne questions and problerns for 
future studies of the lcelandic speech cornrnunity will be addressed. 
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section 4.1: linguistic constraints 
section 4.1.1 : deletion 
Severa) factors are readily identifiable according to this study as having an effect on 
dental fricative deletion in Icelandic. The variation is clearly sensitive to the position 
of the dental fricative within the word. The deletion of dental fricatives is strongly 
favoured in final coda position, wh ile it is largely disfavoured in initial onsets. Dental 
fricatives in internai onset positions have an equal probability for deletion or 
retention. This seems to be the main effect found in this study concerning dental 
fricative deletion, as some of the other results can be explained with respect to 
syllable position. 
An example of the impot1ance of syllable position is the independent variable of 
syntactic category. Dental fricatives are found almost exclusively in initial onsets or 
final coda positions in function words (unsurprisingly as they are mostly 
monosyllabic) . However, they show a more robust variation of syllable position in 
lexical words, with relative) y few tokens in initial onset position. This creates the 
impression that dental fricatives have a greater tendency to be deleted in lexical 
words than functional words due to the function of the word when this is in fact an 
effect of the position within the syllable. 
The same type of effect appears when analyzing the variation in terms of the number 
of syllables in a word. Polysyllabic words have a higher prop011ion of dental 
fricatives in word internai and a lower propot1ion of dental fricatives in word initial 
onset position than mono- or disyllabic words. It is therefore not surprising that words 
with fewer syllables seem to somewhat disfavour dental fricative deletion compared 
to longer words as there is a greater proportion of occurrences found in a position that 
favours retention in mono- and disyllabic words than longer words. 
The accompanying rhyme (that which follows the vari ant in onset tokens and that 
which precedes the vari ant for coda tokens) does not have a s ignificant influence on 
the vari ati on. Thi s confirms that the constraints on denta l fricative deletion fo r the 
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two positions di ffer. From thi s it can be extrapolated that word internai onsets, w ith a 
more even distribution of deletion vs. retention should show yet another di stin ct set of 
constraints for preceding and following environment. Broadly speaking, it can be sa id 
that the phonolog ical environments most favourable to denta l fri cative deletion are a 
preceding vowel, a follow ing consonant, or a pause. However, as was stated in 
section 3.2.1.4, this does not account for the role of sy llable position. This is 
especiall y evident for dental fricatives in word initial onset position as, contrary to the 
trend overall , a vowe l or a pause preceding a dental fricati ve in initial onsets 
disfavours deletion w h ile a preceding consonant favours it to a relatively greater 
extent.31 
section 4.1 .2: voicing 
Denta l fricatives in initial onset and final coda positions are assumed to be 
underl yingly voiceless, but can be voiced in a more relaxed style (Ârnason, 2011 ). 
Results of this study demonstrate a stati stically s ignificant di fference between the two 
contexts, with initi al onsets di sfavouring voicing white fin a l codas sli ghtl y favo ur it. 
When looking at the di stribution in the production of the tokens in both pos itions we 
see a more robust variation in the initial onsets than in the fin al codas, with an overall 
3 1 A caveat must be made here: The possi ble effect ofsyllable deletion (as opposed to phoneme 
deleti on) should be factored into the interpretation of these resul ts. If the deletion of a sy ll able within 
the word directly affected the position of the dental fricative, whether by the deleti on of the rhyme that 
it was attached to, or by triggering a change in syllabic structure by adding elements to the sy ll ab le 
through resy ll abiticati on, then it was excluded as a token. Arnason (20 11 ) ta lks about the deletion of 
weak sy ll ables in polysy ll abic words as being recurrent. Do the polysy llabic words retained for thi s 
study, where the dental fricati ve is deleted but the sy ll able is not affected, adequately represent longer 
words? T hi s question remains to be addressed at a later time, as the methodology used for the coding 
oftokens for thi s study does not permit compari son of the ratio between polysy llabic and mono- or 
disyll abic words in tokens excluded due to syll able deletion. 
tendency for dental fricatives to be realized as voiceless in initial onset position and 
to be deleted in final coda position. 
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Results from this study indicate that there are phonological constraints for both 
syllable positions in which word boundaries play a role. lfthe word is preceded by a 
pause then the dental fricative in an initial onset position surfaces as voiceless in the 
speech output. Tnversely, if the word is followed by a pause, then the dental fricative 
in the final coda position is less likely to be voiced than if it is followed by a vowel or 
a consonant. 
When word boundaries become weakened due to relaxed speaking style, then the 
form of the dental fricative bordering the word boundary changes with respect to 
voicing. The fact that there is variation in the context of a word external vowel 
(compared to a preceding or following pause), unlike the categorical voicing of dental 
fricatives in a word internai syllable position followed by a vowel, shows that this is 
not a discrete difference. This is likely related to the behaviour of dental fricatives in 
the context of compound nouns, where they have a tendency to be realized as 
voiceless (Àrnason, 2011 ). 
Dental fricatives in word final position in frequent words have a higher tendency to 
favour voicing when compared to the same position in less frequent words. This can 
be interpreted as an argument for the cliticization offunction words (as the frequent 
words are ali functional). The same holds true for the variation in voicing of dental 
fricatives in initial onset position , where nouns and adjectives with dental fricatives in 
initial onset position categorically disfavour voicing. 
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section 4.2: social constraints 
section 4.2.1: deletion 
With respect to the external independent variables, it is noticeable that they show 
little apparent effect on variation. Education, occupation and length of stay of family 
in Reykjavik had no discernible effect on dental fricative deletion. The effects of style 
on the variation are notably mixed. The different speech contexts interview section, 
informai discussion and formai questionnaire have a significant effect on the deletion 
of dental fricatives in Sample A but not in Sample B. This suggests that answers to 
the formai questiorU1aire had a higher tendency for deletion than casual discussion , 
which was not expected. 
The only social factor group to demonstrate a clear effect on variation is age of 
informa!Jt, with younger informants favouring deletion . Milroy and Gordon 
emphasize that age must be understood in the "context of its social significance" , i.e. 
the cultural capital people gain from being older (Milroy & Gordon, 2003, p. 39). 
This explanation downplays the importance of age as an independent variable. lt also 
requires age to be put understood in tenns of its interactions with other independent 
variables; variables that show little effect in this study. The little socially constrained 
variation found in this study nonetheless suggests that age may not always interact 
with other external factors, but must be treated on its own in some situations. 
It is difficult to say if the age related effects on dental fricative deletion are an 
apparent time change or stable variation as there is no direct anterior reference point. 
J:>rainsson and Arnason ' s study might neve1theless give some insight. They mention 
that deletion of fricatives has a negative correlation with age (1984, p. 129), as is the 
case for dental fricative variation in this study. However, there are severa] limitat ions 
to any direct comparison between these studies. Firstly, the deletion rate for dental 
fricatives in the Prainsson and Arnason study is not known since the study authors 
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used a compound score to account for the deletion of fricatives. Secondly, the 
exclusion method used by Prainsson and Arnason is not described and it is therefore 
impossible to say whether the two studies are measuring the same phenomenon, 
strictly speaking. However, given that this tendency towards deletion was in the 
interviews they conducted in 1979, this suggests that the variation has not undergone 
much adjustment in the intervening decades. 
The effect had on the variation by sex of the informant was somewhat more 
complicated to disentangle. Neither sex demonstrated starkly different usage of dental 
fricative deletion. They do, however, appear to exhibit a marked behaviour difference 
in the rate of deletion if sex is combined with age. Middle-aged men behaved 
si mi !arly to the youngest group of informants (18-35) wh ile middle-aged women 
behaved like the oldest age group (56-80). 
The fact that the youngest age group patterns similarly to the middle aged men but 
not the women does not support the conclusion that Icelandic dental fricative 
variation represents a change in progress.32 It is tempting to surmise that this is a case 
of stable age gradation rather than a change in progress. This variation seems to be 
related to prestige, i.e. stylistic, as middle-aged women disfavour deletion (the non-
standard pronunciation). This explanation remains somewhat problematic, however, 
as no effect for style as operationalized within the scope of this study was detected in 
the statistical analysis. 
It should be emphasized that the ultimate determination asto whether or not there is a 
change in progress in the deletion rate of dental fricatives in Icelandic is beyond the 
intended scope ofthis study .. Additional speech data from a time span significantly 
32 Recall that women are often sa id to be the leaders of most 1 inguistic changes ( e.g. Labov, 1973, pp. 
301-304). 
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removed from that covered by the corpus used in this study (whether earlier or later) 
wou ld be needed in a rder to reach a conclusive determination. 
section 4.2.2: voicing 
This study suggests that there is a gender related effect on the voicing of dental 
fricatives in word ini tial onset but not in word final coda position .33 Div iding both 
sexes by age group, the corpus shows a split between the sexes in the youn gest and 
middle group in that the men favo ur voicing at higher rates. However, no statistically 
significant variation was detected between the sexes for informants from the oldest 
age cohort. This difference in voicing for the younger informants comes as no 
surpri se, in 1 ight of the fact th at women "style-shift more" (Tagliamonte, 2012, p . 35). 
Women favour the voiceless variant (i.e. the standard variant) in this context. 
Voicing of dental fricatives in word initial onset and word final coda positions does 
not seem to be affected by social constraints, generally speaking. Variant selection in 
word final codas does not appear to correlate significantly with any of the language 
external factor groups. Initial onsets do show some effects, namely when combined 
w ith area of residence and where the informant was rai sed. Most informants grew up 
in the same area that they lived in at the time of the interviews, so these numbers 
large ly measure the same thing, if from different perspectives. This means that there 
is no di scernible social hierarchy revealed patterning of the voicing variant of the 
dependent variable. 
section 4.2.3: lingui stic boundary or homogeneity? 
Examined coll ectively, the social factors do not appear to play a significant role in 
constraining Icelandic dental fricative variation. This near lack of variation governed 
33 T here are actually on ly 94 tokens produced out of 528 in the word final coda position, meaning that 
the stati stical results for voicing in final coda position are perhaps less robust than we would want. 
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by external factors argues against a change in progress as there is an absence of a 
"curvilinear pattern of social distribution" (Ash, 2002, p . 418). What kind of 
education a person has, what kind of job an informant does, or most of the other 
known factors identified as exerting an influence on language variation and change in 
the variationist literature, do not appear to be in effect when discussing variation in 
dental fricative production in the Icelandic speech community. 
It must be understood that thi s stud y examines only one limited facet of lcelandic 
phonology, so the influence ofthese social factors on the whole ofvernacular 
Icelandic cannot be entirely discounted. Nevertheless, this study appears to !end 
support to the position that the relative homogeneity of the island community's 
population is reflected in the relative Jack of social variation evident in the speech 
production oflcelanders. Kerswill has previously noted that there exists little 
evidence of lingui stic diversity in such cases of relative homogeneity (1994, p. 13). 
This has direct implications for context dependent stylistic variability. During the 
course of the formai questionnaire, the informants were asked whether they were 
aware of any context dependent stylistic variation in Icelandic, e.g. whether they 
would speak to their spouse in a different manner than they would to the president. 
The stand ard response amongst the informants was th at they were not aware of any 
such var iation. This study thus contributes to confirmation of this cultural impression, 
as results of the stat ist ical analyses present no conclusive indications that there is any 
variation in the data that can be linked to speech style as defined by the lack of any 
di scernibl e differences in var iant usage in casual vs. careful speech. It is possible, 
however, that the contrast in formality as operationalized within the bounds of the 
study did not present as stark a difference to the informants as was hoped . Th us, a 
clearer effect for sty li stic variation may be evident if the informants were asked to do 
a formai task such as reading a word li st. 
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There is nevertheless a linear tendency for deletion with respect to speaker age, with 
younger informants greatly favouring deletion of dental fricatives. Without 
corroborating diachronie data, it is , however, difficult to confirm whether this is an 
age-graded stab le variation within the speech community or a change in progress. The 
Jack of social correlates can be seen as an argu ment in faveur of the supposition that 
the variation is stab le across time. HO\.vever, the rate at which younger informants in 
the study (18 - 35) favour dental fricative deletion appears to be constrained 
depend in g on where they live. Recall that informants from western Reykjavik favour 
deletion at a rate s ignificantly higher than the other young informants. A difference of 
this kind may indicate a change in progress, as the population of older informants 
could not be analysed based on area of residence. 
Earlier grammaticality judgement studies in Icelandic of syntactic and 
morphosyntactic phenomena have suggested that there is a weak linguistic boundary 
within Reykjavik, where teenagers from western Reykjavik have a higher tendency to 
conform to standard gram mar than those from elsewhere in Iceland (F. Frioriksson, 
2008; Maling & Sigwj6nsd6ttir, 2002; Svavarsd6ttir, 1982; Svavarsd6ttir et al., 
1984). Results of the analysis of the deletion process seems to confirm this possible 
boundary of the j udgement tests to a degree. lnterestingly, however, the youngest 
group of informants fro m western Reykjavik has higher rates of use of the non-
standard variant than the rest of the cou ntry. That is to say, in judgement tests looking 
at standard Icelandic, younger people from western Reykjavik tend to be more 
lingu isti cally conservative, but when it cames to this particular phonological trait of 
vernacular lcelandic, they are less conservative. 
Informants from the countryside had a weaker preference of dental fricative voicing 
in ini tial onset and final coda position than their counterparts from the city, who, as a 
whole, favoured thi s non-standard variation to a greater extent. This contrasts with 
the results for dental fricative deletion, which exhibits the split between the youngest 
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info rmants from western Reykjav ik and the rest of the country. Combining these two 
results suggests an impression of overl app ing isoglosses, with eastern Reykjavik 
serv ing as a transit ion zone between western Reykjavik and the rest of the country. lt 
should be noted neverthe less that the va riation remains margina l. 
section 4.3: methodo logical prob lems 
section 4.3. 1: problems w ith internai factor groups 
One of the most urgent issues encountered was the d ifficulty of identi fy ing lic it 
tokens due to syll able deletion, e.g. maôur [ma:oYr] ' man ', reduced to ma 'r [mar] 
and jarôfrœôingur [j ar8. frre .èii n.gur] 'geologist ' , produced as jar 'ji-ce 'ngur 
[j ar.frren.gur]. These shortened occurrences were excluded asper the exclusion 
methodology (section 2.2. 1). Thi s auto matic exclusion might decrease the proportion 
oftokens in the study that are found in a word internai sy llable position (and bence 
the lex ical words in th e dataset) , whi ch results in 80 percent of the dataset being 
comprised ofword in it ia l onsets or word fi nal codas. 
Arnason (20 l l) mentions that thi s ward internai syll able deletion process most often 
affects non-stressed syllab les. Th is suggests that de let ion is most Iike ly a prosodi cally 
motivated process, e.g., a sy ll able de let ion phenomenon rather than a phonemic 
deletion. [n the event th at a deleted dental fri cative is in an intervocal ic position, 
however, the two vowels wi ll either have to be merged, or pronounced more 
emphatica ll y so asto render them more distinct. Otherwise, a hi atus may be inserted 
between them, or one of the vowels may itse lf be deleted in arder to accommodate 
the dental fr icative eli sion. As deletion is a process of improved efficiency, the 
econom ie approach wo uld be to merge the two vowels, or de lete one of them, which 
wou ld exclude the token from inc lusion in the dataset of this study. Thi s means that 
tokens contain ing an authen tic var iant of the variab le woul d be excluded due to th eir 
------------ -- ----------------------
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interference with their phonological neighbours and the ensuing potential to skew the 
results of statistical analyses. 
This relates to a more general problem with respect to wh at the speech output of the 
informants should be compared to , the surface or the assumed underlying forrn. As an 
illl!strative example of the problem, consider the adjective svolitià [sv::>.lr:.th e8] ' a 
little bit', which is most frequently pronounced soldiô [s::>l.ti8]. ln this case, the 
reduction process does not affect the syllable containing the dental fricative, and as 
such it was not excluded from the dataset. However, this phenomenon does affect the 
syllable containing the dental fricative in other instances, such as the reduction of pu 
veist 'you know' to pu 'st, where the structure of the syllable is altered from an open 
syllable to a closed one. These instances were automatically excluded but remained 
highly frequent in the speech of the informants; so much so that this contracted form 
may be interpreted to be separately lexical ized , and as such a val id token for the 
study. 
The impo11ance of accountably defining what the output of the informant is compared 
to , (e.g. , either the phonological and syntactic structure assumed by prescriptive 
language norms, or the actual surface form pronounced in speech) renders this 
question fundamental in this respect. Primarily this is due to the influence over the 
decision asto whether an occurrence is a val id token or not, but also because it can 
affect how the token is coded. Take, as an example, the case of soldià; whether this 
word is analyzed with two syllables or three, might appreciably impact the overall 
analysis. 
This reasoning can be taken a step further. Smal l functional words, regarded as 
obl igatory according to prescriptive grammar nonns, are often mi ss ing from the 
syntactic structure und er study. Aà, with a near categorical deletion of the coda, 
leav ing only a simple rhyme, is an especially pe11inent example. There are many 
instances where this function word is mi ssi ng altogether from the syntactic structure 
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where its presence would be expected. Is that the result of phonological procedures 
engaged due to deletion ofthe coda because of the greater likelihood ofprosodic 
deletions to occur in weak syllables, or because these function words are simply not 
present in the underlying syntactic form of na tura! language used in that particular 
instance? This has the potential to affect how the deletion process is understood. 
Another methodological problem which has been discussed previously is the 
exclusion of fricatives from the following environment. A frequently occurring 
phenomenon in spoken Icelandic, this includes contexts such as ao fara [a8.fa:.ra] ' to 
go', which, due toits use as a periphrastic future, is quite common in spoken 
language. Due to this, a considerable propotiion of the possibly available tokens are 
automatically excluded . Though the choices which define the study parameters may 
be coherent, this nevetiheless means that the results are not fully representative of 
how the informants treat the production of dental fricatives on the who le. This is not a 
problem perse but it does li mit the scope of any conclusions which might be drawn 
from this study 's results. 
The exclusion of this context was based on a similar deci sion made by Tagliamonte 
(2012, p. 196) , which was based around the problems inherent to distinguishing 
between the two fricatives. This same argumentation might be used regarding 
fricatives in preceding environment. This is something that a strictly enforced 
methodology based on instrumental identification can resolve. A clear hierarchy of 
syllable positions (onset >coda) wherein it is only possible to identify one dental 
fricative, would permit the use ofthese tokens, as was the case for fricatives in 
preceding environment. 
One of the independent variables used was the di s crete distinction between lex ical 
and function words. Thi s distinction presents a problem of its own. A proportion of 
the final coda dental fricatives in no uns was in fact a part of the suffixed determiner, 
which is, morphologically speaking, a function morpheme. An example is baoio 
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[ba:.oi8] ' the bath' , where the lexical stem is baô [ba8] and the determiner is - iô [i8]. 
The study did not specifically account for this in the coding and it is therefore not 
possible to verify if the suffixed functio n determinant behaves differently to the 
lexical stem. 
section 4 .3.2: problems with external factor groups 
The informants were recruited with the research objective ofverifying the existence 
of a dialect difference between the eastern and western patt ofReykjavik. The goal 
was to create three separate sample populations, two to represent the theoretical 
divide within Reykjavik, and one to capture any contrast bet\-veen the Reykjavik 
speaking community and elsewhere. One guiding criterion for selection of informants 
was that they had to have been raised in the same area as they currently lived in. This 
proved to be ill conceived , primarily because eastern Reykjavik was virtually 
uninhabited until the 1960' s. Older informants from Eastern Reykjavik were therefore 
necessarily migrants to that area, in this case ali from Western Reykjavik. This 
introduces a source of possible bias into the corpus. The independent variable 
" upbringing" was therefore used, so asto verify whether growing up in (old) 
Reykjavik or the country had an influence on the variation . 
lt also arase during the interviews that some informants, that had been recruited based 
on wbere they had grown up, had in fact moved around as children. Some had spent 
ali their su mm ers (on average at !east 3 months a year) outside of Reykjavik , and 
sorne had moved in and out of Reykjavik during their youth. Due to this, a separate 
group with mixed upbringin g bad to be created for the independent variable 
" upbringing" . It is impotiant to note that this only affected the informants from 
Reykjavik, and not those from the countryside. There is therefore a certain diversity 
in place of upbringing for informants from Reykjavik and no variation for the 
informants from outside of Reykjavik. This crea tes problems with respect to 
---- -------~--
interactions between factor groups when attempting to submit this variable to a 
multivariate analysis, due to overlaps w ith 'area' .34 
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There are similar overlap problems with some of the other independent variables 
meant to analyse the soc ial effects on the dependent variable. "Origins", i.e. the 
family's length of stay in Reykj avik, has clear interacations with both area (as 
informants from outside of Reykjav ik fall ali outside of this criteria) and age (as older 
informants from Reykjavik had a tendency to be first or second generation in-
migrants, while younger informants were in general second or third generation). 
The study did show sorne tentative results regarding the effect of style on the pattern 
ofvariation as defined by the degree offormality. Previous studies (e.g.Labov, 1966) 
have shown that the difference in style between casual and careful speech is smaller 
than between casual speech and reading, particularly with respect to the reading of a 
word list. The Jack of formai tasks to supplement the interviews is ali the more 
unfortunate because ofthis since sty listic variation was based on the di fference 
between small chatting and answering direct formally prepared questions.35 
Sociolinguistic studies have shown that informants tend to conform better to the 
perceived standard pronunciati6n oftheir dialect when presented with a forma i task 
such as reading or picture identification than in more informai contexts, inc luding 
formai questionnaires. 
34 
"These overlaps and interactions are problematic for logistic regress ion because the nature of the 
statistical mode! req uire thar the factors being tested are orthogonal - that they are independent." 
(Tagliamonte, 20 12, p. 132) 
35 Good practice dictates th at the first 5-l 0 minutes of an interview should be ignored when study ing 
the vernacular. A possible different approach when contrasting varyi ngly formai vernacular styles is to 
start the interview with the formai questionnaire, to compound the unease of the initial minutes of 
recording with the formality of the questionnaire, and onl y then go into the sma ll talk to gather casua l 
speech. 
------------- --- - --- - - - ------------------------ --- -
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section 4.3.3: statistical problems 
A further problem encountered during execution of this study was discovered through 
testing of the statistical methods and procedures used. The study relied on the 
treatment of deletion processes genera Il y and of the voicing of initial onset and final 
coda as two discretely separate dependent variables. However, there seems to be a 
relation between the rate of deletion and the rate ofvoicing. This is most starkly 
evident when the sexes are divided according to age cohort, where it is found that the 
groups that mostly highly favour deletion tend to favour voicing as weil. Jt seems that 
a lower rate of deletion increases the number ofvoiceless occurrences at a greater rate 
than the number of voiced occurrences. Another example is the voicing of word final 
codas, which can interact with frequency. This must be understood in the context of 
deletion , as frequency hasan effect on deletion as weil. Where voicing remain more 
or Jess constant, then the increase in the number of infrequent word tokens results in 
an increase in the rate of voiceless dental fricatives. Should this dependent variable be 
considered as a continuum ofthree or more states, deleted, voiceless, and voiced 
rather th an two dichotomies, deleted vs. produced and voiced vs. voiceless? This will 
be left to be addressed in a future study. 
section 4.4: future studies 
The possible interaction ben.veen a stable language and a relatively socially 
homogenous speech community needs to be explored further as this may have 
theoretical implications for the study ofvariationist sociolinguistics. lt has been 
known since the earl y days of sociolinguistics that social interaction affects language 
variation and change. How the perception of social homogeneity affects the language 
of a speech community is another matter. Does the Jack of class consciousness and 
pressures app lied through the language purism of a standard language ideology affect 
the diachronie instability of a language, working as an inhibitor aga inst language 
change and variation? 
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Friôriksson (2008) studied language stability and concluded that Iceland could be 
regarded as a stable language community. His res ults potentially offer an interesting 
perspective to the di scuss ion of results from the current study. There does not appear 
to be starkly di scernible hierarchical di fferences in Icelandic speech registers that are 
constrained by social class or other social factors, notwithstanding age. It bas been 
hypothesized that one ofthe main engines oflinguistic change within a g iven speech 
community relates to cultural prestige, with the middle class often leading linguistic 
change for linguistic markers with covert prest ige and the upper class introducing, but 
not leading, linguistic markers with ovet1 prestige connotations?6 
These principles are based on the idea that language is a part of the (social) capital 
that an individual uses. If a speech community exhibits no, or hardly any, variation 
that can be related to this cultural (and economie) capital , what does that mean for the 
idea that standard language is used to gain ovet1 prestige? The Icelandic language is 
an inalienable part of a normative national Icelandic identity. The impot1ance ofthe 
literary heritage, and the importance of being weil spoken both show that an 
individual can and will bejudged on the standard ofhis Icelandic.37 This supports the 
idea of possible social prestige for good language use. The hints of poss ible social 
variation, both in relation to sex and in relation to area, can also be interpreted thi s 
way. lt is at !east possible, given the fact that the dependent variable shows internai 
but little external constraints, to speculate thatthe apparent Jack of social hierarch y 
36 Overt prestige " refers to positi ve or negative assessments of variants (or of a speech variety) in 
accordance with the dominant norms of the public media, educational institutions, and middle-class 
speech" wh il e covert prestige refers to language norms " implicit in lower- and working-class 
lifestyl es", that are opposed to the middle-class norms (Mesthrie, 2001 , p. 38 1). See also Bauvois 
(1997) for a short di scussion on the subj ect. 
37 Halld6r Laxness, the 1955 Nobel laureate, was appreciated for his use of the language but was 
considered controversial due to hi s eccentric orthography. 
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might be refl ected in the re lative stability of th e Icelandic language. This hypothes is 
w ill be left to future studies for eventual testin g. 
Thi s assumes that the variation fo und in the dependent variable in thi s study is 
rep resentative of variation in Icelandi c, something that is yet to be confirmed 
conclusively. The possible rift amongst the youngest informants in Reykjav ik offers a 
poss ible lead. As it was mentioned in chapter 2, one neighborhood in the eastern part 
of Reykjavik, Fellahverfi, had a reputation for being of a lower socio-economic strata 
th an the rest of th e city. A future study could be conducted to contrast the speech of 
young informants from that area w ith young informants from a neighborhood in the 
western part of the city w ith an image of being more well-to-do in a rder to test 
whether these perce ived social differences mi ght be stati stically confi rmed. 
Spec ifically pertaining to education, thi s study offers counter evidence to the 
conclusions of previous grammati cality judgement studies (on morphosyntact ic 
variables) whi ch report a correlation between degree of educati on (within the 
informant 's famil y) and a stricter adherence to prescriptive grammar. Further studi es 
are needed to address the question of how pertinent observations from wri tten 
judgement tests are to the study of spoken language. 
section 4.5 : summary 
Thi s chapter add ressed the feasi bili ty of using denta l fr icatives as a dependent 
variable in a sociolingui stic study oficelandic and looked at the question of a 
possible linguistic divide within Reykjavik. The chapter revisited the resul ts 
regarding the overall patterns fo r denta l fricative de letion and the voicing of denta l 
fricatives in ini tia l onset and fin a l coda pos iti ons. Jt confirmed that there are linguist ic 
constraints to the apparent vari ation, giv in g structure to the variat ion, whi ch va lidates 
the use of denta l fri cative variation as a dependent variable for vari ati oni st studies of 
lcelandi c. The dental fricatives showed li ttle responsiveness to external social factors , 
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suggesting that the way the lce landic speech community is traditionally pottrayed 
may be surprisingly accurate. At the same time it challenges the supposed 
homogeneity of the language, as sorne socially constrained variation was detected, 
specifically related to age. Indications of a poss ible change in progress, in particular, 
were un covered. ln sum, this paves the way for future research ofJcelandic using the 
variationist framework. Thi s was followed by a discussion of the methodological 
challenges encountered during executi on of this study. The chapter concludes by 
posing a question regarding the possible connection between relative socia l 
homogeneity and language stability. 
CONCLUSIONS 
How does one study a language that is reported to be linguistically stable, 
homogenous, and without overtly marked social language markers within the 
variationist framework for the study of language variation and change? This study 
ultimately argues that research on vernacular Jcelandic does have sorne interest to the 
wider study ofvariationist sociolinguistics precisely due to the apparent stability of 
the language. 
This study appeals to the social history and national identity of lcelanders to account 
for certain peculiar aspects oflcelandic speech data. fn particular, severa! studies 
concerning the historicallevelling of dialectal markers in Icelandic were cited. 
Previous reports of a linguistic di vide within Reykjavik were noted. Following on 
previous observations on the phonology ofvernacular Icelandic, it was proposed to 
use the variations in the realization of dental fricatives as a dependent variable for the 
quantitative sociolinguistic study of this variable linguistic phenomenon. 
The variation in production of dental fricatives demonstrated evidence that it is 
linguistically constrained. The results of this study confirm a structured variation in 
the spoken vernacular, with syllable position dominating the language internai 
constraints in terms of the strength of effect. Unearthing statistically significant social 
constraints proved a more elusive proposition. Correlation with educational levels 
fou nd in previous judgement tests which had informed the hypothesis that a possible 
linguistic divide exists in Reykjavik was not supported by any statistically 
significance effects on dental fricative variation in vernacular Icelandic. 
Nevertheless, typical , if somewhat weak, evidence of social variation was detected , 
including indications that the speech ofyounger informants from western Reykj avik 
can be contrasted with informants from the rest of the country with respect to the ir 
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speech behaviour. Is this a signal ofthe beginning of the end of linguistic stability in 
Jceland? Or is this a case of age gradation where younger people will naturally 
assimilate into the adult community over time? 
These results demonstrate that variation in the production of dental fricatives is 
arguably suitable for use as a dependent variable in a variationist sociolinguistic study 
of spoken Icelandic. The study also important! y indentifies a number of 
methodological adjustments which may be relevant to the construction of future 
studies of this speech variable. The results a Iso show that the Jcelandic speech 
community shows normal, if somewhat weak, social variation in the use of dental 
fricatives. 
Finally, the study raises questions about language stability in general and asks how 
perceived social homogeneity affects language evolution of a speech community. 
How does a language behave when there are few to no social frictions to drive 
language variation? These are questions left to be addressed by future studies, both 
diachronie studies of dental fricative variation, as weil as studies seeking to 
operationalize other dependent variables to the quantitative experimental to the study 
oflcelandic speech data. 
APPENDIXA 
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 
(WITH EXAMPLES OF GUIDLINE QUESTIONS) 
(Adopted from (Tagliamonte, 2006)) 
• Demographies 
o What' s your name? 
o Have you lived abroad? 
• Why? 
o How long? 
o Did you like it there? 
• Neighbourhood 
o How long have you lived here? 
o Do people here visit each other? 
• Community events 
---------
o A lot of people say that the community used to be cl oser together and 
more co-operative than it is today, what do you think? 
o Has anything big happened here in the neighbourhood that you recal. 
For example a fire? 
• Where? Did you see it yourself? 
• Family 
o What kind of child were you? 
• Mischievous? 
• Did you ever get into trouble? 
• Did you ever get punished? By whom? 
• Did you ever get gro unded? 
• Did you ever get blamed for something that you didn ' t do? 
o Are you œttrœkin/n ('to nurture family ties ' )? Are you interested in 
genealogy? 
• Do you think it is important? 
• Social practices 
o Do you spend a lot oftime with anybody outside of the fam ily? 
• Do they live close by? Where? 
·• What do you do together? 
o Do/did you go to sveitaboll ('country danoes ' )? 
• Where? With whom? 
• Neighbourhood issues 
o What are the neighbours like? 
• Anybody that's nosy? 
• Trouble makers? 
o Some who are/weren 't on speaking terms? 
• Why? 
• Helping out in the community 
o Do you sometimes help out in the neighbourhood? How? 
o Could you ask your neighbours ifyou needed eggs for a recipe? 
• Work 
o What was your firstjob? 
• How old were you when you began working? 
• Do you remember what you got paid? 
• Do you remember what you wanted to spend the money on? 
o Do young people today perceive work in the same way as your 
generation? 
• Family meals/crafts 
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o Many people have special Sunday meals. How was it in your fami ly? 
• Anything in particular you remember eating? 
o Do you like to cook? Bake? What do you like to do in the kitchen? 
• Folk remedies 
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o People used folk remedies back in the day. Do you remember any such 
remedies? 
o What did you do to prevent a cold? Wh at did you do if you got sick? 
• Folklore 
o What is your favorite fairytale/folk tale? 
• Common sense 
o How would you define common sense? 
o Do you think that we get wiser with age? 
• School 
o What were the teachers like? 
• Strict? 
• Compared to teachers today? 
o Did you ever get blamed for something th at you didn 't do? 
• Teenagers 
o How do you know if somebody belongs to a particular groups? 
• Do these groups dress in a certain way? 
o Do you use the internet a lot? 
• What are you mostly doing on the internet? 
• Kids/parents these days 
o Some say that children today are not like in the old days, what do you 
think? 
• What' s the d ifference? 
• Why? 
o Can you compare how kids played back then and now? 
• Games 
o What did you play (with) when you were about ten to twelve years? 
------ ---- ------------------------
o D id you ever play games that invo lved hiding? 
" What did you cali it? 
• What were the ru les? 
~ Games with bal ls 
o What type of ball games did you play? (kilo, brenn6, y.fir, skotbolti 
' names oficelandic games invo lving ball s') 
• What were the rul es 
• How many per team? 
o Hobbies 
o Do you have a hobby? What kind? 
• How did you get into that? 
• Do you compete? 
o Do you regularl y swim? 
tt Bi rthdavs 
o When is your birthday? 
• Peer group 
• Were there any pros/cons to celebrate your birthdays then? 
(summer or Christmas vacation etc.) 
o What do teenagers around here do after school? 
o But in the evenings or weekends? 
o Fights/arguments 
o Oid you ever witness a fight? 
• Where? 
• What where they fi ghting about? 
• Utlbnd ('Foreign countri es ' ) 
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o A lot of people experience trouble at the airport. Has that happened to 
yo u? (!ost suitcases, mi ss ïng connecting fli ghts, customs) 
o Have language barriers ever caused amusing inc idents? 
• Dating 
o When did you sta11 dating? 
• Traditions 
o What kind of trad itions where at your bouse? 
• Do you (plan to) keep these traditions al ive with your own 
family? 
o What were your Christmas like? 
• Marriages 
• How did they pick the tree? Who decorated it? 
• 
• 
• 
Il 
• 
Did yo u get what yo u w ished fo r? 
Did you get to open one present before dinner? 
What tradition did you have on opening the presents? 
Did yo u have family gatherings? 
What did you usuall y eat? 
o How did you meet your spouse? 
o What did your future parents-in-law think of you? 
• Miscellaneous 
o Have you ever met a famous person? 
'" Which one and where? 
• Did you speak to him/her? 
o Do you watch Eurovision? 
• Do yo u go to Eurovision-parties? 
• What was the best Eurovisionparty? 
• Uncommon experiences 
o Have you ever been hospita lized? 
• For how long? Why? 
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o There are "connected" people in sorne families. Berdreymià ("clear 
dreaming") psychic, connected to the "hidden people" (hulduf6lk). Is 
there anybody like that in your family? 
• What talents does he/she have? 
• Can he/she predict things? 
• Drearns 
o Do you sometimes have a hard time fa lling asleep? 
• What do you do to get some sleep? 
o Are you berdreymin/n ('dream clairvoyant' )? 
• Important historical events 
o Do you remember the British/American occupation army? 
• Did you have any relationships with the soldiers? 
• How? 
APPENDIX B 
FORMAL QUESTIONNAIRE ABOUT LANGUAGE 
• Language 
o What do you think about the islendingasogur (the Icelandic Sagas)? 
• Is it important to be able to read them and understand? 
o Do you think it is important to speak good Icelandic? 
• What constitutes good Icelandic? 
o Some feel that Icelandic is changin g. What do you think? If so, how? 
o Do you think people in Reykjavik speak differently from the rest of 
Iceland? 
o Do you think that there is a difference in how people speak depending 
on where they live or where they are from? 
o If you had to say sometbing, where would you say that the best 
Icelandic is spoken? 
o Have you noticed any changes in your closest surrounding? Or in 
general? 
o Can you distinguish where from Iceland somebody cames based on 
how he/she speaks? 
o Have you had a problem understand ing another Jcelander? 
• What caused it? 
" How did it end? 
o Do young people speak differently to older people? 
• How? 
• Do you speak li ke your parents? How? 
• And your children? 
o Has anybody ever made a comment about how you speak? Why? 
o Do you use words or idioms that others don't use? 
o Have you ever tried to change how you speak? How? 
o Do y ou th ink th at y our mann er of speaking affects how others 
perceive you? How? 
• Do you change how you speak depending on circonstances? 
How and where? 
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o A persan is, for example in French and German , expected to speak 
diffe rent! y depending on whether you are speak ing to somebody you 
know or a stranger. Do y ou fee! th at there are th ose kinds of unwritten 
rules in Icelandic? 
o What do you think about how childer and teenagers speak today? 
o Shou Id y ou correct a persan if he/she uses a malvilla (" language 
error"), for example pagufallssyki (dative sickness) 
·• Something e lse? 
• How about foreigners? 
• Do you know of other language errors? 
o What do you think of language preservations policies? Is it possib le to 
protect the language? 
• Steer it in a specifie direction? 
o Does lcelandic have class di st inctions? 
• But Tceland? 
• ls dative sickness class spec ifie? 
o Who do you think uses more slettur (s lang), university graduates or 
people without schoo ling? 
• How? 
• Why? 
o Does everybody speak Icelandic the same way? 
o The New Passive? 
APPENDIXC 
STA TISTICAL RUNS MADE BY SCAD 
Deletion ANOV A area 
The GLM Procedure 
Dependent Variable: P _Deletion P .Deletion 
Sommed~ Moyénne ValèUt ~ Source DOL carr~s quadratique F Model 2 0.00704512 0.00352256 0.20 Error 30 0.52357333 0.01745244 
Corrected Total 32 0.53061845 1 
Co~ de. 
r-carrj Vat Racine MSE P _oe~ion Moy8lne 
0.013277 27.03955 0.132108 0.488572 
Mo)'ênne Valeur 1. 
Source DOL Typel55 quadra!lque F 1· Pr>F 
Area 2 0.00704512 0.00352256 0.20 1 0.8183 
Mo)'ênne Valeur 
Source DOL ~111 55 quadratique F Pr > F 
Area 2 0.00704512 0.00352256 0.20 0.8183 
---------------------------------~--~~---- -- -------~-----------
Deletion Kruskal-Wa llis Housing 
Procédure NPAR1WAY 
&ores de Wilcoxon (Somm<!S du rang) pour la variable P _Oe!etion 
Classl1lèes par la variable Housingr 
Somme dM Attendue Ecart-type Score 
, Houslngr N seo réS sous HO sous HO moyen 
: 
Sou 6 7 97.00 119.0 22.687414 13.857143 
2ou 3 12 205.50 204.0 26.6962œ 17.125000 
4 5 119.50 85.0 19.898178 23.900000 
0 9 139.00 153.0 24.71588& 15.444444 
Les scores moyens ont M.ê utfllsês pour k!s ll .. n<.. 
Test de 
K.ruskai·Wallis 
K.hl-2 35269 
DLL 3 
Pr > Khl·2 03173 
Deletion Kruskal-Wall is Occupation 
Kru$k~WaJils pour la variable Ocwpationr 
Procédure NPAR1WAY 
Scores de Wllc:oxon (Sommes du rang) pour la variable P _Ollletion 
Classifléês par la va.riablè Occupallonr 
Somme des Atœndue Ecart-type Score 
Occupatlonr N SCO/I!S sous HO sous. HO moyen 
3ou4 13 1.92..50 221 .0 27.116646 14.807692 
1 ou2 11 203..50 187.0 26.1611 59 18.500000 
5ou 6 9 165.00 153.0 24.715886 
Les ·scores moyens ont éJl, ulll~s pour 14!:!: liens. 
Test de 
Kr uskal·Wallts 
Khl-2 1.1061 
OLL 2 
Pr>Khl-2 0.5752 
100 
101 
Deletion Kruskal-Wallis Origins 
Pl'Qçédure NPAR1WAY 
Scores de Wilcoxon (Sommes du rang} pour la varlâble P _D~e·IJon 
Classlfiéê:s ,par 101 variable OrigJns._slmpk!t 
Somme des Attendue Ecart-type Score 
Orlgins_slmpler N scores S'OOSIHO sous .HO moy-en 
2 10 138.0 170.0 25.504289 13.800000 
0 001 10 168.0 170.0 25.504289 16.800000 
3 13 255.0 22LO '27~ 116646 ; 1~.615385 
Les scores moyens ont èti! utilisés pour lés liens" 
Test de 
Kruskai-Wallis 
Khl-2 2.0543 
DU. 2 
Pr> Khl·l 0.3580 
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Deletion Kruskal-Wàllis Upbringing 
Procédure NPAR1WAY 
Scores de Wllcoxon (SomméS du rang) pour la variable P _Oeletlon 
.cJa~slflées par la variable !Upbrlnglngr 
Somm.ed~ Atmndue Ecart-type soore 
Upbrlnglngr N scores sous HO sous HO moyen 
w 12 218.0 204.0 26.696208 18.1 66067 
eoub 12 204..0 204.0 26.6%208 17.000000 
s 9 139..0 153.0 24.715886 15.444444 
Les scores moyens ont lrté utilisés pour les llen.s. 
Test de 
Kruskai-Wallls 
KhJ.2 0.4084 
DLL 2 
Pr>Khi-2 0.8 153 
Deletion T-test Register 
The TTEST Procedure 
Difference: :P _Deletionf • P _Deletioni 
N Moyenne Minimum Maximum 
33 0.0360 -0.133.3 0.3000 
95% 
Moyenne 95% Moyenne IC Ecart-type i::C.·type IC 
0.0360 .0.00204 1 0.07.41 0.·1073 0 .0863 1 0.1419 
ODL Valeur du test t Pr > Jt1 
32 1.93 0.0628 
Deletion Regression Age 
Procédure REG 
Modèle : MODEL 1 
Variable dépendante : P _Deletion P .Delet.lon 
Nb d'observations lues ..>3 
Nbd'obs. utlll~ 33 
Analyse de variance 
Somme-des Moyenn.e \lal&~r 
Source DOL carrés quadratique F Pr > F 
Modile 1 0.23026 0 .23026 23.77 <.0001 
EI'TI!Ur 31 0.30036 0.00969 
Total sommes corrlg~ 32 053062 
RootMSE 0.09843 R carré 0.4340 
Moyenne dépêndante 0.48857 R ca.r. aju~t 0.4157 
CoeffVar 20.14693 
Résul13ts estimés des param~ 
Valeur e:Silmé.e Erreur 
Variable Ubellé 'DOL des paramétr~ type Valeur du tast t Pr > 1t1 
lntercept lntercept 1 0.70395 0.04739 i4.86 <.0001 
age age 1 .0.00477 0.00097785 -4.87 <.0001 
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Deletion T-test sex 
The TTEST Procedure 
Variable: P _Deletion (P .Deletion) 
58 N Moyennè Ecart-type Err. type Minimum Maximum 
f 16 Q4a33 0.1171 0.0293 0 .3167 0.73.33 
m 17 0.4935 O.M23 0.0345 0.2500 0.8167 
Diff (1·2> -0.0102 0.1307 0.0455 
95% 95% 
58 Wthode Moyenne MoyenoeiC Ecart-ty!l@ Ec:.·typeiC 
f 0_4833 0.4210 0.5457 0 .1171 0.0065 0.1812 
m 0.4935 0.4203 0.5667 0.1423 0.1060 0 .2166 
Dtff(t-2) Pooil!d. -0.0102 -0.1 030 0.0827 0 .1.307 0.1048 0.1738 
Dtff (1~·2) Satterthwaite -0.0102 -0.1 025 0.0822 
Méthode Variances DOl Valeur du test t Pr > 1~1 
Pooll!d Equal 31 -0.22 0.8247 
Satterthwait.e Unequal 30.472 -0.22 0.8237 
Egalité des variances 
Valeur 
Mêlhode DDLNum. DOLR.es. t= Pr>l' 
t=olded t= 16 15 1.48 0.4546 
Voicing ANOVA area 
The GLM Procedure 
Dependent Variable: P _Voic;ed P.Voked 
Sommed~. Mo·ytmne Valeur 
Sour-ct!! 00.1. carrés qUlldratique F 
Mod.«!J 2 0.1.4734607 0.07367'304 5.06 
Erm.r 30 0.43674873 0.01455829 
Corrected Total 0.58409480 
Coefde 
r<arré Var RadneMSE P _ Volœd Moyt!llne 
0.252264 37.:75729 0.120658 0.31~61 
Moytnne Valeur 
Pr > F 
0.0 128 
Source 001. TypeiSS quadratlq,ue F Pr > F 
Are.a 2 0.14734607 0.07367304 5.06 0.0128 
Moyên:ne Valeur 
Source DOL Type Ill SS quadralique F Pr >F 
Aru 2 0.14734607 0.07367304 5.06 0.01!28 
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Voicing ANOVA area multiple corn pansons 
TheGlMP rocedure 
Test de l'étendue studentisée de Tukey (HSD) pour P _Voiced 
Note:: This test contrais the 
Alpha 0.05 
Degrés de liberté de l''erTe ur 30 
Em!ur quadratique moyen ne 0.014558 
Valeur critique de rétendu e s1udentlsêe 3.48640 
Comparaisons signifie ~au nlveau 0.05 Jndlqu~ 
par .,.. 
O~renc:e 
E.ntre Simultané 95% 
Area les lntêrvalle de 
Comparalson moyennes confiance 
s-r 0.00436 .0.11707 0.12580 
S•C 0.15216 0.02100 028332 iD 
r-s .0.00436 .0.1258C 0.11707 
r -c 0.14780 0.01663 027896 *** 
C•$ .0.15216 .0.28332 ·0.02100 *** 
c-r .0.14780 .0.27896 -0.01663 
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Voicing Kruskal -Walli s Housing 
Procédure NPAR1WAY 
Scores de Wlkoxon (Sommes du rang) pour la variable P _ Volced 
Classifiées par la varlablt~ Houslngr 
Sommf!des Attend ut~ Ecart-type Seo rf! 
Houslngr N scores sous HO sous HO moyen 
sou 6 7 161.00 119.0 22.704500 23.000000 
2ou 3 12 220.50 204.0 26.716313 18375000 
4 5 93.50 85.0 19.913164 18.700000 
0 9 86.00 153.0 24.734499 9.555556 
Les .scorf>S moyens ont été utilisés pour les liens. 
Test de 
Kruskal-Wams 
Khl-2 8.A297 
DLL 3 
Pr>Khl-2 0.0379 
Voicing Kruska l-Walli s Occupation 
Procédure NPAR1WAY 
Scores de Wilcoxon (Sommes du rang) pour la variable P _ Volced 
Classifiées par la variable Occupallonr 
Sommede:s Attendue Ecart-type Score 
Occupatlonr N scores sous HO sous HO moyen 
3ou4 13 227.50 221.0 27.137068 17.500000 
1 ou2 11 ; 154.00 187.0 2&.180861 14.000000· 
Sou6 9 ' 179.50 153.0 24.734499 19.944444 
Les scores moyens ont été ullllsê$ pour les liens.. 
Test de 
Kruskal-Wallis 
Khl-2 1.9287 
DLL 2 
Pr> Khl -2 0381.2 
Voicing Kruskal-Wallis Upbringing 
Procédure NPAR1WAY 
Scores de Wllco.xon (Sommes du rang) pour la variable P _ Volced 
Classifiées par la, variable U,pbrlnglngr 
Somme dès Attendue Ecart4ype Score 
Upbringlngr N sc: ores sous HO sous HO moyen 
w 
eoub 
s 
12 254.0 204.0 26.716313 
12 221.0 204.0 26.716313 
9 86.0 153.0 24.734499 
Les scores moyens ont été util!sês 'pour ~ liens. 
TèStde 
Kruskai-Wallis 
Kh1·2 7.8229 
ou. 
Pr > Khl·2 0.0200 
21.1 66667 
18.416667 
95S5556 
Voicing Kruskal-Wallis Origins 
Procédure NPAR1WAV 
Scores de Wlleoj(on (Sommês du l'"llng) pour Lo variablê P _ Volced 
Classifiées par la variable OrigiM_slmplet 
r------r----~~----~ 
SommedQs Attendue Ecart•type Scorê 
Origlns_slmpJer N SCOI"@S sous HO sous HO moyen 
2 
Oou 1 
3 
10 230.50 170.0 25.523496 
10 92.00 170.0 25.523496 
13 238.50 221.0 27.137068 
Les scores moyens ont ét~ utilisés pour lès Dens. 
Testd., 
Kruskal-Wallis 
Khl-2 10.6772 
DLL 2 
Pr > Kh;.2 0.0048 
23.050000 
9.200000 
18.346154 
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Voicing regression Age 
Procédure REG 
Modèle : MODEL 1 
Variable dépendante: P _Voiced P.Voiced 
Nb d'observations lues 33 
Nb d'obs. utilisées 33 
Analyse de variance 
Somme des Moyenne Valeur 
Source DDL carrés quadratique F 
Modèle 1 0.02308 o,02308 1.28 
Erreur 31 0 .56101 0.01810 
TotAl sommes corrigées 32 0.58409 
RootMSE 0.13453 Rc.arrè 0.03'95 
Moyenne dépendante 031956 R c.ar. ajust. 0.0085 
CooeffVar 42.09693 
Rêsulta-ts estlmès des para~tres 
Valeur eslim~ Er,re.ur 
Variable Libellé DOL des iparamètres type Valeur du test t 
lni:eroept tnrerc~pt 1 0.25137 0.06476 3.88 
age agfr l 0.00151 0.00134 1.13 
109 
Pr>F 
0.2674 
Pr > ltl 
0.0005 
Q2674 
Voicing T-test Education 
The TTEST Procedure 
Variable: P _Voiced (P.Voiœd) 
Edu~tlonr N Moy..,ne E~.rt-type Err. type Minimum Maximum 
3 20 0.3387 0.1534 0.0343 0.0303 0.6250 
1 ou 2 13 0.2901 0.02.75 0.1500 05000 
Dit!(f·2) 0.0486 0.0481 
95% 9S% 
Edu<atlonr Mêthod• Moy.... ne Moyonn•IC Ecart•type Ec.-type IC 
3 0.3:387 0.2669 0..4105 0.1534 0.1167 r 02240 
101.12 0.2!Kl1 0.2301 0.3501 0.0993 0.0712 1 0.1640 
1 Diff (1·2) Pooled 0.0486 · 0.0495 0.1468 0.1351 0.1083 l 0.1796 
Dlff(1·2) Sattorthwait~ 0.0486 .0.0411 0.1384 
Méthodo Varia.nce.s DOL Valeur du 18\ t Pr> 1t1 
Pool~ Equai 31 1.01 0.3199 
Sattorthwaite Unequai 30.997 1..11 0.2774 
E~ité du variances 
Valeur 
Mé- DDLNum. DOL Res. F Pr!~> F 
FoldodF 19 12 2.39 0.1265 
Voicing T-test Register 
The TTEST Procedure 
Difference: P _ Voicedf • P _ Voicedi 
1 N j Mo~nne 1 Ecart•type [ Err. type 1 Minimum Maxim-um 
1 33 1 0.0126 1 0 .1 667 1 0.0290 1 ·0.380 7 0.4182 
gs•.4 95% 
Moyenne MoyenneiC Ecart-type E.e.-type IC 
0.0125 .{).0465 1 0.0717 0.1667 0.1341 1 0.2205 
Pr > 1t1 
0.6674 
------ ------
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Voicing T-test Sex 
The TTEST Procedure 
Variable: P _ Voi<:ed (P.Voiced) 
~ ffienné Ecart-typt! Err. type Minimum Maximum 
f 16 0.2870 0.0043 0.0236 0.1 579 0.!;250 
m 17 03502 0.1616 0.0392 0.0303 0.6250 
Dlff (1-2) -0.0631• 0.1333 0.0464 
9S% 95% 
Sex Métnodl! M()yen.nl! Moyl!nnèiC Ecart-type· Ec:.-type IC 
f 0.2870 02368 0.3373 0.0943 0.0697 0.1460 
m 0.3502 0.2671 0.4333 0.1616 0.1203 0.2459 
Diff(1-2) .Pooled .0.0631 .0.1579 0.0316 0.1333 0.1069 0.1773 
Diff(1·2) Sa.tterthwait.e -0.063.1 .0.1 571 0.0309 
Méthode Varia.nc~ DOL Valeur du test t Pr '> ttl 
Pool!!d Equal 31 -1 .36 0.1839 
Satterthwait.e Une.qual 26.045 ·1.38 0.1.792 
Egalité des variances 
Va.leu.r: 
Méthodê DDLNum. DOl:.. Res. F Pr > F 
FoldedF 16 15 2.93 0.0433 
APPENDIX D 
MULTIVARIATE RESULTS FROM SCAD 
1. Multivar iate mode[ for Sample A 
1.1 Deletion 
1.1.1 External factor groups 
Dependent variable deletion/retention with reference category retention ("P"). 
Occupation 2 and Housing 2 are recoded/s implified factor groups (Factors 3 and 4 
merged together and 5 and 6 merged for Occupation and 5 and 6 recoded together for 
Housing). Following are the results ofunivariate models: 
> resulcats(mcd . Sex) 
~stimation LowerLimic UpperLimdt p . val 
(Incercepc) 0.93472ï5 0.7203863 1.1128~3 0.6114991 
a3. f actor(Se>:)m 1.0~42022 0 . 7261188 - . 501625 0 . 8151870 
> resultats(mod . age} 
E~tima~ion Lowe~Limit UpperLimit p.val 
(Intercept} 2.3~58641 1.6025296 3 . 4339948 1.156958e- 05 
age 0 . 9803083 0 . 9726225 0.9880548 7.329213e-07 
> resultats(mod.Education) 
Estimation LowerLimit UpperLimit p.val 
(Incercept) 1 . 4185120 0 . 7840496 2.566389 0 . 2477847 
Educatior2 0 .6464680 0.3293713 1.268844 0 . 2048225 
Education3 0 . 6488196 0 . 3437995 1.22445~ 0 . 1818536 
> resultats(mod . Occupation) 
Estin:.ation LowerLimit UpperLimit p.val 
(lntercept) 0. 9776506 0.6685576 1. 429646 0.9071975 
Occupatio::t2 1.1017355 0.5862583 2 . 070642 0.7633205 
OccupationS 1.0943008 0.3744238 3.198232 0 . 8691884 
Occupa1:ion4 0 .8422982 0 . 52200 89 1 . 359108 0 . 4620200 
OccupationS 1.3897401 0.6204500 3 . 112866 0.4237630 
Occupecion6 1.0252635 0.5974398 1 . ï59450 0 . 9278506 
> resultats(ruod.Occupation2) 
Estil'f>.ation LowerLimit UpperLimi"t. p.val 
( -pte=cept) 0 . 9776761 0 . 6652829 1.436758 0.9084872 
Occupacion22 1 . 1017023 0 . 5814201 2.087558 0.7664489 
Occupat~on23 0 . 8595049 0 . 5330826 1.385805 0.5344589 
Occupation26 1.0983059 0 . 6562639 1 . 838096 0 . 721170~ 
> ~esultats(ruod.Origins . simple} 
Est.i.mation LowerLimit UpperLimi t p . val 
( Intercept) 0 . 7729936 0 . 5698840 1. 048493 0 . 09781631 
O:rigins.simpleO 1.1293672 0.7257680 1.757108 0.58971147 
Origins . simple1 2 . 42:12111 0 . 8747350 6 . 701759 0 . 08868999 
Orig~ns.simple3 1 . ~7297 01 0 . 9816697 2.21015~ 0.06139501 
> resu1tats(mod.Upbrinqinq) 
E.3timation Lowe::Lirr.i-c 
(Intercept} 0.7900931 0 . 5547964 
Upbringinge 1. 570255~ 0 . 8517621 
Upbringings 1. 04e817 0 . 6801491 
Upbringing-w 1 .3476659 0.8534851 
> resultats(mod . Housinq} 
Estimat.ion LowerLurit 
(Incercepc) 0 .8730124 0 . 6~06996 
Housing2 .:.0334738 0 . 5912347 
Housing3 1.1125882 0 . 7087262 
Rousing4 1.7908060 1. 0617~22 
HousingS 0 .8060646 0 . 4931707 
H.OU3ing6 1. 5026015 0.5649362 
> resultats(mod.Housing2} 
Esti.matio:l Lowedimit 
( Intercept) 0 . 873004'! 0.6361624 
Housing22 1 . 0334 659 0 . 583743 9 
Housinq23 1.1126837 0. 7015260 
Housing24 1 . 7926932 1 . 05036" 4 
Housing25 0 . 88180 68 0 . 5~57634 
> re~ultats(mod.Area} 
Estirr.ation LowerLimit. 
(_ntercept} 0 .9600979 0 . 7120043 
Are ac 0 . 9092114 0 . 5760532 
Are ar 1.0613543 0.69q)455 
> re,ultats(mod.Regist:er) 
Esr:imation Lowerlimit: 
(Incercep,;} 0 . 8860133 0.7230163 
Re?i9te::-f 1. _633543 0.9708315 
UpperLimit 
1.125183 
2 . 894821 
1 . 794847 
2. 1 27985 
Upp erLimit 
1.1896'!1 
1 . 806505 
1 . 746588 
3 . 020491 
1.317~75 
3.996593 
UpperLimit 
1.198022 
1. 829658 
1.764817 
3.059640 
1 .424762 
UpperLimit 
1.294638 
1 .4 35051 
1 . 621H8 
UpperLîmît 
1. 085757 
1.. 3.4057 
p.val 
0 . 1915065 
0 . 1482099 
0.6870106 
0.2004623 
p. val 
0.38977849 
0 . 90BOOq23 
0.61287338 
0 . 02891608 
0.38975118 
O. 4B578'!2 
p . va1 
0 . 40029242 
0 . 91006850 
0 . 650045 62 
0.0323'!084 
0.6073647~ 
p.val 
0 . 7894914 
0 . 6827171 
0 . 7829954 
p . val 
0 .2~33013 
0 . 10115~0 
11 3 
1.1 .2 Interna i factor groups 
Univariate results: 
> resultats{mod.Corpus) 
Estimation LcwerLi~t UpperLi~~t p . val 
{Inter cept) 1.1457472 0 .9366153 1.~015751 l . e57781e - Ol 
a~.!actor(Corpu~)1 0 .6769803 0 . 5638277 0 . 8128~11 2.906183e-05 
> resultats{mod.Wo~dt~~e) 
( Intercept) 
Wordc.ypel 
Estirr.ation LowerLirr.it UpperL:imit p . val 
0 . 8308516 0 .68~5611 1 . 008~11 6.076026e- 02 
1 . 5800 ~ 39 1 .2950 ~ 02 1 . 9277 69 6.557 067e-06 
> r.esultats(mod.Ward . cateqory) 
Estimat ion LowerLimit OpperLimit p.val 
(lntercepe) 0 . 78360521 0.626568658 0 .9799997 3 . 259352e-02 
relevel(Wo~d . category , " 3 " )1> 3 .680889?2 2 . 309567222 5 . 8 66H50 ~ . 253989e-08 
relevel{Word.cateoo ry, "s")c 1 . 18884119 O. 95161H58 1 . 4852012 1 . 216879e-01 
relevel(Word.cetegory , " 3 '')n l. 600 190 12 1.188610902 2 . 1542865 1 . 9H922e-03 
relevel(Word.catego~y , "s" } t 0 . 0 4235509 0.005648483 0 . 3175992 2 . 099219e - 03 
~elevel(Word . cateqory , "sn ) v l. 38273820 1 . 026366250 1.8628486 3 . 307718e-02 
> re~ultat~(mod.Syllal>les2) 
Estimation LcwerLirrctt UpperLimit p.val 
(In t ercept) 
Syllable~22 
Syllable32 3 
0 . 7686941 0 .6221377 0.9~97747 1 . 479051e-02 
1 . 1831031 0 .9727855 1 . 4388918 9 .2 23854e-0 2 
3 . 1904492 2 . 3~67712 4 . 3374343 1.321716e-13 
> ~e~ultat~{mad . Sy11ab1e.pasitian} 
Estimat ion Lawe~~i~~t Oppe=Limit p . val 
1 . 70 47801 1. 271 2422 2 . 28 61696 3.666297e-04 
Sylleble.po 3itioni 0 . 1505645 0 . 1151221 0 . 1969186 1.765706e-43 
Syllable .positionk 2.59 11793 1 . 2269970 5.4720672 1 .254731e - 0 2 
Syllable.po~ieion~ 2.476 4972 1 . 8458567 3.3225973 1.469667e-09 
> ~esultatB(mod.Precedin~.envi~onment) 
.Est i tr>.ation LowerLin"-.it UpperLimit p . v al 
(Intercept} 0 .6866033 9 0. 50 237709 0 . 9383872 1 . 832557e-02 
Precedinq.environwEnt f 1. 41B6095 0.65886483 3 . 0237189 3 . 752953e-01 
Preceding . e~vircnmentg o. 670 319•!0 0.32866097 1. 3671478 2. 713312e-01 
Preceding . environmen t n 0 . 9H76461 o . sno39 63 1. 56034H 8 . 213415e - Ol 
Preceding . enviro~~ntp 0 . 07562672 0 . 0 40 58 654 0 . 1109187 4. 2521He-16 
Precedinq . enviro~~ntv 2 . 19121805 1 . 65SSSH3 2 . 89 43768 3 . 304190e-08 
> resultats(mad . Followinq. environment} 
Eatirnatio n LowerLiiJ"'.i t OpperLimit. p . val 
( Inter cept) 2 . 7563302 l. $65 1 616 4. 0732 963 3 . 6l305le-0 7 
Followinç . e nvironmen t n 3 . 5 071585 1. 7362021 7 . 08 452 10 4.658739e-0 4 
rollcwinq . env~ronmentp 0 . 5106552 0 . 3190761 0 . 8179023 5 . 15643'1e-03 
fo~lawinq.enviro~ntv 0 . 26 0 223 '1 0 . 1798911 0 . 3764289 S . 8 71 5o9;7e-13 
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Multivari ate analys is results with Word type (funct. vs . lex) : 
> resultats(mfull) 
Estimation LowerLimit OpperL:imit p . val. 
(Intercept) 1.9017H~ 0 .87619167 1 . lqQ7048 1.038667e-01 
as . factor{Corpcs)l 0 . 8~87793 0 .62181652 1.1585834 3.017067e-01 
Wordcypel 0 . 2707782 0 . !8288113 0.1009202 6.819088e-ll 
Syl1ables22 1 . 3953768 1. 0468023 6 1 . 8 600230 2.309191e-02 
Syllable323 3.8085306 2.33256708 6.2184302 8 . 9927t 7e - 08 
Syllable.positioni 0 .1370720 0 . 0 9229454 0.2035735 7.00 6573e-23 
Syllab~e.posit~onk 1.9793195 0 . 80537500 1 . 8644493 1.36696~e-OL 
Syllable . positionw 5 . 08284~6 3 . 11128063 8 . 3037540 B. H8019e- ll 
Precedio g.environmentf 3 . 1633104 1 . 41238217 7 . 0848621 5 . 121705e-03 
Preceding . environmentg 0 . 89 8480 O. U836021 1.9012155 7 . 669450e-01 
rec eding.environmentn 1 . 7342720 1.002!!0154 2 . 9992969 4 . 883723e-02 
Preceding.env ironmentp 0 . 1 61613.; 0.083Sq227 o. 311524 0 5.233693e -08 
Pre c edin q . environmentv 1 . 0370B8 O. 7~H8678 1 . 4450670 8 . 300033e-01 
Followinq . enviror~ntn 1 . 6988562 0 . 7 7355641 3 . 7309657 1.867279e-01 
Fallowinç.eoviro~~otp 0 . 2043934 o. ! 1236466 o. 37t 7955 _.979255e- 07 
Fo~1awing.environreenev 1 . 1897~29 0.69302684 2. oq24723 5 . 2862~~e-01 
Mul tivariate analys is resul ts wi th Word category (noun, verb, pronoun etc.): 
Esei.mation LowerLiru.t UpperLimie p . val 
(In't.ercep~} 3 . .g'i:687009 1 . 367156355 8 . 69 0237 5 8 . 719B5 3 e-0 3 
as. tac eor (Corpu.s } 1 o. 923-!0707 0 . 666152673 1 . 2800078 6 . 32"i512e-Ol 
relevel (Word. caeeqo r y , "~"}b 0 .67798082 0 . 363ï713Bl l. 2635903 2. 2ll505e - Ol 
relevel (Wo%:d . ca1:eqory, "!l") c 3 . 89355532 2 . 72556881 5 5, 562058~ 7 . 9972 67e-l 'i 
releve! (Word.caeeoory, "~"}n o. 33225186 0. 20~ ~ 78159 O. 539B68q 8 . 6302 52e-0 6 
relevel (War d . caeeqory , "!l " ) t O. 0 288H21 0 . 00315 6007 0 . 2636754 1. 68q899e-03 
r e l e v el (Wa rd. catego ry, ".s "} v 0 . 38303870 0.2389<;1<;12 0.6Bl9M 6 . 779027e-05 
Syllable.s22 1 . 50966975 1 . 117157 697 2 . 0400905 7 . 3'36723e-03 
Syllab1eo23 '9 . 007 931:11 2 . 111818083 6 . 66 02 602 8.~3~~95 e-OS 
Syllable . po.sitionl. 0 . 07925033 0 . 0 5 0823567 0 .1235768 i . 837590e-29 
Syllable. po.si1:ionk o. 87355 01 0 .3 32580172 2 . 29~~585 7 . 837886e-0 1 
Syllable .pO-'ltaonw 3 .57507772 2 . 8738271Z 5.8431387 3 . 721S9 2e-07 
Precedinq. env1.ronn::e:1tt 3 . ~9750651 1.134 28185 6 8 . 2H39i3 ~ .1951 7'1 e-03 
Precedi..ng . env1::onment:ç o . 7528~~ 51 0 . 3<7186365 1. 63H802 '1 . 721939e-Ol 
P=ecedinq . e nvi r or.me ncn 1. 556389'3:6 o . 8eoqo3 i i3 2. 75li070 1. 2B0563e-Ol 
Precedinq . e nv1.ronmer.t:p 0 . 15839735 0 . 080961595 o . 3098966 7 . 393191e - 08 
Preceàinq. envirorur:.e:u:v 1.01159070 o . '119379617 1. 4224976 9 . 47171'9:e-Ol 
F'ollowinq . e nv1.ronment::1 1.11168517 0 . ~ 59972278 2 . 6867791 a . 1 i0861e-01 
?ol lo1o.1inq . envi r omr.:entp 0 . 1093-:547 0 . 053153917 o . 22i 9 357 1 . 80988 ~e - 09 
F'o
1
llowL"" ç . environment:v o . ~6733072 0 . 233909815 o . 93368 47 3 . l21517o-02 
1.2 Voicing 
Only tokens in Initial onset (" i") and fina l coda ("w"), a total of725 tokens, were 
retained . Reference category is vo iced ("ô"). 
1.2.1 Externat factor groups 
Univariate results: 
:> re~ul;:ar.:~ (modç. Se x) 
E.5t.ir:"-..aeion Lower!.iml.:c OpperLi.mic p . val 
( In"Cerc~pc ) -! . 289019 2 . 9S3ï7 -1 6 .1652 -g 10 S . 698-!Sle-15 
a~ . tac~or (Sex)m 0 . 559212 0 . 312135 0 . 9 "i.Ol93 2 . O"il "i. 2Se -02 
> re~t.at.3(IOOdv.aqe) 
E.5t.itr~t.ion L<lwerLi.nu.t. Uppez:Li.m.it. p. v e.l 
(I.:-:.t.e~cepq 3 . 29S5e62 l. S-1~6052 7 . 031 "i.98 0.002039107 
eçe 0. 9991.0$5 0 . 9843712 1 . 01~675 0 . 93902 2 726 
> .resu.ltats {modv .Educacton) 
E.5t.in.at.ion LowerL.im.it. 
(1:-:. te::::cept. } 2 . 965230 1.1577314 
Educaeion2 1 . .261259 0 . 4410640 
Educat.~on3 1 . 007237 0 .3718 607 
> r.e:~ult:ats (reodv .Occupation} 
t1pperli:T'.it: p . ve l 
7 . 59~ 671 0 . 023 -4 9858 
3. 641071 0 . 66003823 
2 . 72820:.5 0 . 988682$0 
E.:Jt:il!.aeion Lowe::L l.:ll.i. t. Uppe::Luut. p . val 
(!oeereep t. ) 4. 506067 6 2. 5595'799 7 . 93590~3 . es~250e-07 
Occupe.1;ion2 0. 6407533 
Occupa t.ion3 1. ·99928~1 
Occupa t:ioni o. 70663~7 
Occupet..1.onS 0 . 2887957 
0 .26151 3 4 
o . 29~3.q9s 
0 . 3552488 
0. 0918370 
1. 5701040 3. 303715e-01 
12 . 2550907 S . OOOSll e - 01 
l. 4055856 3 . 223343e-01 
O. 9081 628 3 .3603-<46e-02 
Occupat;..l.On6 0 . 6 0 68153 O. 2793760 1. 3180259 2. 0 68606e- 01 
> re~ul~at:.s(mod.v . Occupat:l.on2) 
E.stirc.at: ior. LowerLim.l.t: UpperLl.rn.it: p . vtl 
(ln't.e:rce:pt:) -4 .S.61 "i 706 2. 5296924 S .225116 ~ . 522.q-i2e:- Oï 
Occupa t 1on22 0 . 63509!5 O. 2.q 9 2695 1 . 61 8093 3 . 'i138"i.Se: - Ol 
Occup~tion23 0 . 7 i36851 0 . 365~200 1 . 513512 Ji . l':l0139e:-01 
Occupat:1on26 O.S. l087 "i9 0 . 2377300 1 . 097856 8.52866-:e: - 02 
> N.!m.l-r.;ar;~ (n-.odv .Origina . .simple} 
Estunat..1.on Lower!.imit. OpperLllr>..l.t.. p. val 
(Inte::.-cept. } 2 . 380591 
Or~çin~ . ~1Ir,p1e0 2 . 707262 
Or~Q l. n.~ . ~itr,ple1 l . 3 02213 
Orl.Q.l.n~. ~1mple3 1 . 0 67201 
1 . 6155615 
1 . q.q_j<;931 
0 . 2S96-l71 
0 . 6283660 
3 . 507692 1.1SS663e-05 
5.063419 1.822356e-03 
6 . 531010 7 . 482312e-Ol 
1 . 812508 8 . 09808'3~-01 
> re:sultat.S' (modv. Upbrl.r.qinq) 
E~t:i.zr.atJ.C!1 Lowe:rLl..."tU.t;. Uppe:rLil'r.it: p. ve-1 
(Int:e rcept. } 3 . 1 ~ 11377 2 . 0510615 i . 96oÇ;922 2 . 670-97ee-01 
Upbrir,qi nQe 0 . 55~0~08 0 . 262 6626 1.168652 1 . 209611e-01 
Opb.:-u:Qi.nç9 2 . oooa1a7 1 . o~es12 2 s. 8~3053 3. s.qos59e-02 
iJpbrinqinqw 0 . 7316222 0 . 415859 1 1 . 2871 .ç:s 2 . 782T72e-Ol 
> re!!lolt.at:a(modv.HouaJ.ng) 
E!lt:i..tu!lt.io!l LowerLl.mi~ OpperLi..oit: p . val 
( t ot.e rcept. ) 6.4 314970 3 . 9387553 10.5018341 1 . 009693e - 13 
Eiou~i..-"'l.q2 0 . 3782917 0 .171042 0 o.es6663 ~ :. 631S23e-02 
Bou~inq3 0 . 38302Si 0 .1979039 o. 7113116 ~. 39256ie-03 
Bou~i.nq "l. 0 . 3965198 0 . 18159'15 0 . 8658 91 2 . 025 42l e-0 2 
Hou~i.nqS 0 . 3601159 0 . 1799541 o. 7206 oÇ; 78 3 . 906789e- 03 
8ousL"'lQ6 0 . 60906 65 0 . 153i4 S6 2.1: 7500~ ~ . 808389e-Ol 
> re~ul ca t~ (modv. Hou3ing2) 
E~ t.!m~'t.i.On Lowe: rLimi't. Uppe::-Lil:r.i't. p . val 
(Int.ercept. ) 6 . ~453696 3 . 9337260 10 . 5606663 1 . 398~~2e-13 
Rou9inç22 0 . 37815 '\1 0: 0 . 1698'387 0.8~19797 1 . 725823e-02 
Housinç'23 0 . 382E7S ~ 0 . :967058 o. 7 'H:41'62 ~. 668523e-03 
Rou:n:tç21 0 . 3 9616:3 o.:eoss?l 0. 8701839 2 . 109091e-02 
:-!OU 9 l.nc; s o. 3s~a.g1s 0 . 1953098 0. 7563613 s. . 605'737e-03 
> re9ult.at~(modv.Area) 
Es-c.imat:ion Lowe=Limit.. UpperLUn.l.'t p . v al 
(Inte=cept ) 2.2~a797 1. 5 701 66 9 3. 220733 9 . 78760ae-06 
A r eac 2.85~516 1 .5651216 5.20 6 1 53 6.237727<:-0~ 
Are ar 1.218766 0 . 7297962 2.035351 ~ . ;95722e-01 
> resul~a~s(modv . ReQister) 
Estimatio:1 LowerLirr.1.t. Uppe =Limit p.val 
(Intercept:) 3. 3854100 2 . ~63235~ 4 .65282 9 S.63 5808e- 14 
Reç;i.zte::-.f 0 . 89226 93 0 . 6301725 .1 . 26337 6 5. 20 60~7e-01 
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1.2.2 Internai factor groups 
Univari ate resul ts: 
> re.!Julta't..:J{modv.Corpu~) 
Escl.lnation LowerL.L.rllr. UpperL.lm.it p. val 
(Intercept } 3 .11~687 2 . 23662.69 ~. 338014 1. 77S790e-ll 
as.fac't.or(Corpus)l 1.054226 0 . 741<;-449 1.<;9e956 7 . 687027e -Ol 
> re sul tac~ {modv. Worôtype) 
ES~t.i.metion Lowe:rLimit. UpperLimi:: p. val 
(ln<ercepc) 3 . 077933 2. 3240531 4 . 076357 4. 387818e-15 
Wordxype1 1.249841 o. 7862186 1.986855 3.-456845e;-01 
> re:sulc;acs{modv.S~llable.s2) 
Est lJt:e.tion LowerLi.ml.c OpperLimit. p . val 
(lncercept.) 3 . 1892126 2.3626362 4. 304970 3. 52S~48e-1'2 
Sy1.lables22 0. 9439608 0. 6553841 1. 359603 7. S671S2e-01 
Syllab.les23 2. 3290392' o . 6759370 8 . 025043 1.80412Se-Ol 
> re. sul tat:.s (modv . Syllable:. posJ.tion} 
E~ tlit:e.tion LcwerL1mic UpperLiml.c p. val 
(Incercepc) -4.1815818 3.1200294 5. 60-231~5 1 . 013870e-2l 
Syllab~e. po!l'i~ionw 0. 266ae29 0.172876-9 0 . ~120081 2 . ~8621Se-09 
> ~ ~u.l ta~ 3 {ItDd.v . Precedl.ng. environ:ne..'l"t:) 
E!Scimat:ion LowerLim.ic UpperLi.m.it. p.val. 
(Ioee::cepe) 2 . 10~4101 1.3065428 3 . 389512 2 . 21712Se-03 
P::ec~ng . environrr.enc:f 1. 7963963 0.4"l:~0676 1. 267000 4 . 113<462e-Ol 
?:::ecedinq . environ:rr.entq 0 . 7975301 0. 2895529 2 . 196677 6 . 616378e-Ol 
Preced.i.nq. e nvi ::orur.eotn 21. 350!!1-48 2. 7912260 163 . 3179<;:3 3 . 189691e-03 
P::eced.ing.envirorur.en"Cp 19.1322201 6 . ..,~74080 56 . 773489 l.Oi?iOee-07 
P::ecedlnq. e :w.tro:ur..e::lt.V 1.0102160 O. 6239351 1 . 6356-9:5 9. 67022Be-0 1. 
> resul1:.ats (modv. F'ollo1;.dnq. env1.romnent) 
Estûr.a tion Lowe:::!.i.m.it UpperLi.m.it p.val 
{Incercept} 17.3419277 4 . 071833213 73 . 8592281 0 . 0001137531 
Fol.low"inq. env1.ron.'11encn 0 . 02S53H 0 . 003605751 0. 2419138 0 . 0010283389 
Fol.lcwl.na . ~.,vit:orlll'l.enep 0 . 1600852 0 . 03H73876 0. 7390946 0. 0189065383 
Fc~lcw~nQ . environmen'Cv 0 . 1827718 0 . 042983280 0. 7'771749 0.0213711997 
Multivariate results: 
> ::esulr;ats (mfull} 
Est.imecion LowerLim.it. UpperLi.m.i t. p . vel 
{!nt:ercept:.) 23 . S2970613 3. 713347529 1 ~7 . 831875~ 7 . 910043e-04 
as.~accor(Co~pus )l 1 . 2'744~792 0. 795676221 2 . 0~130'16 3.12964Se-Ol 
Wordt:.ypel 5. 30455802 2.41.0'735329 11 . 6720966 3.3700'!8e-OS 
Syllables22 o . e219Jass O. S2'i538S54 . 2879578 3 . 921640e-01 
Syllables23 ; . 30081131. o. 837110357 22.0962239 8 . 062571e-02 
S~{llable .po.sit i.onw 0 . 02683153 0. 009321017 0 .077237~ 1 . 983:.06e-11 
Pr ecedl.ng:. environmentf 1 . 25111615 0. 278768 087 5. 6146268 7 . 699202e- 01 
Preceàinq. envi :::or.me.."lt.q 0.8172~679 o. 280977123 2 . 3770345 7 . 110206e-01 
Precedinq. ~virorur.encn 26 . 67726757 3. 28047~653 216 . 9431806 2 . 133443e-03 
Pr~ced~nq.environment:p 19 . 91527616 6. 509830741 60. 9260'125 1 . 57~280e- 07 
?recedinq . e..'lv~ ronmentv 1.17056084 0. 687206892 1 . 9938867 5. 622 223e - 01 
Followlnq . e..ovi.ron.onen'Cn 0 . 2272061< O. 0196H 86 2 . 6239359 2 . 351563e-01 
Followinq. envi r o!1me ntp 1. 57535134 0 .2-<127 28482 10.2243.125 6. 33876Se-01 
Fo~lowinç. envirorur.ent'li 0 . 07311356 0 .012541 52-q 0 . 4262315 3 . 636559e- 03 
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2. M ul tivariate mode! for Sample B 
2 .1 . Deletion 
2 .1 .1. lnternal factor groups 
Univariate results: 
:> re~ul.t:.at~ (.modr .Co:rpus) 
f:.5t.l.macion Lowet:Li.Jr>.l.t. OpperLimit p . val 
(lntl!:cept) 0.8807625 0.640~022 1 . 211337 0.<§348806~15 
a.5 . !accor (Co::pu.:s) 1 1.-9350971 1.1634947 1 . 770102 0. 0007391058 
> re~ultat:J (rcoodr, Wordtype) 
Estimation LowerLimie UpperLinu.c p. val 
(lncercepc ) 1. 209374 6 O. 90-!?396 1. 616583~ 0. 199176926 
Wordt.ypel 0. 6129589 O. 5 2 7 7 989 0 . 8580123 0. 0013980'49 
> ::esult!lt.s (modr. Worti . cal:egor.y) 
(Intercept ) 
releve! (Wot'd . c!lt.eoo=y, 
:rele.vel (Wot'd . cateçory, 
r eleve! (Word.ca teqory, 
:E:~t irr.ation Lowt!.rLl.rdt. Oppertimit p. val 
1.2054938 0.8732628 1.66H2B :0:. 5589~Se-Ol 
"5'")b 0 . 2193eS8 0 . 10'11151 O. •H93'i31 3.36SE:52e- 0 5 
" .:s" } c 0 . 99286-! 1 0 . 790'!169 1 . 2i 1Q611 9. 51J90~7e-Ol 
"s" )n . 6016608 O.H~H92 0 . 8'1<!0707 7 .6676~7e-03 
releve! (Wo:::i:l.caceoo:::y, " s") c 2. 3'16~626 O. 6089289 8.8121947 2 .1783~0e-01 
::elevel {Wo::'d .cateqo::-y, ".s" } v 1.02108i9 0. 7109272 1. ~665558 9 .100631e- 01 
> re!luleacs (mod:::. Syllable,2) 
Est i tt'l3t.if:'n t.cwe.rlimi:; Oppe:d. iml.c p. val 
(Ince~cepc) 1.20ïl213 0.8695157 1.6381294 2 . 268899e-Ol 
Syllal:>les22 1.0111550 0.816585 5 1. 2520850 9. 169662e-o: 
Syllable!123 O. 3261689 O. 2178598 O. 'i8SS237 s . 292~.S2e-08 
> resu.1t:at.s (modr . Syllable.po!ll.~ion) 
Est imat. ian !.c'WerLir:uc UpperLi.m.ic p . val 
t Int.e::-cep't.} 0 . 6861002 O. ~316797 1. 0829q32 l.OS7023e- 01 
Sylh.ble . posl.tl.oni 5 . 93e1963 i. 3762865 e . 057556'! 2 . 637798e-30 
Syllable.po!ll.tl.o:-~k 0.9012798 0.377B3S 2.1521243 8".149113e-01 
Syllable.po.sicio:r.w 0 . 2759226 0.1956182 0 . 3891932 2 . 17666:e-13 
> resultats (modr. Preceding.environme.ne) 
Ese.una~ion Lowe::Ll..:r.it. Oppe rlimi: p.val 
(Ineercepe } 1.7<!56119 1.13742'93 2.6790010 1.079E69e-02 
Pr ecedl.nq.e!lvl.ro!'.!r.en t.r 0 . 975S806 0 . 4!:230~90 2 .2~97570 9. S37539e-Ol 
Preced.inq.envircn."ner-:co 3.1'i15608 1.~462820 6 . 8239836 3 . 823930e-03 
PrecedinQ. e.nvl.ror .. >œ."'l.tn O. 9561-417 O. 5578173 1. 6389001 S . 704194e-01 
PrececiinQ . e!lvuor.JT.entp 3 . 6708136 ~ . 5560535 1 6.501'78SE: <4.ï4108Se-ll 
Preced.inq.e~vl.rcr-<!ne.n't.v 0.3932H3 0 .2861173 0.5402927 8.'993~2Se-09 
> re~ult.at:s (mod:.Followl.ng.eoviroru:e.ent.) 
Esr;im.e:t:.:.on Lower!..i.ml..t Uppe::Luni~ p.val 
(Inte rcept:) 0 . 2 467673 0 .1H7 161 0.<4207831 2. 759082e-07 
foll owinQ. enviro:-.!t.entn 0 • .§626969 0 . 2063870 1 . 0375!..57 6. 13S750e-02 
Followl.nQ. e ovl.ror-rne!·l tp 2 . €:28131.8 1 . 5752870 5 . 0773e9'9 4. 97513'!e-o ;;. 
f o.llo:..:inq. enviro:\.:~em:.v S .993Sl00 3 . 7108220 9. 6181327 1. OSH03e- 13 
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Multivariate results with Word type: 
'E~-c irt.acion t.ower-Lilr.i't UpperL~mit p . val 
(Intercep't) 0 . 3169906 0.1152 1 791 0. 8721132 2 . 608082e-0 2 
as.factor(Corpus): 1. 4300017 0 . 97077600 2.106~6~2 7 . 030876e-02 
'Nordtypel. 3.5003368 2.13000394 5.752270 1 7 . 673812e-07 
Syllables22 0.6454578 O. 4661B64 0 . 893805~ 8.389979e-03 
Syllables23 0.2042477 0.10900377 0.3827127 7 . 126602e-07 
Sy1lable.posLt~on~ 5.5444612 3. '96592581 8 . 8695060 8.968204e-13 
Syllable.positionk 2.2116366 0.75951364 6.4400903 1.~551~4e-01 
Syllable . positionw 0.1412040 0.07983499 0 . 2497473 1 . 716060e-11 
Preceding . environmenef 0.5708390 0.23775'!00 1.37056H 2 . 096228e-Ol 
Preceding.enviro~Jneneo 2.7688369 1.21323029 6.3190~57 1.555796e-02 
Preceding.environmentn 0.5927829 0.33240'!48 1 . 0571203 7 . 6429~9e-02 
Preceding . envirorJmentp 5.114987'! 2.61067612 10.0215785 1 . 969722e-06 
Preceding . enviro~~entv 1 . 1368670 0.77965897 1 .6577333 5 . 050333e-01 
Following .envirorJnentn 0.6647879 0.25106890 1.7602459 4 . 111774e-01 
Followino.environmentp 9. 7762279 '! . 60'!48269 20 . 7568665 2 . 935864e-09 
fo~lowing .environmentv 1.5726067 0.79501780 3.1107378 1.933013e-01 
Multivariate results with Word category: 
E~l:itr-.at:l.O!l LowerLimit üppertim.it p . val 
(In~ercept) 0 .29~0605 0.09681370 O.B93174e 3 . 0826S3e-02 
a.5. fac'Cor (Corpus) 1 1 . 4218727 0 . 9522876-4 2.1230160 8 . S257~0e-02 
rel ev el (Wo=d. . ca t.eqory, "s")b 1 . 06~657.5 o . ~1681128 2. 191064 s . 9Sel.qse-Ol 
::elevel (Word. . ca ce:qory, "g")c 0 . 3478827 0 . 2~-490429 o . ~941620 3 . 720330e-09 
rel.evel (Word . ca t:eqory, ".5")!1: 2. 6638001 1 .-44 312603 ':!. 9169863 1 . 730586e-03 
relevel (Word . ca t.eqory, "s") t: 2. 5123400 0.485447ï7 13.00212~1 2 . 120503e-01 
re.level (Ward . ca t:eqory, .. s")v 3.3643870 1.88094586 6 . 0177703 4 . 3218B7e-05 
Syl.lable~22 o. 5232737 0 . 371 ~68~0 o . 7371162 2. ll60BOe -O~ 
Syllable~23 0 . 19554 ~ 7 0 . 10159732 o. 3763655 1 . 033537 e:-06 
S:ltllable . po si t.icni a. 21~sos~ s. 0033361 3 13 . ~866210 S . ~242.;:5e-17 
Syllable. posit:ionk 3 . 6441323 1.16973915 11.3527019 2 . 571996e-02 
Sylla.ble . posit.ionw 0.1672392 0 . 0939~562 0 . 29771~1 1. 21S336e-09 
Pre:cedinq. env~rcnmenc!' O. 60076H 0 . 24794901 1 . 4556116 2 . 590970e:-Ol 
Precedi.nç. envi rorur.e.n'tg 2. 8874650 1.25037356 6. 6679706 1 . 301810e-02 
Preced:inq. e.nviro:-.n:.e."1-cn 0. 6902667 0.383056ZS 1.2~3eS93 2 .1?3108e-01 
P::e:cedlng . env~rorm;.enep s. 5806997 2 . 62112981i 11 . 0396229 7. Sl. 7968e-07 
Precedl...'lc;. envirc:m.en'tv 1.15~5-406 0 . 789 ;3371 1. 6885066 ~. 587385e-Ol 
Followinq . enviro:m.~t:c O. 7 SSH 09 0 . 26770498 2.1'185857 6 . 027276e-01 
Follow~nç. envi ro:ur,ent.p 1~. 6040401 6. 30!0~96-9 33 . 8104485 3. 642376e-l0 
f'o_llcwi.nq. enviroru:t.en'Cv 2.<625017 1 . 1 25054 ï; 5. 3S98S'!:l 2. 414431e-02 
APPENDIX E 
VARIOUS CROSS TABULATIONS 
Deletion vs. production in functiona l vs. lexical words 
Sample A Sample B 
Wordty12e Del. Prod. N Wordty12e Del. Prod. N 
Functional 604 712 1316 Functional 627 746 1373 
Lexical 198 165 363 Lexical 341 265 606 
Total 802 877 1679 Total 968 101 ] 1979 
Deletion vs. production in different grammatical categories 
Sample A Sample B 
Word.cat Del. Prod. N Word.cat Del. Prod. N 
Adjective 37 11 48 Adjective 78 29 107 
Pronoun 347 403 750 Pronoun 301 323 624 
No un 89 66 155 No un 141 115 256 
Other Other 
func.words 252 296 548 func.words 317 395 712 
Numerical ,., 9 12 Numerical 1 28 29 .) 
Verbs 74 92 166 Verbs 130 121 251 
Total 802 877 1679 Total 968 1011 1979 
Deletion vs. production in frequent and infrequent words 
SampleA Sample B 
Cor12us Del. Prod. N Cor12us Del. Prod. N 
In frequent 315 287 602 In frequent 562 494 1056 
Frequent 487 590 1077 Frequent 406 517 923 
Total 802 877 1679 Total 968 10 Il 1979 
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Distribution offunctional and lexical words into syllable position 
SampleA Sample B 
Syll.position Fun ct Lex N Syll.position Fun ct Lex N 
Internai onset 75 220 295 Internai onset 90 325 415 
Initial onset 791 38 829 Initial onset 849 73 922 
Internai Coda 9 18 27 Internai Coda 20 31 51 
Final Coda 441 87 528 Final Coda 414 177 591 
Total 1316 363 1679 Total 1373 606 1979 
Deletion vs. production in syllable positions 
SampleA Sample B 
Syll.~osition Del. Prod. N Syll.position Del. Prod. N 
Internai Internai 
on set 171 124 295 ons et 257 158 415 
Initial onset 180 649 829 Initial onset 201 721 922 
Internai Internai 
Coda 17 10 27 Coda 41 10 51 
Final Coda 434 94 528 Final Coda 469 122 591 
Total 802 877 1679 Total 968 1011 1979 
Deletion vs. Production in syllable positions in frequent vs. infreguent words 
Sample A Sample B 
Fregt Infreq Freqt Infreq 
Del. Prod. Del. Prod. Del. Prod. Del. Prod. 
Internai Internai 
Ons et 11 21 160 103 On set 13 16 244 142 
Initial Initial 
Ons et 135 515 45 134 On set 113 464 88 257 
Internai Internai 
Coda 0 0 17 10 Coda 0 0 41 10 
Final Final 
Coda 341 54 93 40 Coda 280 37 189 85 
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Deletion vs. Production with different previous phonological environments 
Sample A Sample B 
Preceding.env. Del. Prod. N Preceding.env. Del. Prod. N 
Voiced Other Voiced Other 
Consonant 81 126 207 Consonant 114 159 273 
Non-voiced Non-voiced 
fricative 11 17 28 fricative 16 16 32 
Voiced Voiced Fricative 13 32 45 
Fricative 9 52 61 Non-voiced 
Non-voiced Other Consonant 38 55 93 
Other Pause 13 217 230 
Consonant 32 54 86 Vowel 774 532 1306 
Pause 13 166 179 Total 968 1011 1979 
Vowel 654 462 1116 
Total 802 877 1679 
Deletion vs. Production with different following phonological environments 
Sample A Sample 8 
Following.env. Del. Prod. N Following.env. Del. Prod. N 
Voiced Other Voiced Other 
Consonant 92 24 116 Consonant 120 44 164 
Non-voiced Non-voiced fricative 2 0 2 
fricative 5 0 5 Voiced Fricative 104 12 116 
Voiced Fricative 2 0 2 Non-voiced Other 
Non-voiced Consonant 104 73 177 
Other Consonant 84 10 94 Pause 637 882 1519 
Pause 79 52 131 Vowel 1 0 1 
Vowel 540 791 1331 Total 968 1011 1979 
Total 802 877 1679 
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Deletion vs. Production with different preceding environments and in different 
syllabic positions 
Sample A 
Internai Onset Initial Onset Internai Coda Final Coda 
Del. Prod. Del. Prod. Del. Prod . Del. Prod. 
Voiced Other 
Consonant 38 20 38 I03 2 I ,.., 2 .) 
Non-voiced 
fricative 0 0 Il I7 0 0 0 0 
Voiced 
Fricative 7 11 2 4I 0 0 0 0 
Non-voiced 
Other 
Consonant ,.., 1 29 52 0 0 0 I .) 
Pause 0 I 13 I64 0 0 0 1 
Vowel 123 91 87 272 15 9 429 90 
Total 171 124 180 649 17 10 432 94 
SampleB 
Internai Onset Initial Onset Internai Coda Final Coda 
Del. Prod. Del. Prod. Del. Prod. Del. Prod. 
Voiced Other 
Consonant 63 45 42 105 2 1 7 8 
Non-voiced 
fricative 0 0 I6 I6 0 0 0 0 
Voiced 
Fricative 6 IO 7 20 0 0 0 2 
Non-voiced 
Other 
Consonant 3 7 34 47 0 0 1 1 
Pause 0 1 13 216 0 0 0 0 
Vowel 185 95 89 317 39 9 461 Ill 
Total 257 158 201 72I 41 10 469 122 
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Deletion vs. Production with different following environments and in different 
syllabic positions 
Sample A 
Internai Onset Initial Onset Internai Coda Final Coda 
Del. Prod. Del. Prod. Del. Prod. Del. Prod. 
Voiced Otber 
Consonant 1 1 0 13 10 7 81 3 
Non-voiced 
Otber 
Consonant 0 1 1 3 6 2 77 4 
. Pause 1 0 0 0 0 0 78 52 
Vowel 169 122 179 632 0 1 192 35 
Total 171 124 180 648 16 10 428 94 
Sample B 
Internai Onset Initial On set Internai Coda Final Coda 
Del. Prod. Del. Prod. Del. Prod. Del. Prod. 
Voiced Otber 
Consonant 2 3 0 32 26 6 92 ') .) 
Non-voiced 
Other 
Consonant 0 1 0 1 13 3 91 7 
Pause 1 0 0 0 0 0 103 73 
Vowel 254 154 201 688 2 1 180 39 
Total 257 158 201 721 41 10 466 122 
Deletion vs. Production in relation to number of syllables in word 
Sample A Sample B 
Syllables Del. Prod. N Syllables Del. Prod. N 
1 432 514 946 1 388 500 888 
2 274 322 596 2 397 433 830 
3 55 24 79 3 94 47 141 
4 30 8 38 4 69 17 . 86 
5 11 5 16 5 15 9 24 
6 0 3 3 6 5 3 8 
7 0 1 1 7 0 1 1 
total 802 877 1679 8 0 1 1 
total 968 1011 1979 
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Deletion vs. Production in relation with age of informant 
Age Del. Prod. N 
18 44 16 60 
18 49 11 60 
21 27 33 60 
23 30 30 60 
24 34 26 60 
26 35 25 60 
26 33 27 60 
27 34 26 60 
28 41 19 60 
30 27 32 59 
36 36 24 60 
38 21 39 60 
38 40 20 60 
38 27 33 60 
42 33 27 60 
44 39 21 60 
44 24 36 60 
44 23 37 60 
46 31 29 60 
47 28 32 60 
49 26 34 60 
56 25 35 60 
58 21 39 60 
59 24 36 60 
62 28 32 60 
63 31 29 60 
65 15 45 60 
66 19 41 60 
67 27 33 60 
69 32 28 60 
72 23 37 60 
73 21 39 60 
74 20 40 60 
Total 968 1011 1979 
--------------- --- ------------------------
Deletion vs. Production in relation with Area of residence 
Area Del. Prod. N 
Countryside 252 288 540 
Western 
Reykjavik 
Eastern 
Reykjavik 
Total 
363 
353 
968 
357 
366 
1011 
720 
719 
1979 
Deletion vs. Production in area-groups in relation with age 
Countryside-group Western Reykjarvlk-group 
Age Del. Prod N Age Del. Prod N 
2 1 27 33 60 18 44 16 60 
26 33 27 60 18 49 11 60 
38 40 20 60 26 35 25 60 
38 27 33 60 27 34 26 60 
47 28 32 60 36 36 24 60 
56 25 35 60 42 33 27 60 
58 21 39 60 44 24 36 60 
59 24 36 60 49 26 34 60 
67 27 33 60 62 28 32 60 
Total 252 288 540 65 15 45 60 
66 19 41 60 
74 20 40 60 
Total 363 357 720 
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Eastern Reykjarvlk-group 
Age Del. Prod N 
23 30 30 60 
24 34 26 60 
28 41 19 60 
30 27 32 59 
38 21 39 60 
44 39 21 60 
44 23 37 60 
46 31 29 60 
63 31 29 60 
69 32 28 60 
72 23 37 60 
73 21 39 60 
Total 353 366 719 
Deletion vs. Production in area-groups in relation with age groups 
Countryside-group Western Reykjarvlk-group Eastern Reykjarvlk-group 
Del. Prod. Del. Prod. Del. Prod. 
18-35 60 60 18-35 162 78 18-35 132 107 
36-55 95 85 36-55 ll9 121 36-55 114 126 
56-75 97 143 56-75 82 158 56-75 107 133 
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Deletion vs. Production in relation to sex 
Sex Deletion Production N 
Female 464 496 960 
Male 504 515 1019 
Total 968 101 1 1979 
Deletion vs. Production for the two sexes in relation with age 
Women Men 
Age Del. Prod . N Age Del. Prod . N 
18 44 16 60 18 49 11 60 
21 27 33 60 23 30 30 60 
24 34 26 60 26 35 25 60 
27 34 26 60 26 ...,..., 27 60 .).) 
28 41 19 60 30 27 32 59 
38 21 39 60 36 36 24 60 
44 24 36 60 38 40 20 60 
46 31 29 60 38 27 33 60 
47 28 32 60 42 33 27 60 
49 26 34 60 44 39 21 60 
56 25 35 6(} 44 23 37 60 
63 31 29 60 58 21 39 60 
66 19 41 60 59 24 36 60 
67 27 33 60 62 28 32 60 
69 32 28 60 65 15 45 60 
74 20 40 60 72 23 37 60 
73 21 39 60 
Total 464 496 960 Total 504 515 1019 
Deletion vs. Production in relation with education 
Education Deletion Production N 
Compu lsory 104 76 180 
Junior Co llege 288 312 600 
University 576 623 1199 
Total 968 1011 1979 
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Deletion vs. Production in relation with Occupation 
Occu~ation Deletion Production N 
1 208 212 420 
2 125 1 15 240 
,., 31 29 60 .) 
4 326 394 720 
5 69 51 120 
6 209 210 419 
Total 968 1 011 1 1979 
Deletion vs. Production in relation with Origins 
Origins Deletion Production N 
Countryside 252 288 540 
First Generation 39 21 60 
Second Generation 263 336 599 
Third Generation 414 366 780 
Total 968 1011 1979 
Deletion vs. Production in relation with place ofupbringing 
UEbringing De1etion Production N 
Mixed 213 267 480 
Eastern Reykjavik 132 107 239 
Countryside 252 288 540 
Western Reykjavik 371 349 720 
Total 968 101 1 1979 
Deletion vs. Production in relation with housing 
Housing Del. Prod. N 
Countryside 252 288 540 
Cat. 2 114 126 240 
Cat. 3 236 243 479 
Cat. 4 182 118 300 
Cat. 5 150 210 360 
Cat. 6 34 26 60 
Total 968 1011 1979 
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Deletion vs. Production in relation with Style 
Sample A Sample B 
Register Del. Prod. N Register Del. Prod. N 
Formai 263 216 479 Formai 501 488 989 
ln formai 539 661 1200 Informai 467 523 990 
Total 802 877 1679 Total 968 1011 1979 
Sample A excluding aà 
Register Del. Prod. N 
Formai 212 209 421 
Informai 474 645 1119 
Total 686 854 1540 
Sample A excluding aà andpaà 
Register Del. Prod. N 
Formai 141 140 281 
Informai 345 477 822 
Total 486 617 1103 
Sample A excluding frequent words 
Register Del. Prod. N 
Formai 87 63 150 
Informai 228 224 452 
Total 315 287 602 
Different roducti on patterns with regards to syllable osition 
Sam le A Sam le B 
Del. /5/ other /8/ N Del. /5/ other /8/ N 
Internai Internai 
on set 171 115 0 9 295 onset 257 141 2 15 415 
Initial lnitial 
on set 180 158 122 370 830 onset 201 123 118 480 922 
Internai Internai 
Coda 17 10 0 0 27 Coda 41 9 0 51 
Final Final 
Coda 434 58 5 31 528 Coda 469 58 0 64 591 
Total 802 341 127 410 1680 Total 968 331 120 560 1979 
13ü 
Variation in relation with preceding environment for initi al onset 
Sample A Sample B 
/ü/ là/ Oth. /8/ N /ü/ là/ Oth. /8/ N 
Voiced Voiced 
Other Other 
Cons. 38 37 15 51 141 Cons. 42 31 lü 64 147 
Non- Non-
vo iced voiced 
fricative 11 6 ,.., 8 28 fricative 16 ,.., 2 11 32 .) .) 
Voiced Voiced 
Fricative 2 17 4 2ü 43 Fricative 7 9 1 lü 27 
Non- Non-
voiced voiced 
Other Other 
Cons. 29 3 9 4ü 81 Cons. 34 1 9 37 81 
Pause 13 9 51 lü4 177 Pause 13 4 66 146 229 
Vowel 87 86 4ü 147 36ü Vowel 89 75 3ü 212 4ü6 
Total 18ü 158 122 37ü 83ü Total 2ü1 123 118 48ü 922 
Variation in relation with preceding environment for final coda 
Sample A Sample B 
/ü/ là/ Oth. /8/ N /ü/ là/ Oth. /8/ N 
Voiced Voiced 
Other Other 
Cons. 3 2 ü ü 5 Cons. 7 3 ü 5 15 
Non- Non-
voiced voiced 
fricative ü ü ü ü ü fricative ü ü ü ü ü 
Voiced Voiced 
Fricative ü ü ü ü ü Fricative ü ü ü 2 2 
Non- Non-
vo iced voiced 
Other Other 
Cons. ü ü ü l 1 Cons. ] ü ü 1 2 
Pause ü 1 ü ü 1 Pause ü ü ü ü ü 
Vowel 429 55 5 3ü 519 Vowel 461 55 ü 56 572 
Total 434 58 5 31 528 Total 469 58 ü 64 591 
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Variation in relati on with following environment for initial onset 
Sample A Samp le B 
101 /ô! Oth. /8/ N 101 /ô/ Oth. /8/ N 
Voiced Voiced 
Other Other 
Cons. 0 1 0 12 13 Cons. 0 1 0 31 32 
Non- Non-
vo iced vo iced 
Other Other 
Cons. 1 1 0 2 4 Cons. 0 0 0 0 0 
Pause 0 1 0 0 1 Pause 20 1 121 118 449 889 
Vowel 179 155 122 356 811 Vowel 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 180 158 122 370 830 Tota l 201 122 1 18 480 921 
Variation in relation with fo llowing environment for final coda 
SampleA Sample B 
/0/ /ô/ Oth. /8/ N 101 !ô/ Oth. /8/ N 
Voiced Voiced 
Other Other 
Co ns. 81 2 1 0 84 Cons. 92 1 0 2 95 
Non- Non-
voiced voiced 
Other Other 
Cons. 77 4 0 0 81 Cons. 103 21 0 52 176 
Pause 78 21 3 28 130 Pause 180 32 0 7 219 
Vowel 192 31 1 3 227 Vowel 1 0 0 0 1 
Total 428 58 5 31 522 Total 376 54 0 61 491 
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Variation in relat ion with fre uency of word and initial onset 
Sam le A Sam le B 
Del là/ other /8/ N Del. là/ other /8/ N ----~--~----~------
In fr. 45 34 9 
Freq. 135 124 113 
Total ·180 158 122 
92 180 
278 650 
370 830 
In fr. 
Freq. 
Total 
88 49 17 19 l 345 
11 3 74 101 289 577 
201 123 118 480 922 
Variation in. relation with frequency ofword and fir 1al coda 
Sample A 
Del. là/ other /8/ 
In fr. 93 23 1 16 
Freq . 341 35 4 15 
Total 434 58 5 31 
Sam pl 
N 
l "" .).) ln fr. 
395 Freq. 
528 Total 
eB 
Del. là/ 
189 32 
280 26 
469 58 
other /8/ 
0 53 
0 
0 
11 
64 
N 
274 
317 
591 
Variation in relation with syntactic category and ini tial onset 
Sample A 
del là/ Oth. 
Adj. 0 0 0 
pronoun 145 86 82 
no un 0 0 0 
other 
fu ne. 
words 32 65 39 
numbers 0 2 0 
verbs 3 4 1 
total 180 157 122 
/8/ N 
2 2 
206 519 
8 8 
125 261 
7 9 
22 30 
370 829 
Sam pl 
Adj. 
pro no 
no un 
other 
fu ne. 
e B 
Del. là/ 
0 0 
un 161 61 
0 
Oth. /8/ N 
0 5 5 
52 192 466 
0 22 23 
words 38 57 65 198 358 
numb ers 0 2 0 23 25 
verbs 1 3 1 40 45 
tota l 20 1 123 118 480 922 
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Variation in relation with syntactic category and final coda 
SampleA Sample B 
Del. loi oth 181 N del loi oth 181 N 
Adj. 11 1 0 2 14 Adj. 28 3 0 6 37 
pronoun 199 16 1 5 22 1 pronoun 133 9 0 3 145 
no un 11 7 l 8 27 no un 29 8 0 22 59 
other other 
fu ne. fu ne. 
words 179 23 3 1 1 216 words 215 24 0 20 259 
numbers 1 0 0 0 1 numbers 0 0 0 0 0 
verbs 33 11 0 5 49 verbs 64 14 0 13 91 
total 434 58 5 31 528 total 469 58 0 64 591 
Variation in relation with number of syllables and initial onset 
Sample A Sample B 
No. 101 loi other 181 N No. 101 loi other 181 N 
1 95 110 82 264 551 1 102 79 56 305 542 
2 85 48 40 106 279 2 98 44 62 159 363 
3 0 0 0 0 0 .., 0 0 0 9 9 .) 
4 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 1 1 
7 0 0 0 0 0 5 1 0 0 4 5 
total 180 158 122 370 830 6 0 0 0 1 1 
7 0 0 0 1 1 
8 0 0 0 0 0 
total 20 1 123 118 480 922 
-' 
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Variati on in relat ion with number of s llables and final coda 
Sam pl 
Sylla 
bles 
1 
2 
.., 
.) 
4 
7 
total 
Variat 
Sam pl 
For 
Inf 
Total 
Variat 
Sam pl 
Form 
lnfl 
Total 
Sylla 
101 /ô/ other /8/ N bles /0/ /ô/ other /8/ N 
---------------------------
336 34 4 19 393 1 285 32 0 28 345 
89 20 1 8 118 2 161 23 0 28 212 
4 2 0 3 9 3 10 2 0 5 17 
5 2 0 0 7 4 11 1 0 1 13 
0 0 0 1 5 1 0 0 1 2 
434 58 5 31 528 6 1 0 0 0 1 
7 0 0 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 1 
total 469 58 0 64 591 
IOn in relation with style and initial onset (Formai/Informai) 
e A Sam le B 
/0/ /ô/ other /8/ N 101 /ô/ other /8/ N 
67 38 28 98 231 For 120 55 57 217 449 
113 120 94 272 599 lnf 81 68 61 263 473 
180 158 122 370 830 Total 201 123 118 480 922 
ion in relation with styla and final coda (Formai/Informai) 
e A Sam le B 
101 /ô/ other /8/ N 101 /ô/ other /8/ N 
160 22 0 
274 36 5 
434 58 5 
8 
23 
31 
190 
338 
528 
---------------------------
Form 249 36 
Inf 220 22 
Total 469 58 
0 38 323 
0 26 268 
0 64 591 
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Variation in initial onset in relation with age 
Age deleted 101 ether 181 N 
18 9 1 2 8 2ü 
18 11 1 3 5 2ü 
21 6 2 4 19 31 
23 6 8 4 7 25 
24 3 6 1 12 22 
26 8 5 2 13 28 
26 4 5 1ü 11 3ü 
27 lü 4 l 15 3ü 
28 6 3 2 13 24 
3ü 2 5 4 13 24 
36 ..., 8 1 6 18 .) 
38 8 3 4 23 38 
38 13 2 4 12 31 
38 6 ü 8 22 36 
42 9 6 2 12 29 
44 9 2 8 7 26 
44 2 2 4 24 32 
44 7 9 2 lü 28 
46 7 2 6 15 3ü 
47 9 1 3 21 34 
49 6 5 5 11 27 
56 5 ü 4 2ü 29 
58 2 1 1 23 27 
59 ..., 3 6 17 29 .) 
62 6 6 4 14 3ü 
63 12 5 l 14 32 
65 1 2 ü 19 22 
66 1 1 1 22 25 
67 7 2 6 16 31 
69 8 5 ..., 11 27 .) 
72 5 9 5 13 32 
73 1 ..., 4 19 27 .) 
74 6 6 ..., 13 28 .) 
Total 2ü1 123 118 48ü 922 
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Variation in final coda in relation with age 
Age deleted là/ other /8/ N 
18 25 1 0 1 27 
18 17 1 0 1 19 
21 14 1 0 1 16 
23 17 1 0 2 20 
24 19 2 0 2 23 
26 14 2 0 0 16 
26 14 0 0 0 14 
27 13 l 0 4 18 
28 15 0 0 1 16 
30 16 4 0 0 20 
36 18 1 0 1 20 
38 7 0 0 1 8 
38 20 0 0 1 21 
38 8 0 0 2 10 
42 15 0 0 1 16 
44 19 1 0 2 22 
44 15 1 0 0 16 
44 9 5 0 3 17 
46 16 0 0 1 17 
47 13 0 0 l 14 
49 12 2 0 7 21 
56 17 2 0 2 21 
58 12 2 0 2 16 
59 13 3 0 4 20 
62 16 2 0 0 18 
63 11 2 0 2 15 
65 10 5 0 6 21 
66 7 4 0 5 16 
67 10 5 0 2 17 
69 19 1 0 4 24 
72 12 1 0 1 14 
. 73 14 5 0 1 20 
74 12 3 0 3 18 
Total 469 58 0 64 59l 
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Variation in initial onset in relation with sex 
Sex deleted /ô/ other /8/ N 
Female 105 48 50 257 460 
Male 96 75 68 223 462 
Total 201 123 118 480 922 
Variation in final coda in relation with sex 
Se x deleted /ô/ other /8/ N 
Female 225 25 0 37 287 
Male 244 ,.,,., 0 27 304 .).) 
Total 469 58 0 64 591 
Variation in initial onset in relation with age 
Women Men 
Age 101 /ô/ other /8/ Total Age 101 /ô/ other /8/ N 
18 9 1 2 8 20 18 11 1 3 5 20 
21 6 2 4 19 31 23 6 8 4 7 25 
24 ,., 6 1 12 22 26 8 5 2 13 28 .) 
27 lü 4 1 15 30 26 4 5 lü 11 30 
28 6 ,., 2 13 24 30 2 5 4 13 24 .) 
38 8 3 4 23 38 36 3 8 1 6 18 
44 2 2 4 24 32 38 13 2 4 12 31 
46 7 2 6 15 30 38 6 0 8 22 36 
47 9 1 3 21 34 42 9 6 2 12 29 
49 6 5 5 11 27 44 9 2 8 7 26 
56 5 0 4 20 29 44 7 9 2 lü 28 
63 12 5 1 14 32 58 2 1 1 23 27 
66 1 1 1 22 25 59 3 3 6 17 29 
67 7 2 6 16 31 62 6 6 4 14 30 
69 8 5 ,., 11 27 65 1 2 0 19 22 .) 
74 6 6 3 13 28 72 5 9 5 13 32 
Total 105 48 50 257 460 73 1 ,., 4 19 27 .) 
74 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 96 75 68 223 462 
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Variation in final coda in re lation with age 
Women Men 
Age Del. /ô/ /8/ N Age Del. /ô/ /8/ N 
18 25 1 1 27 18 17 1 1 19 
21 14 1 1 16 23 17 1 2 20 
24 19 2 2 23 26 14 2 0 16 
27 13 1 4 18 26 14 0 0 14 
28 15 0 1 16 30 16 4 0 20 
38 7 0 1 8 36 18 1 1 20 
44 15 1 0 16 38 20 0 1 21 
46 16 0 1 17 38 8 0 2 10 
47 13 0 1 14 42 15 0 1 16 
49 12 2 7 21 44 19 1 2 22 
56 17 2 2 21 44 9 5 ,., 17 .) 
63 11 2 2 15 58 12 2 2 16 
66 7 4 5 16 59 13 ,., 4 20 .) 
67 10 5 2 17 62 16 2 0 18 
69 19 1 4 24 65 10 5 6 21 
74 12 ,., 3 18 72 12 1 1 14 .) 
Total 225 25 37 287 73 14 5 1 20 
Tota l 244 33 27 304 
Variation in in itial onset in relation with education 
Education deleted /ô/ other /8/ N 
Compulsory 22 9 11 32 74 
Junior college 64 31 44 158 297 
University 115 83 63 290 551 
Total 201 123 118 480 922 
Variation in final coda in relation with education 
Education de1eted /ô/ other /8/ N 
Compulsory 51 4 0 5 60 
Junior co llege 139 18 0 15 172 
University 279 36 0 44 359 
Total 469 58 0 64 591 
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Variation in initial onset in relation with Occupation 
Occupation deleted loi other 181 N 
Cat 1 47 20 32 llO 209 
Cat2 32 14 14 55 115 
Cat 3 7 2 6 15 30 
Cat 4 71 50 37 192 350 
Cat 5 7 13 Il 17 48 
Cat 6 37 24 18 91 170 
Total 20 1 123 118 480 922 
Variation in final coda in relation with Occupation 
Occupation deleted loi other 181 N 
Cat 1 103 9 0 12 124 
Cat2 57 9 0 9 75 
Cat 3 16 0 0 17 
Cat 4 155 22 0 23 200 
Cat 5 32 0 1 34 
Cat 6 106 17 0 18 141 
Total 469 58 0 64 591 
Variation in initial onset in relation with Housing 
~--~--------------------------~----------------------~ 
Housing deleted loi other 181 N 
----~~------------------------------------------
Countryside 55 16 46 161 278 
Cat 2 36 19 15 54 124 
Cat 3 42 40 32 llO 224 
Cat4 38 16 13 57 124 
Cat 5 20 28 1 1 83 142 
Cat6 10 4 1 1 5 30 
Total 201 123 118 480 922 
Variation in final coda in relation with Housing 
Housing deleted loi other 181 N 
Countryside 121 13 0 15 149 
Cat 2 46 8 0 8 62 
Cat 3 126 10 0 9 145 
Cat 4 85 9 0 4 98 
Cat 5 78 17 0 24 119 
Cat6 13 1 0 4 18 
Total 469 58 0 64 591 
Variation in initial onset in relation with Origins 
Origins deleted loi other 181 
Country 55 16 46 161 
1st Gen. 9 2 8 7 
2nd Gen. 65 51 29 142 
3rd Gen. 72 54 35 170 
Total 201 123 118 480 
Variation in final coda in relation with Origins 
Origins deleted loi other 181 
Country 121 13 0 15 
1st Gen. 19 0 2 
2nd Gen. 128 20 0 25 
3rd Gen. 201 24 0 22 
Total 469 58 0 64 
Variation in initial onset in relation with place of upbringing 
Upbringing deleted loi other 181 
Mixed 48 31 31 123 
Eastern Reykjavik 17 
Countryside 55 
Western Reykjavik 81 
Total 201 
22 
16 
54 
123 
11 
46 
30 
118 
Variation in final coda in relation with place ofupbringing 
Upbringing deleted loi other 
Mixed Ill 15 0 
Eastern Reykjavik 67 7 0 
Countryside 121 13 0 
Western Reykjavik 170 23 0 
Total 469 58 0 
Variation in initial on set in relation with A rea of Residence 
A rea deleted loi other 
Countryside 55 16 46 
Western Reykjavik 72 47 28 
Eastern Reykjavik 74 60 44 
Total 201 123 118 
45 
161 
151 
480 
181 
17 
5 
15 
27 
64 
181 
161 
162 
157 
480 
N 
278 
26 
287 
331 
922 
N 
149 
22 
173 
247 
591 
N 
233 
95 
278 
316 
922 
N 
143 
79 
149 
220 
591 
N 
278 
309 
335 
922 
140 
141 
Variation in final coda in relation with Area of Residence 
A rea deleted /ô/ other /8/ N 
Countryside 121 13 0 15 149 
Western Reykjavik L 74 23 0 29 226 
Eastern Reykjavik 174 22 0 20 216 
Total 469 58 0 64 591 
Variation in initial onset in relation with age 
Countryside Western Reykjavik Eastern Reykjavik 
ot ot ot 
Ag he Ag he Ag he 
e /0/ /ô/ r /8/ N e /0/ /ô/ r /8/ N e /0/ /ô/ r /8/ N 
21 6 2 4 19 31 18 9 1 2 8 20 23 6 8 4 7 25 
26 4 5 10 11 30 18 11 1 3 5 20 24 3 6 1 12 22 
38 13 2 4 12 31 26 8 5 2 13 28 28 6 3 2 13 24 
38 6 0 8 22 36 27 10 4 1 15 30 30 2 5 4 13 24 
47 9 1 3 21 34 36 3 8 1 6 18 38 8 3 4 23 38 
56 5 0 4 20 29 42 9 6 2 12 29 44 9 2 8 7 26 
58 2 1 1 23 27 44 2 2 4 24 32 44 7 9 2 10 28 
59 3 3 6 17 29 49 6 5 5 Il 27 46 7 2 6 15 30 
67 7 2 6 16 31 62 6 6 4 14 30 63 12 5 1 14 32 
To 16 27 65 1 2 0 19 22 69 8 5 3 11 27 
tai 55 16 46 1 8 66 1 1 1 22 25 72 5 9 5 13 32 
74 6 6 "'1 13 28 73 1 3 4 19 27 .) 
To 16 30 To 15 "'1"'1 .).) 
tai 72 47 28 2 9 tai 74 60 44 7 5 
-- --· ----------
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Variation in final coda in relation with age 
Countryside Western Reykjavik Eastern Reykjavik 
del /ô/ /8/ N del /ô/ /8/ N del /ô/ /8/ N 
21 14 1 1 16 18 25 1 1 27 23 17 1 2 20 
26 14 0 0 14 18 17 1 1 19 24 19 2 2 23 
38 20 0 1 21 26 14 2 0 16 28 15 0 1 16 
38 8 0 2 10 27 13 1 4 18 30 16 4 0 20 
47 13 0 1 14 36 18 1 1 20 38 7 0 1 8 
56 17 2 2 21 42 15 0 1 16 44 19 1 2 22 
58 12 2 2 16 44 15 1 0 16 44 9 5 ..., 17 .) 
59 13 3 4 20 49 12 2 7 21 46 16 0 1 17 
67 10 5 2 17 62 16 2 0 18 63 11 2 2 15 
Tot 65 10 5 6 21 69 19 1 4 24 
al 121 13 15 149 66 7 4 5 16 72 12 1 1 14 
74 12 3 3 18 73 14 5 1 20 
Tot Tot 
al 174 23 29 226 al 174 22 20 216 
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